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prevent
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This enterprise strongly commends itself

sphere also. The logic here used—
whether
original or borrowed—is hardly
posed increase of business has been in
acgording
to the syllogism. It ‘comes out
mind, and the Establishment is about

advance, $2,50.
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. mony of utterance would hold all writers
Subworibors
ors in Canada and the other British Provy’ in check. Besides, the Freeman was estab-
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* All. Ministers
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in

Lslnding in the Pre will Baptist’ Connexion are
auth
and requested to act as Agents in obtaining
subscribers,hand in collecting and forwarding moneys.
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allowed 10 per cent..on all moneys collected and remitted by
)
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ts and others should be particular to give

the
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and State) of 0
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ces, now in process of completion, this pro-

lished for the express purpose of meeting
the wants of the west, and the presumption
is that. western men can best understand
tC

wants.

and supply those

ready
to engage in the publication of books more
extensively than heretofore, having all the
facilities of a publishing house in its own
building, where books can be manufactur| éd more cheaply than in any other place’
out of New England. But if there is to be
Just now a division of the funds, and a
considerable part of the necessary capital
+ taken from its hands, this long-needed
work must be deferred for the present, or
carried on in an embarrassed and very limited way.
z
~
Another objection to the division of funds
arises from the , fact that a paper in the

If there are to be two Boards of corporators, each publishing a paper from one coinmon treasury, there would not be one

whom
make remittances, &c. Remember, it is
not the names of the towns where they reside that we
chance of success to a hundred of failure.
want, but the namesof the PostOffice at which they
: Each Board would want the best paper, and
receive their papers.
All obituaries, accounts of revivals, and other
would be sure to expend-its share of money
Bo invol:
facts, must be accompanied with the
in the effort to make it the best. And poor
writers.
proper names

‘would

.
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God is,—but not to mortal eyes
Is his mysterious presence shown;

We know not where those mansions are,
Not made by hands, around his throne.
This earth is but a vestibule
.. Unto the inner temple, Heaven ;
Yet on its walls, and roef and floor,

Are tokensof God's love engraven.
Two lamps stand ever burning bright :
For those who seek the temple door,—
Gods holy Book, his holier Son,
To clear whate’er was dark before.

And they who love these heavenly lights
Shall find the earth-home brighter far :
They add new béauty to a flower,

They give new luster to a star.
Sometimes a sorrow or a doubt,

Have all gone out in God’s great

porch.
Then, if in humble, patient prayer,
We bide the whirlwind passing by,

Een clouds of trouble will divide,

And show the glory beaming nigh.

We watch the opening of the door,
* Christ calls us and we enter in,—
God is,—we see him and adore.
!
— Christian Register.

Papers.

C—O

HOW

SHALL

THEY

The Michigan

BE SUPPORTED ?

Yearly Meeting, at its re-

cent session, passed
tions:

the

following

resolu-

Resolved, 1. That in our opinion’it is de-

sirable to have

eastern

our western

periodicals

as well

as our

directly under the con-

trol-of the. denomination ; and,- therefore,

we respectfully request the stockholders of
the western Free Baptist Publication Association and the General Conference, at their
respective sessions, to adopt such measuges
as may be necessary to place this whole
work under the control of the General Conference,
HEL
:
2. Thatin case the General Conference
shall refuse to assume the responsibility
above contemplated, then we respectfully
and earnestly request, in behalf of the
western portion of “the denomination, an
equitable division of the funds of the Free
Will Baptist Printing Establishment.
3. That our delegates to General Conference be and are hereby instructed to labor
to accomplish the object set forth-in these
esr
«resolutions. =~

The right of instruction is unqdestion-

able, and when the duty is felt to be incum-

bent, it ought to be discharged.

And

for

Conference

to do

would be scarcely less injurious in its influence. Such an arrangement would be the
of the

Christian

Freeman,
its

and.

become

publication, and

at the

same time cofitinue the- Morning Star, the
only feasible plan would seem to be this :-—
Have two separate ‘Boards of managers,
each with a treasury of its own, and then
let each Board, under the direction of Con-

ference, publish as good a paper as its patronage will allow. The Conference should
hold each Board responsible for the management of its own paper, and strigtly
allow no transfer of profit or loss froni one
treasury to the other, unless by muthal
consent.

Ca

¥

* Phe Second
resolution ig significant,
and in modesty and justice it may be all
right; no doubt its advocates think it is.—
If there were mistakes in the cominencement of the western enterprise, let them be

of the work, for

the establishmept-of a paper in the great
city of the west. is a laudable achievement
| for the denomination.
In their struggles
| for its establishment, some of our brethren

| seem to have looked at the money saved by

‘There is

the Printing Establishment.
>
The resolutions at the head of this article come from Christian men, who intend
to ask only for what is-jpst and right; and
they may say, ro nl these funds the
| property of the denomination? And are
not the churches in the west an important
part of the denomination? And is not the
Christian Freeman

one of its important in-

with the publicity of that action through the

Christian

Freeman.

We

rather like this open and frank way of put-

ting things, as it affords an opportunityto

examing’the position taken in behalfof the
western paper.

«

The first of the above resolutions says,
‘“it is desirable to have our western, as

~well

as

- under

our

the

eastern’ periodicals,

control

of

the

west

directly

denomination.”

diminishes, in that

en to another.

bound

to those

dead, who

who inaugurated the

adjusting “ such measutes as may be neces-

®sary to

place.

the

whole

control of the General

work

under

now divide that fund, and thus
discountenance the increase of our publicat
ions?—

Let us rapier presume that the men
of the
next Conference will have the wisdo
m as
well as the example of their predecesso
rs ;

gave

their energies, their notes and other per- | and
while they
sonal obligations, to the amount of several place to build will not tear down in one

up in, another, while: they
thousand dollars, for fourteen successive’ will not embarrass one
enterprise to show
years, that the denomination might have a unpromised favor to anoth
er, it is expected
Printing Establishment, and so furnish it- that encouragement and
relief will be givself with a long-needed, literature ; and, if en to the needy.
The Conference may
successful, do soinething thereby for be- grant an appropriation
to the western .panevolent purposes.
The Conference is in Pg, and it may be conditional
or uncondihonor bound to the memory of those men, tional, annual or
gl at once.
And this apto see that the funds of the Establis
hmerft-propriation honor hea prec
edent for
are not frittered away, and its usefulness
subsequent ones;

“but a generous

according

to

present

numbers

east

people

in every

A

of thejy constituents,
wisdom divine be given,

Plan and its fedsibility.

Shall it be: man-

. aged by the same Board of corporators that
publish the Star? If they. could thus economize the expense and unify the teachings
of our publications, they could mot
satisfy
the patrons of two papers, printed ‘twelve
0h

¥

’

BISSEXTILE.
It is commonly allowed: that Leap
grants

a certain

speech beyond

freedom

the

of

ordinary

action

limits

like

a-friar

licensed to

beg

and

which

circumscribed figure in Geometry,

and

whose

love

and

Sym-

pathy gladden the house and enrich fathers.
’
£5
. Give your sister a voice. Remember she
has the same order of faculties and feeling®
that you have ;—that she is adapted to you in
all respects, as divine music to sweet words;

—that you cannot ignore her in ‘ay’ shape

A
that we need. »
gr
4
There has been, and still is} a growing
intercst in the literature of the denomination. The desire finds frequent expression

Woman's

May

Rebuke

es

and

Plea,

—

A female patron

and correspondent sends

|v 18 the following from one of our western
states. It has tife yigorous independ
ence
of the pioneer in it, the free
and fearless
that morg might be done in this direction
; thinking which is 1ikely to thrive on the
and the last General Conference said, “we
| I rairie, the readiness to risk Something on
request the Printing Establishment to pub a principle that
shows no great fear of revlish, 4s soon as at all practicable,
olutions, the confidence nurtured by
Sabbath
a truly
#chool = books especiallp adapted
to our American life and experience, and the diwork and the wants of our childr
en,”
At rectness of appeal that marks a woman,
the last meeting of the Corporators
prepar- She wishes to vote; and that is her
answer
atory steps were taken for the
publication to the plea that few wome
n JLare for the
1

D

water,

timber;

coal,

&e.,

nia

College.

Co., West Va,,

under

the

name

of West

wheh the work ceased, and it, became

evi-

ident that “some new force or influences
were necessary for its completion.
In’ December last, a Freewill Baptist
church was organized. at Flemington,
and

another in the adjacent village of Fairvie
w,

—which were

organized

into the

Taylor

QM.
Under the impulse of this movement the perpetual
control and management of the college was offered to the Froowill Baptists, provided they would finish

the building and open the school.

there also assured

us that half

or three thousand dollars

Wish

the building should

of

Friends
the

néeessary

be raised

two

to fine

in the

and

became

responsible

for

one thousand dollars of the necessary funds,
Materials have been procured and work on
the building commenced; and is expected
that'a school will be opened in it this fall.
The chapel of the cpllege, aw room 42 by

42, inside measurement, will

audience room

for the

afford

churcly®nd

really save allthat the finishing o8gl

ing will cost us,

by obviating

a fine

will

build.

a n ‘cessity

for the erection of a separate house of
wor-

ship.

‘The prospects of the church are flat

tering ; and in all the adjacent communities

there is a strong desire for the opening
of
the school. I have: never found greater
eagerness anywhere to enjoy educitional
facilities.

/

of Coos county

He is an abler debater than we had taken
be. No ablér argument has as yet-been
though we think he labored under the disadv
an~
tage of being on the wrong side of the questio
n.

The discussion will be resumed this wel

we have reason to expect

the longest

debate of the session. |

on

and ablest

py.

A LEGISLATIVE JOKE,

The tediousnesg.of debate and the intense heat

of summer are occasionally relieved by
a good
hit, It is known that by a votein the early
part

of the

session, a chaplain

and an invitation

extended

was

the House to officiate instead.

dispensed with,

to the clergymen of
When

the subject

of the salary of the chaplain of the States Prise’

.on was under

discussion,

and the

same

gentle-

of the Week.

lain, a.gentleman

a

arose and gravely

moved that

the chaplain be dispensed with, and’ that
CONGRESS,
the
religious services of the prison
The proceedings of this body during thie’ the pious convicts! The Housebe performed by
saw the point
week have been in some respects impor-- and proceeded to explode—did explode.—yJ. v.
.
Concord, June 29,
tant. The. mew tax bill has passed the
House andis now before the Senate,

where

it is likely to receive several important modifications. Through the agency .of Gen. Buttler, the House has passed

a resolution,

Washington «Correspondence.

in-

%

structing the Ways and Means Committee to
report a bill levying a ten per cent. tax on
government bonds. The Committee has
obgyed its instruction, but all its members,
exeepting Mr Logan, and possibly one

the measure passes the House, it will doubt-

become a law without the President's

sig:

a,

-

WASHINGTON,

D. C., July 1, 1863.

Business-like aspect on the surface.

In the fier

circle of the Democracy there is much activity
and. excitement in regard to the nomination for
the Presidency, but the scene of operations is

against its passage. The effect of it will
be that the bonds now paying six per cent.
interest will hereafter pay but five and twofifths per cent. The interest on other bonds
will be reduced in the same proportion. If
less'be defeated in the Senate, as it deserves to be. The court of claims bill has

—

Matters and affairs here wear a very quiet and

other, are opposed to it, and will prgtest

now heing tramsferred to New York.
Large
numbers of the Democratic. members of both

Houses will leave heré for New York to-day and
to-morrow. Many of the southern delegates

have stopped here on their way to the conven-tion, and held an interview with the President,
He is bringing to bear all the influence he can
to secure the nomination for himself, and counts
largely on the southern delegates to help him.—

A few days will determine how much basis there
is for his hopes and what degree of sucess his

nature. It enlarges the power of that efforts will meet with.
ec
er
Adthisisa day of new precedents, the Senate
court and abolishes the
offices of the
has added;
solicitor and his two assistants. / It also o'clock on one to the list in adjourning to two
Thursday, to enable senators to attend
legislates- the notorious Binckley out of the wedding of Senator Henderson—a
very briloffice. The eight hour law for government liant affair.
‘
The business of the session. is being pressed
‘employes, has been signed by the President,
with

and has gone into operation.

RECONSTRUCTION.
The prompt and summary measures of
General McDowell in removing General
Humphreys of Mississippi has “rendered
him distasteful to the President, and he has

consequently been relieved of his gommand
and ordered to report at Washington.
This will be worth -more to McDowell than
any’ victory he gained during the war.
.Gen. Gillem succeeds him. The first reports from the Mississippi election indicated,
the defeat of the new Constitution, but later and
more
authentic accounts afford

‘grounds of hope that it has been carried.
It will be recollected that the first reports
from the southern elections

formly

unfavorable.

notified the

have been

General

Southern

passage of the ommibus

uni-

Grant

commanders

has
of the

bill, ‘and ‘the leg-

-islatures of thé states’ therein
mentioned
either
have
been convened or
will be

As

——
4 Ge

to the great disadvantage

-men who had been in favor of dispensing
with a
chaplain for the House were moving for
a re~
duction of the salary of the State’s Prison
chap

without curtailing your own happiness and
dignity. Remember that she shares your
| convened soon. As soon as they shall have
irksome business whatever it_ may be,
that ratified the fourteenth amendment of the
in trouble and sorrow she cheers and caress- Constituti
on, their delegations will ‘be ades you, and in the midst of care and
dis: mitted to: Congress.
The Florida delegatress Heavéh blesses you in her prayers.
tion has been admitted already, the amend-.
ment having -been previously ratified.
AG
ne
a |
|.
THE NEW YORK CONVENTION, °
West Virgi

cumstances,

LS

fertile,

Events

it has

on,

and the rest of the northern part of the state.—
Mr. Wheelet, of Dover, spoke in behalf of the re
port of the majority, and made a strong speech.

The climate is especially healthy, the
ig

within

ceitain bounds. This line was drawn around
us by the ¢“ lords of creation ;"-and like the

pect reverence,

ital.

abundant,=ll the grains and fruits of the
teinperate zone grow readily and abundantly, and the markets are. very good and agcessible.
A.D. WILLIAMS.
Flemington, Taylor Co., West Va.

circumseribe the sisterhood—limited, however,

I may add, moreover, that the cowitry,
and the spirit of the people, present strong
inducements for the settlement of northern
men, and the employment of northern capsoil

Year

vicinity, provided the denomination abroad
would furnish the remainder.
A dommittee of the Western Home Mission Board
Visited the place and investigated the Sire

OBSERVER

nm
ot fre
bs

oon-

ference of opinion on the details of the

locality, will understand

t the wishes

wn

will claim the profits,of sustain the losses.

+ Nod

Thus

;

Virginia College. A brick building &5 by
45 ft., and 32 ft. high, with brick partitions,
was putup and roofed— some ¢ight -thousand dollars being expended on the samo—

the same time not interfere with the rights

compels, the belief that the ardor
of
desire is not so much for Conference to
control, as to assume, the publication
of the
Freeman. If so, there may be a wide
dif

she writes:

and for many years they have been annuhope
ally made to the Mission and Education | that Conferen
ce will settle tw o, things as
Societies. . Yes, appropriations have been | finalities. Xirst,
that the two papers ba Tn.
thus made, but not a division of invested
dependent of each other in their
financial
funds. ‘We lidve yet to hearof the “first support, but
harmonious in their labors for
persqn who objects to an appropriation
Christ. And, secondly, that the Prin
ting
from ‘ithe. pybfits, of the —Establshment, if Esta
blishment no longer accumulate
funds,
therd' bd’ any, for the present relief and
but, with
continued careful ahd frugal
4
of the Christian Freeman.
But management; so increase
the light of the
Conference will hardly be expected to take
Star, the attra

of stockholders who furnish the money,
and

the alternative of the "second resolution
almost

the. ballot, and -shall look on candidly to

sestwhat she can accomplish with it.

-A few years since, an Institution of leatninggvas commenced at Flemington, Taylor

the

that Conference iy desired to
have, and

willing, we shall not object to ler trying

act of

timely aid in tho permanent esta
blishment,
of that enterprise.
Having been thus frank in our
suggestions, we will express the addit
ional

ed, and the bright promise for the future.
|

are

touched us at all points and on every side;
has lost these subscribers by their transfer and thug while it has robbed woman of
to the western paper, and is now to suffer ‘what undoubtedly belongs to her, it has at
an additional loss from the removal of its the same time, and in the same proportion,
funds—the very funds that were laid by in been mischievous to man. Where is the
part to help it over this ®xpected emergen- parchment scroll on which this special right
cy~it is to be feared that the Star will lose has been conveyed ? by whom Was it drawn?
some of its brilliancy, from the want of whe were the parties to it ? and who the
necessary editorial help, or the now open- witnesses?
By what power did ‘mar,
ing opportunity of having a publishing proud man,” obtain his. liberty or moral
fight to do or say anything that would be
house will close darkly upon us.
°
. Conference has'encouraged the establish- forever binding in the premises; or washe
ment of a western paper, but has ‘always born free more than his sister; and who
done it with great financial caution. In gave him authority to set- bounds to her
1859,.a Board of Trustees was appointed civil liberty? If the year of grace 1868
with this instruction: “To publish such a has unabridged our civil and moral agency,
periodical as soon as they shall deem it ex- -and in all proper civil and chaste decorum
pedient, holding themselves responsible for we can act, determine, choose and form
‘‘ tardy justice” has at
| its pecuniary support.” The next Confer- purposes,—if such.
ence continued the Board, and their au- length reached us, we would like. to enjoy
thority to publish a paper was “with the this new born liberty by writing on a slip
understanding that they assume the entire of paper and carefully depositing it in
the
responsibility.” Is it now expected that ballot béx at the approaching election.
the coming Conference will forget the cauBut some one may say. that Leap Year
tion of its predecessors, and take away
the isonly granted to women as a mark of
funds that one Establishment has earned
, kindness, giving her the power of choosand expend them upon anothei? . Because ing her companion
in the connubial rites.
there is one institution in the d
minaz Regarding your sisters in this act of friendtion that has risen above embarrassm
ship, as ““ one good deed deserves another,”
ent,
and has given and is still giving aid to oth- will you
please register their names at the
ers, let us beware lest we cut off its
sour- polls; or will you shake off your friends
ces of prosperity and usefulness, and leave when
you most need them? Man acquiesit in the Wayto- dilapidation.
Let us cher- ces in the conduct of the ‘bold popular
of-ish-it rather with denominational fondn
ess,
fenders against our country and government
and so shall we be assisted by its light
and —the mercenaries of blood by the
traffic
influence in lilting up other interests
equal in spirituous liquors ; but in dread of makly-dear to our hearts. * Kill not, nor starve
ing our government despised abroad, he
the hen’that lays the golden eggs.
refuses to accept the careful and discrimi
Because the Printing Establishment has
nating vote of his sister. Thus you reject
had -wisdom, economy and good fortu
ne those that you adore, from whom you exenough to save a small

liv-

Conference,” and at

- Perlmpn, however, it;is not mere
trol”

We

if the civil. authorities of Minnesota

locality, the pateast. The books

ctions of the Myrtle, and the
funds from an Establishment that has
earnpabulum of the Quarterly—so
movement that has given us the Christian ed and saved them, and place them
incase the
1
at the¢ | number of useful publi
fations, and so gradFreeman, ought io be allowed to express disposalof another that is yet
largely um: | uate their prices,
that there \Gill' bLe- 10
their preference in its management ;
*
and tried.
!
great margin for profit or loss,
if they desire it to Le under the “ cantrol”
:
The request, says” the, resolution, is for
The next session of the General
of the denomination, there may be no very: ‘“an equitable division of
Confers
the funds.”
But ence will be one
of of at responsibility,
serious objection. Conference might choose what is “an equitable division
? Where is Important
questions “are awaiting its * dea Board: with authority te control its col. the line between
east and west? ° On what
cision, and the delegates, fresh
umns; but the groat diffieulty will be in principle-shall the division
from. the
be made

The men of the west,

and vigor.

brain;

W4 publish her plea withouta protest; and

York, since the first issue of the Christian
Freeman,
If the Pripting Establishment

lical School cannot be given as funds to a
seminary or college.
“And the General
ing men and the honored

with increased frequency

the

denomination at large, as being the first ad-

| neither laugh at it nor deny the conclusion.

ronage of the one in the
show a decrease of twelve hundred subseribers to the Morning Star, west of New

Funds received for the Bib-

Conference is in honor

from. the

co-operation of

vance among the whites south of Mason
and Dixon's line. It commends itself to us,
also, by the marked success dlready achiev-

but it is a-sort of logic that is being used

°

stitutions? And shall not denominational
funds sustain denominational enterprises ?
All these, and many more similar questions, are unhesitatingly answered in the
affirmative. . But the last one should be anfund; in addition
swered with discrimination. Funds secur- to the tens of thousands
benevolently doed for one object cannot be honorably .giv- nated, isit assumed that
Conference will

impaired, . 7%
no fault, therefore, to be found with the
isi
of
It may beSaid
that - dppropriations have
Michigan Y. M., for “the action taken, nor
-been made to Hillsdale and Bates Colleges,

columns of the

AAA

it

the Morning Star till they really believe
that the Western Publication Association
has a right to a large part of the funds of

little while we walk and wait,

Our Denominational

thus saved.

forgoiten in the progress

As ‘chill winds flickering a torch,
‘Rush o’er us, and we think the lights

A

Board to study economy, if the other could
appropriate. the money, or aly part of it,

responsible for

wy

for either

If the denomination is to assume control

Hymn of Faith.

3

the. encouragement

sure road to bankruptcy:
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Tay

be

from the heart more than

to the sympathies and

we

write

Dempgrafic “politicians

are

assembling at New York, and much curiosity is manifested respecting the result. Jud ging from 1eports, it appears that Pendleton.

as much dispatch

as practicable

as both

Houses desire to reach an adjournment as soon
as may be. Appropriation bills are mainly the

subject matter before both

houses just now. * In

the Senate Mr. Sherman has proposed an important amendment to the civil appropriation bill.—
It profioses to authorize the issue of an amount
of new bonds equal te all the amount now afloat,
except the 10.40’s,to run twenty, thirty, & forty
years fespectively, te bear interest at the rate of
five, four and a half and four per cent. respectively, interest and principal payable in gold and
exempted from all taxation state and national.—
‘The amount of the five per’ cént. bonds is limit‘ed to seven hundred millions.
These bonds are
to be issued for the purpose of exchanging them
for the present bonds at the option of the holder.
Another section sets apart one hundred and thirty-five millions of dollars annually
out of the
duties on imports as a fund for the
payment of
interest and reduction of the debt.
At the presentiyate of interest on the public debt
this would,
leave ten or fifteen millions only to be applied
to
the debt, but if the rate of interest could
be re- v
duced by the conversion proposed by: this
bill,
twenty millions more per annum would
be add-

ed to the sinking fund.

Another seetion of the

bill proposes to sell the bonds in denominations
of-one or more thousand dojlars each
for lawful
money and to redeem them in lawful
money on
[demand so long as the legal tenders
shall fot ex| ceed four hundred millions,
This section seems
to be“intended either to effect an inflation
of le| gal tenders up to the limit of four hundred
mil| lions, or simply to afford a convenient
investment at the expense: of the government
to any
| one baving a thousand dollars
lying idle. In
{ eithier view it is objectionable and
will hardly

| bass.

Another.

section

provides

that

contracts

1 made payable in coin shall be valid,
Ata caustand
about an equal chance of nomination, though | cus of the Republican senators holden this morning, it was decided to withdraw this amendm
ent
the last tvo have declined to Lave their and present
it as an independent bill.
names used.
Chase is said to he nowhere. { On the subject of the taxation of bonds,
Mr.
It is useless, however, to speculate,
The { Blaine, of Maine. Lins recently wade u speech
|
replete
with information™ Ie states the amount
result will soon be known.

Hancock,

Hendrickg and

Seymour

| of six per cent, bonds

at nitetoon hundred

-

mil-

[ lions, Of those, he estimates that six
hundred
{add fifty millions are held abroad.
Pour hundred and twenty-five millions are holden
by nu| tional banks and are now-subject
to local taxa
BUSINESS LIVELY.
tion, One hundred and seventy-five
mill ions are
Legislation goes on apace.
Licld bysavings’ banks and are also
During the last
liable to
week avery large number of bills passed
Thirty millions more are held
the { state taxation.
House, mostly without discussion.
The arrange- | by life insurance companics,
One hundred and
ment of committees is perfect, and all bills
twenty-five millions more
of no
(IY “held by fire and
general importance are trusted to their judgmen
t,
| marine j insurance i companies,
and annuity rand
i
and such bills as are reported favorably uponyar
trust companies, in u form
e
also subject to stat
passed without * explanation or comment,
taxation; and the vesult is.
and
that less than five
those reported against are, rejected without
hundred millions remain within the country and
question or ceremony.
A dozen bills are often disbeyond the reach of local taxation,, This
is ine
posed of in a halt hour's time, roid only by their
deed a large sum, but less by: far than is -comtitles, perhaps, and voted for or against as
monly supposed.”
the
The
substantial accuracy of
case hay be, hy fggm onc to a half dozen
these statements is ‘confirmed by the income res
members, ©
¢
(turns,
When we consider the facility’ with
ADJOURNMENT
which holders of bonds “conceal them from the
Three hundred and thirty men having
tax assessor the amount of taxes to be derived
business at homerdind but very little here,
with the | from this source, were local taxation Permitted,
exception of a small number who are
\
)
!
on impor- | would not be large.
tant committees and a few inveterate
The appropriation for the paymént to
talkers,
the Ruse
the expense of the Legislature being some
sian governinent for the cession of Alaska
#1200
, is un{ der consideration in
dollars a day—all demand an elrly adjourfiment
the IMouse,
Gen, Banks
,
This alyvays causes a rush of business during | made an able and statesmanlik
eo argument in futhe closing days of the sossion, which results in [ vor of the appropriation, yesterday.
The. aphasty and imperfect legislation, and gives occie | Propriation will doubtless be made.
The report
sion for repealing and amending the statwtes at | of Gen, “Butler on the impeachment invosti
gution is soon expected. and it is suppos
the next session. Could the House be reduced
ed that the
to two-fifths of its present number, itmight sit report will have sone effect upon the nominations
Ss

New

etl)

§ Qs

Hampshire

y.

Legislature.

twice as lohg at lesapoxpense, giving committdes
time to perfect bills, and the House an opportunity to examine and deliberate on them. The

work would be mucli better and more creditably
done. A joint resolution to secure an alteration
of the constitution to some such effect has been

introduced.

Such an attempt

?

has, boen made be-

fore, and will probably have to, be’ made many
times hereafter before the object is attaine
d.

of Mr. Evarts and Perry Fuller. There soems
tobe but little chance for the confirmation of
Fuller's nomination any way. He has the rep.
utation of being too intimate with all the rings"
that have the plundering of the treasury in View.

.

Florida presented herself for admission yester:
day, in the person of Senator Osborn.. Quite a
sharp debate sprang up participated in by a large

number of Senators, on his reception,
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huts have given place to comfortable houses.
..Chips. *".
| True enough ;-and it is almost equally true “on him, and such an impression of mert which the deficiency manwards appears, or
for the
that'it. is needed if lifé, health and pros- wrought in him by his call, that the gaining as if nothing more were wanting
Habits6f industry and thrift have been inx
er
—
2
‘
a man was now a kind of supreme aspira- remedy, but to be more completely and
perity.
,.
Experimental
piety
is
congenial
troduced. The land is cultivated, and, by |
“The minister who was afraid to
He could not se) bravely men; or, as some will
tion of his Christed life.
hrase it,
“
careful irrigation, many a barren spot. is encourage the improvement of the-gifts in with our rational natures ; ‘meets a necessi- much @s trim a sentence to catch the world’s more like natural born peopleand men of
ty of our” minds ; enables us to live to the applauses ; but he could be all things to all the world. But this contemptuous light+made to blossom-as the rose.
.| his church, lest they should attach less imMissions in Southern Africa.
This Society has at present five hundred portance to_ his ministrations, was one of glory of God; gives the only true enjoy- wen himself; if by any means he could ness, this very.choeap kind of satire, is itself
rain some. Loeked upon as weak in bodi- § much further down below the range of dig-.
ment, and having lived in God's service,
and forty-three chapels and other preach- the pastors alluded to in Jer. 12: 10,” ©
BY MRS. V.G. RAMSEY.
y presence and contemptible in speech, or nity than it supposes, in"that it so.little conive
shalldie
well.
H.
N.
ELT
ing places in South, Africa, a seminary for
We frequently encountér, grum- : *
f speaking voice, he was yet so deep'in love ceives, or so blindly ignores, what is the
il
THE Excrisit WESTLEYAN MISSIONS.
training native preachers and fifty schools bling, discouraged, faint-hearted Christians
and was so let'into the knowledge of men deepest, grandest note of capacity in all
by-his- urgent sympathies, that he took the high preaching’;
viz.,the nfomentum
of God's
Lily Fountain-became emphatically
like where thousands are gathered for “instruc who think the world is so hard and themsense and rose to the level, asin Athens,of private inspirations; that yvhich makes the
‘ga city set on a hills whose light can not tion. . The intelligence reaches us- recentlyoq 50 weak that they. can do nothing.— |
all highest tulture and philosophy, and was man a symbel, and a voice, and a power.
be hid.” The people who ‘sat in darkness that these churches are enjoying an unusual What would have become of. such, I wonable thus; surpassing art without “art, to Therefore let him be or become as bravely
2
beheld with surprise and joy thé dawning and glorious outpouring of the Spirit—that. dex, in times when Christians suffered the
make “about the manliest and, morally man as you please, put him wholly on the
the
affliction
through
which
they
have
passrays.. and soon from many and distant
spoiling of their goods, the confiscation of
speaking, grandest speech that ever was felicity of his personal address, of the popThe Mystery 7 of Nature.
made.
He was.never unequal to an occa- ularity of his natural parts, and: he’ is noplaces the cries of anxious inquiring souls ed on account “of the drought of the last their ‘estates, and were hunted as wild
—y—
;
sion, even though it was a shipwreck; sim- body. ' A naturally demonstrative manner
‘were heard saying, *“ Come over dnd help four years, is being followed by spiritual. beasts to the caves of the earth? Why, if
* The works of-God are fair for naught,
ply because he had life enough to put his and actign are good, and Jeuby themselves,
So the words of the ‘early. church’had been.
us.” Mr. Shaw traveled irom place to place. joy and heavenly riches.
gomposedof
Unless our eyes, in seeing,
word into the cargo, and the helm, and the: are good for nothing. = The
fine declaimers
_ See hidden in the thing the thought
He seemed ‘Tnsensible of fatigue, and un- the prophet are fulfilled, ** The Lord will such material, Rome would not have beén
scattered planks, and the men.
and Speaking prodigies of the schools turn :
ol
That
animates
its
being.
mindful of danger. Sometimes bis path comfort Zion, he $vill comfort all her waste
forced to resortyto faggot and torture to exIn the same way, all the best preachers out altvays, here, to be only men of straw—
The outward form is not the whole,.
. Ted over rocky and precipitous mountains, places; and he will make her wilderness terminate theni. She would have put them
and pastors, coming after, got their success, with the disadvantage of not being comBut every part is moulded
They had come down close enough to men, bustible. A certain manner of reserve and
sometimes over burning sandy deserts; like Eden, and her desert like” the garden to flight by merely making faces at them.
To image forth an inward soul
in the Christly love, to catch the sense of strong discipline is often. more™impressive,
That dimly is unfolded.
“sometimes he was exposed to the merci- of the Lord; joy and gladness shall be Shame on a faith that has so little pluck.
| their: magnitudes.
They did not seem even though there be some awkwardness in
-found
therein,
thanksgiving
and
the
voice
1dss storms, of that region, when it does
A husband asked his wife _as they .~ The shadow, pictured in the lake
therefore
to
be
sailing
over the world, like it. The preacher needs to be a man rather
My
By every tree that trembles,
“hot seem to rain; but the water-descends in of melody.”
were sitting in the evening twilight by the
a dust-cloud that nobody wants to have who has been taken apart, sometinie, from
Is cast for more than just, the sake
a sheet, often accompanied with awful thunsettle, but they fell as ‘dew on the living men, to be Slosetel With God in plivaje.
window, ** What was her greatest desire.”
Of that which it resembles.
sensibilities of their ties, dissolving a
_.der and violent wind, and everywhere he
stru,
Any one can,
accepted and
She answered, * To be perfectly holy and
Peculiar Logic.
‘The dew falls nightly, not alone
subtlest prejudices, i
most cunning en- cody
Wh by men, who will take their
wasin constant peril from hunger and thirst,
more like my Redeemer.” ~ He said his
—r
SO
Becausé the meadows need it,
‘tanglements of error. Such were Chrysos- key and be one of them, but whoever will
- But-on an errand of its own
from wild beasts, and savage men. His 5
It is strange that an infinitely wise and greatest desire was to see a general refortom, Augustine, Tauler, Luther, Fenelon, come to them closely in the key of their reTo human souls that heed it.
journal contains a record of toils and suffer- 200d God should create human beings, if mation that should bring multitudes to
Whitefield, Summerfield, Gossner, all of ligious nature, must, first of all, be drawn
The
stars
are
lighted
in
the
skies,
* ing which have few equals’ even in mis- he foresaw that a large portion of the race God. The wife answered, ‘“I'was- selfish
.| thenrfelt,to be live men, whose contact, like up close to God, and come down thence
Not merely for their shining,
the touch of Gideon’s angel, put men’s deifically flavored to them. Besides it
. sionary life. The native converts, though would find existence an endless curse to in looking only to myself.” The husband
But, like the looks of loving es,’
hearts ablaze on the rock.
roy
Have
meanings
worth
divining
is only by ‘sometimes getting far enough
80 young in experience and so immature them.”
Is it half as strange that men, who responded, ‘No,—being holy and ChristBut we must go back a little way ta the apart from them to adequately think who
in knowledge, began to feel the missionary
The waves that moan along the shore,
like
ourselves
is
the
surest
way
to
save
voluntarily share the ways of transgression,
Seripture and observe a remarkable fact they are, that any one can duly underThe winds that sigh in
plowing,
spirit and to travel among their heathen
%
:
which distinguished the apostolic preaching, stand them, and be qualified for the friendshould suffer for their willful sins, as itis others.”
Are sent to teach a mystic
lore
neighbors to tell what Christ had done “for | that men should suffer all their lives in
and that of all the more successful men that liest, most effective care of Shem,
Which men are wise in knowing.
:
The ladder of redemption, whose
haye come after, viz., that the interest the .| natural sympathies are good, but large suthem. . So great was the eagerness for inThe clouds around the mountain-peak,”
consequence of the cruelties of -others and top reaches to heaven, rests its fdot on. the
[feel in men, or human souls, is not giiage
per-natural are better; even such as have
struction, that two little girls, who had
The riversin their winding,
for no crime of their own? Did not God fore- vale of humiliation, and before a son of
simply by what they are, but more by what
rtly sounded the compassions of God, and
Have secrets which, to all who’ seek,
learned to read and sing, were carried sixAdam can take the first step toward heaven
Are precious in the finding.
théy are becoming, or to be. They see
ad their owihplitate Gethsemane. There
see
the
one
as
well
as
the
other?
And
a
ty miles, and the people gathered around
ne advertizing by
the
themselves and all God's saints in a glori- will of course
length of the suffering does not change th e he must humble himself to the foot of the |Thus Nature dwells within our reach,
them and listened with joy and wonder to
preacher of what God has been do ng with
ous .uplifting, or -ennobling process, that
ladder.
Thousands spend their lives in
But, though we stand so near her,
-¥'principle.
We
know
that
the
latter
éxists,
kindlesin them an immense expectation,
im in secret, no parade of sensibility, no
the great truths which they attempted ‘to
° We still interpret half her speech
=
climbing the highest peaks of carnal moral| and still God is good and just. ~ With ears too dull to hear her.
and an almost super-human ardor. « Glori- affectations of concern, but it will come ont,
explain.
ity
or
self-righteousness,
supposing
the
«It is strange that God commanded us to
fied mind !—this is the purpose of their gos- as in spite of concealment, and, if it may,
Whoever, at the ¢darsest sound,
Among the first converts were three broth- love our enemies, if he hates his ene- -ladder to reach from these heights to the
pel—and if there were. a university that in spite of a certain robust manner, that
Still listens for the finest,
ers named Links, who became very useful mies, and will hate them to all eterni- kingdom, but climb to ruin.’ They may |
could finish a pupil up to that measure, it here is one whose heart is heaving under a
Shall hear the noisy world:go round
To - music the divinest.
=
would even he a fault of: the teachers, if weight of private burdén uncorfessed.:
to their people. Among these Jacob Links ty.”
The Psalmist says, ‘God judgeth deride pilgrims at the footof the cross, but
their heids were not turned by it. On this And this is the true hiding of power.” A
‘was. niost digfinguished for knowledge and
these
only
find
the
narrow
way.
=
*
:
AVhoever
yearns
to
see
aright’
»
the righteous, and God is angry with
point these Christian preachers put their great, right soul, bearing visibly such loads
Because his heart is tender,
;
piety. He was a fluent speakerin the Dutch
A lady once, asked her husband if |
the wicked every day.”
Now, if God’s an-,
rom God, will never have a dreary, dreamy,
eyo,~and the problem is —¢ from glory to
Shall catch a glimpse of heavenly ght .
and Namaqua languages, and he learned
“In-every earthly splendor.”
“= glory.” "They say nothing of ‘ perfection,” far-off way; but will go directly into men’s
ger ever ceaseth, it will be - because he or he loved lier: - Ie. replied, ‘Fought .to.™
English that he might have access to its rebosoms by the certificate of his own true
save in a certain lower, partly accommodatSo, since the universe began,
the wicked change.
If they continue wick-. Said -she, ¢ I do not want you to love me
ed sense of the term, a ere we see them feeling and his manly sense of man. Even
Iious literature. Ie was shrewd and
And till it shall be ended,
merely
from
a
sense
of
duty.”
There
are
ed eternally, then he must be angry with
The soul of nature, soul of man,
rushing by, or beyond, to something better, his ‘* good morning” will go through them
sensible, and the Dutch farmers who conwho think they
And soul of God are blended!
them eternally, or else he must change. many professed Christians
and higher. Or, if they sometimes speak as a welcome word from some beautiful
temptuously call the Hottentots dogs, and
Theodore Tilton, in Atlantic Monthly,
| of it iy the mére absolute, ideal sense, they otherwhere not of this world.
God's anger toward the wicked shows it- ought to love God, and are trying to love |
culed the idea of sending them teachers,
2
And such a man will not be simply one
{ disclaim it as a grace already attained,
| selfin punishing them for their sins. The him, but seem tp make very hard work of |
found him more thah .a match for |
| and we see them stretching on to appre- who has put his education-money, into the _
love that the parent has toward his child it while they are flirting with tlie world, the |
Training for the Pulpit.
them.
Oneday he encountered one of them,
{ hend —not exactly that, which never can be preparation of this particular trade or prodoes not prevent, his punishing that child flesh and the devil. The true saint has fallen |
| apprehendéd—but the glory they were ap- fession, going forward now into if, as a
stoutly denied that the gospel or the
i
And God's love to- in love with Jesus, who is his best belovThe address of Rev. Dr. Bushuell, de- | prehended for; beholding, as “it were, the practitioner duly qualified. He will not
Bible was intended for the Hottentots, say- for.his disobedience.
ed,
nor
does
he
have
to
work”
so
hard
to
speak secundwm arte out of his merc
| gates of glorified possibility set open before
ward his enemies is perfectly consistent
“ing theirfiime was not in the Book.
Jalove him “who is altogether lovely and livered at the late Anniverkary of the The- | them, and tracing, with their eye, the in- school advantages, but as one who hasbeen
with
his
punishing
them.
ological School of Chicago, is published in terminable progressions and the prospects training under the God-burdéns of the
cob 1poked him steadily inthe face and re- |
chiefest of thousands.
the July number of-fours at Home, under
plied.
* Yousay our name is not in the |‘ Itis strange that Christ is called the
boundless.
great salvation, one who is how harnessed
Sin
at
first
leads
along
flowery
Saviour of the world, if the world will nevthe somewhat. peculiar title of ** Training | They put down, first, three: full assur- in the’ inspirations of his eall and qualified
Book.
Will you tell me whether the name
According to Universalism, paths, but it offends God, grieves the Spir- for. the Pulpit Manward.” He pens by call- | ances; one of ‘“ hope,” one of ‘<a#th” and as one of God's prophets.
of Datchman or Englisi®nan is found in it.” | er be saved.”
it, sears the conscience, blinds the mind
I must add yet one word more that will
Receiving no answer, ie went on: “You { Christ will not save the whole world. First, and leaves its victims to stumble and per- ing attention to the fact that many preachers { one of * Sdertinate i" showing the un- draw us down upon the final point of our
| done, guilty, fearing creafure put on a
|
they
hold
that
there«is
no
future
punishfail
in
this
work,
in
consequence
of
a
failcall us heathen; thatis our name. Now I
| base, if’ he will be, of true certified confi- subject more closely. I admitted in the
ish among the dark mountains.
from which to save men; hence
ure to get in vital connection with men or dence that is well-nigh deific. Next they let outset that a preacher, separated from men
find in the book that Jesus came as ‘a light {ment
Vain man! whilst thou art build- their people ; and proceeds, in the first place,
Secto lighten the.heathen, so we read our name | Christ does not save men from that.
| him rise to the level even of his conscience, by his office, will be separated also from
ing
thy
castles,
the carpenter is building tq consider the causes of this fact, and, in { which-is God's own level, pledging there the their sympathies, if he is not quickened
[
ondly,
they
hold
that
Christ
does
net
save
in the hook.”
:
thy’ coffin. While deceitful influences are
from above, to reclaim the hold he-has lost.
world, that he lives in a conscience void
In the year 1825 a deep feeling of com- | men from punishment, for they believe that gilding thy future prospects, the painter is the second,by what kind of training or self- of offense.”
Then as to the past, the guilty I have also just now said, that a certain de-exercise
thenecessary
interest
in
men
may
miseration for the perishing souls beyond | men are fully punished for their sins. And, leisurely‘putting the varnish upon the casand foul past, they allow him to’ be sure of gree of withdrawment may be necessary,
Ile treats | his complete, everlasting purgation ; of be- to the best understanding of them, and the
the Orange River took possession of the | thirdly, some men sin as. long asithey live ; | ket that is being fitted for thy reception. be duly unfolded and quickened.
and made white—** whiter than closest sympathy with their want.” The two
church at Lily Fountain, and notwithstand- | so he does not save them from their sins. While thou art striving hard to distinguish the subject throughout with characteristic {ing i
points are not incompatible or contrary, but
ing the distance and the danger, Jacob | Now is it not strange that they should talk thyself among thy fellows, the marble thoroughness and ability. We are able to 1 snow” —and * snow is very white. Again | wholly
comprehensible together. And these
| they pledge him a way of duty that i¥ ‘* libreproduce
only
that
portion
of
the
article
about,
universal
salvation,
when
they
do
Links offered, if no European missionary
workeris fitting the slab that shall mark in which the writer treats of aid derived Perty, done as in a Iai of liberty ;" the cur" two polés we must learn how to hold in
couldbe obtained to go himself, and do | not-believe there is any salvation at all.
thy grave. - While you are querying as to from God and his Spirit, together with its | rents of the being now so rectified as to run_ even conjunction. We are neverto be afraid
«Itis strange that Paul, who declar| no more ugainst the enrrents of God ; for, at of going into separation from men’s worldwhat he could.
While he was considering |
wherewithal you shall be’ clothed, the ma| the bottom of their promised liberty, they ly tastes, or mere natural aflinities, lest
this ennterprise, the Rey. W.
Threlfall join- | ed ‘the whole counsel of God, did not terials for. your burial suit are upon the conclusion :
Thus far we have been moving, for the | behold a paradox .of possibility given— we lose hold of them, but we are to get the
o d1 the mission.
This young man had left his | mention the “ivord hell in all his four- tradesman’s shelf! You add field to field,
{ stronger hold of their respect and sympathy,
1home in England, where
Is it not strange that this and anxiously reach out for more: but go most part,in the plane of mere self-exer- | “that ye might be filed with the fullness | by rightly doing it. We are to be always
the advantages of teen epistles.”
cise. © Wemust now ascend to the high- | of God"—filled and tided on, that is, in all
vealth,and high social position allured him | class should say so much about ¢ universal | to the graveyard and stake out the lot to -er plane of God and the Spirit. It may 1 tides of God.
They do more, they pledge | going apart, that we may come nigh; to be
He longed to preach Christ to the salvation,” when in the whole New Testa- |Is which death will soon assign you. “Then | seem paradoxical, but it is profoundly true, | what is scarcely possible to understand and | getting our Promethean fire from above
|
only possible tv believe; a real traduction | and our clay from below ; to send our prayAnd in | whose shall those things he which thou | that-if’ we are t> get the highest possible,
perishing, and regarded a missionary life, ment the term is nowhere used?
or passing over and personal appropriation | ers up after strength for our burdens and
only
true
interest
in
our
fellow
men,
we
=
the
forty-one
places
where
salvation
is
used,
|
not asa
acrifice, but as a privilege. When |
hast provided ?”
of God’sown characters and qualities; so | find below the burdens to be carried; to
|
must
go
up
into
God
to
find
it.
—
They
are
|
hej reached Lily Fountain
and saw the | in not one single instance does it say ** uni- |
keep in God's high sympathy
and bring that
|
that we may boldly ** seek the righteousness
made
in
his
great
image;
which
signifies
resurrection,
doubtless, |
* Grace of God,” he-wept for joy.
But he | versal salvation,” or the ‘ salvation of all many. of Atthe thesleepers
And who,
much to him, though commonly not much | of God” and have it ** unto and upon” us in sympathy down close to men.
will
be
astonished
at
was not content to enter into anether’s la- | men,” nor that Christ preached or the aposto us. We try to use the fact sometimes as the faith of Jesus Christ—being so restored my Bends, should befter understand this
the projected | tles faught ‘* universal salvation.” - Neither the falsehoods engraved upon their head- a theologic magnifier of man, but God | to the original. normal footing, in which footing of adjustment than you? For, look,
bor, and joyfully undertook
i
:
feels it. And, whatis peculiar to him, our { we and all upright creatures were set, to be what means yon solitary bulkhead, pier;
mission in company with Jacob Links and | does Christ or the apostles ever say that | stones.
tower, standing a long ay off in the sea
As the preaching of the everlast- bad state under evil does not abate his in- | charactered in God's everlasting overflow, abreast of your city? Sa lonely and so far
Jonzs Yager. , They left Lily Fountain in | “ all men shall enter heaven.” But Christ
terest in us, but rather
seems to increase | even as thé day is charactered from the
does
say
that
the
wicked
“
go
away
into
jing gospel with the Holy Ghost from on it.
June. 1825, andwproceeded on. their perilsun.
r likewise to have a tra-] away, so nearly nowhere, has it not a look
So they are
>
=
=
and Paul does high is.superseded by dry *de¢lamations of
{ ductive knowledge from him, that has no well nigh absurd? Ab, but thereis a hidous journey.
Mr. Shaw heard of the party | everlasting punishment,”
den connexion. It is there for what it may
Now therefore we are to see in him—in { assignable limit, ‘“the knowledge of God's
up to August Gth. At that date, they had | say that they *¢ shall be punished with ecv- stale ideas, such a degeneracy from the
| will in all wisdom and spiritual understand- be here, or send in hither. Yea out of the
zuffered much from the. disturbed state of | erlasting destruction from the presence of cream of the word to the scum of trash, Jesus—what kind of interest pertains to
the lot and state of man, taken as a fallen | ing,” his‘ annointing that teacheth all belly of that creature flow rivers of living
|
leadsto the
frequent
remarks,—¢
The
the country through which they passed | (od and the glory of his power.”
personality. Wonderful depth of feeling and things.” They conceive also great: incom- water. And here, at this hither end, have
world is becoming gospel hardened ;” “We sacrifice !'—how shall we compass it?—in ngs of power, ‘which are to put our being, you not a ‘whole great city pumping, and
A. DEERING.
and they had had the usual experience
of |
have too much preaching and too little of the charities of his burdened life and sor- so to Speak, on the deific quantities ; saying drawing, and frinkings and bathing, day
Africdn travelers in hunger and thirst and |
how ...
other things:” ‘The times are changed ;” row. and cross. Heso conceives the mag- —¢ whatsoever ye ask belicving”—* great- and ni ht and year by year? An
arrow escapes from wild beasts; but’ they
“Money Poured Out.”
kinds of comfort does that ample”
“People don’t regard preaching as they nitude and tragic pain of souls, or persons, er works than these”—¢ be thou sycamine many
we
pressing forward, joyfully trusting in |
flood dispense ; sla
your fevers, quellA
*
used to;” “We must have more stylish that he sinks all orders and distinctions of plucked up and cast in the sea ;” where they - ing your fires, laying
Months passed,and no intelligence ar- | On this
God.
the dust of your streets
get us raised to gifts of possibility so nearly
topic Rev. Mr. Burgess recently
men, in one level of suffering piety.
And
rivirig. fears began to be entertained for || gave us some excellent thoughts, which set .churches and: better music to draw fhe he is_ especially drawn to abject and low boundless, that we forthwith set our incon- by showers that do not wait for. clouds, prepeople.”
J. HAYDEN.
their safety, which were soon afterward my statistical faculty at work; and now
people, because, understanding - him quite tinent reason, commenly, to a settlement or paringall your food, feeding the bloom of as well, they are much less withdrawn by defining of their necessary limitations— your gardens and conservatories, and fill|
confirmed. They had all heen murdered I give the result, that all may see how very
hateful and low prejudices. is great not percieving that they are purposely ing the lavers set for the washing of your
in the night by a party of savages
who
| bountifully “money is ‘‘ poured out,” in
+ Practical Suggestions.
loving mind stoops to its burdens, and he made boundless, because there is meant to sins. Andif any one should say, behold
( had offered te act as guides ; the only motive
bears the world as we bear the weight of a be no bound, save what will he contained there is water enough closer at hand, where
| satan’s service :
’.
:
being the possession of a few trifles they
sorrow.
The woman at the’well is sure in the immensely variable possibilities -and the said far-off tower could have been more"
1. During the last year it is stated .that
How very anxious many are te have that there must be some great riddle in him.
radations of faith. They expect also a easily built, it must he enough to answer,
had about-them.
The death of Mr. Threlthe receipts of theaters in New York city ministers ‘preach in-the Spirit, so that in Little children are gathered to him and
ertility in works of béneficence that is not that it was purposely seta long two miles
fall and his native assistants produced a
alone, amounted to over ‘four millions of hearing they shall feel much and be *bene- cannot look away from him. That he gets to be measured by limitations: that every away, that it might take in the waters of
deep sensation in Englind as well as Africa.
dollars. Judging from this fact, fot less fited. Their anxiety is -commendable, and the blind man’s heart, when he leads him man shall be a light, and a salt, as diffusive: the.clear, pure, central deep, and not the
High hopes had been entertained for them,
Men and breththan fifty millions of dollars were *‘ poured ministers arc sometimes in fault in not be- out, hand in hand, to heal him, nobody as the sun and sea ; where a)so Christ him~ filthy dregs of the shore.
They were all under the age of thirty—all
need tell us. As little that he gets hold .of self declares—*‘ He thatbelieveth on me, as ren, so be it ours to minister no gospel on
ouf”
in
theater-going
in
the
United
States
ing so in the Spirit as not to fail of preach- another's, when, baving healed him, he k the scripture hath said, out of his belly | the hither shore of our mere natu
parts
eminently fitted for © missionary’ labor.
last year.
:
ing “with the Holy Ghost sent down from oes tenderly after him, cast out for being shall flow rivers of living water.” Rivers and powers, but to be conduit mouths openThere was no reserve inthe offering which
‘2. From the best calculations we can heaven.” But the fault is sometimes with
re. and run a ed far off rather, in God's pure, deep etercaled ; even as some teacher of a Sunday- begin small, ne gre
. Mr. Threlfall laid upon the altar. His serin
rivers of life for
long
time,
and
stretch
themselves
afar, and nity, thence to bring
school
goes
after
the
poor,
much
persecuted
make,
not
less
than
twenty-five
millions
of
the hearers. They are not in the Spirit,
vice, his life, his property were all joyfully
the cleansing, health-restoring, medicating
move
irresistibly,
and
how
much
it
signifies
upil
he
has
lately
missed,
and
leading
consecrated to Christ.
But the work which dollars are expenged yearly in balls and and good sermons do not seem good to fim back, opens to him some of the deep- to be a river! And finally, what rises ‘grace of the world.
;
them. The word preached does ‘‘ not prof- est matters even of his
the Master had given him to do, was soon dancing parties.g ¢
great Messiahship. highest and signifies most, Ney behold a
3.
Our
vario®
circuses
and
other
exhibi- it, not being mixed with faith” in those that Why should not the
penitent woman, put restoration begun of the mind’ s broken |
completed and he was called to enter into rest.
a re-crystallizaand courage by his friendly words, order under evil, and
Death of Bede.
should preach spiritual in hope
No man knows the spot where his dust re- tions of a low character pick up not less hear it. Ministery
;
i
——
discourses,and professing Christians should wash his feet with her tears? And would tion of it in its normal "working and
poses, but the angels know it well, and than fifty millions of dollars..
into ‘‘ the spir4. It is estimated that the tobacco used have the spirit when they hear. Then God’s it not be strange, if the two sisters of Beth- harmony. , Thus, coming
the sons and daughters of Africa Will not
For
nearly
thirty
years
this earnest. and
it
of
love,”
they
perceive
to
be
the
same
any were, atall, less nearly
distracted by
forget that he gave his life for their redemp- in this nation, costs the users of it over word will have free course, and great good their tender hospitalities, after he has. wept thing as coming into ‘‘a sound mind.” ‘holy scholar seems to have been occeupied
ninety millions of dollars—poured out in will be done.
tion. |
;
the tears of Messiahship with them at their They also grea re in Christ a casting with a history of ‘the Church in England, :
the fa;
brother's grave ? Notice further the signifi- down of all wild ‘‘imaginations” and a of which he was known as one of
The churches, in Africa andthe Society in tobacco juice from filthy mouths.
‘Tue Croup. To-day some may be where
cance of his look, that so much impressed -*¢ bringing into captivity of every thought thers, This beingfinished, he was engag5.
It
has
been
usual
to
calculate
the
exEngland in whose service these men had
darkness is about them.
It may be a cloud. the evangelist, when, surrounded by such to the obedience of Christ.” Blessed and ed on a translation of the Gospel of St. John
fallen, felt that their martyrdom called on. penses of liquor drinking in the United of providential sorrow, worldly disap- forlorn multitudes of sick and diseased peo- high and dear captivity will it now be into the Anglo-Saxon. On the night before
growing feebler fast, the aged saint
them for renewed exertions. Others sprang States at five hundred millions of dollars. pointment, persecution, or in consequence ple, his feeling is described by saying, that within, when all the praopagations of thought, he-died,
ap ready to fill their places and to carry But an article in the *‘ River Side Echo,” of iniquity triumphing for a time. But ‘he was moved with compassion on them, free thought, are captivated in sweet law, was told by his amanuensis,—*¢ You seem
one
chaping in the chime of order. In very weak, Sir, but there remains
the standard which had fallen from their quoted from the Advance, shows from indi- fear not. Trust still. Ged shines above because they fainted and were scattered and set
‘all whic a seems to ‘be anticipated a ter more.” Take your pen,” said Bede,
abroad
as
sheep
having
no
shepherd.”
vidual
and
state
tax,
that
the
intoxicating
hands into the region which they designed
the cloud; he will scatter it. His way is Humble in his figure, Seandajongly uncon- moving of the soul under its laws, so an- “dip it in the ink, write as fast as you can.”
to occupy. New fields opened in every di- drinks in this country cost us fifteen hun- in the whirlwind; he directeth the storm Yentional ¢ is yet respected
and fel t every- gelica y beautiful and true, that when the Just before the last sentence was whispered
rection
around them, and willing heats dred millions of dollars annually !
where.
He
touches
the
quick,
so to speak, will is withdrawn, as in sleep, it will eyen he was silent and seemed to be gone.’ Reand causeth it to pass; he paints the rainFifteen hundred millions of dollars
viving once more, he said, ‘Write quick+
and conviction,
and dream in heaven’s order, ©
were found for the arduous work. The
‘bow of promise on the receding clond, dnd of all human sentiment
ly". and then added, ‘It is- finished,"
Conceiving
now
these
dignities,
and.
makes
a
contact
so
pervasive
that
all
inWestleyan missionaries, like all others in ‘ poured. out” for drinksto be poured down then all-is bright again.
.
powers, and forthcoming
glories of souls, «¢ Consummatum est.” Having requested
crustations
of
sin
are
pierced.
Without
men’s
throats,
to
*‘
pour
out”
paupers,
South Africa, have had many trials and difliNor Prosper.
Sometimes the wicked
the to be placed where he had been “accustoma single air of populates, or any bait thrown and beholding their uplifting of staturein
culties, but in them all God has sustained | criminals and orphans upon seciety ! ! !
new divine life which is called their salva- ed to kneel, his lips moved in pase, and
out
to
catch
applause,
he
settles
straight.
join
hand
in
hand
and
seem
strong
in
sip.
6. Itis said that twenty-five millions of
“and blessed them, and his work has prosAn effort will bemadefo cover up sin by’ way into vital connection with men, because tion, the preacher will better Sppreciate they that leaned above him heard those
pered in their hands. From the beginning dollars are annually paid out in lawyer's equivocation, deception and falsehood. But of the divine sorrow. that'is in him; and both men and (hg gos el, and will be raised words of the Ascension Sungay Collect,
gift from a still remoter and more
action by the ipterest he a i
though multitudes of high'people are offend- to a néw plan
ify yearsago,we have noticed that their sta- fees, mostly to gratify men's wills.
past: “O God, thou King of.
tions have extended from the coast of Da- « Thus is money really *‘ poured owl” in the general rule is, it will not prosper, be- ed in him, is ‘the best approved, most feels, ‘He willhave great inspirations man... .venerabl
award, such as suffer no slack working, such Glory, who hath exalted thine -only Son
cause
(rod
isagainst
the
whole
effort.
He
thoroughly felt, man that ever lived.
hundreds
of
millions,
as
Niagara
pours
its
"maraon the west to the Amazula district
as make him instant. in geagon, and keep: Jesus Christ with great triumph unto thy
Then follow the apostles, and especiall
turns the way of the wicked upside down,
on the east. Civilization as well as Chris- waters down its precipice, in satan wor- defeats wicked counscl®® and the great Paul, the most.conspicuous of them. An
him always in a thoroughly vital ‘connec- Kingdom in Heaven, we beseech thee,’
leave us not comfortless, but send us thy
tianity
has followed their steps,’ and now, ship, while only about twenty-five millions bubble of deception and gin is pricked by here we are to see how he takes the type of tion with his times.
Holy Ghost to comfort us and exalt ust unhis
Master,
bearing
the
same
burden,
and
of
dollars
are
paid
in
the
United
States
to
* they
preach the gospel and publish the

©

if

in

the Kaffre,

the Bassa, the «support its fifty thousand ministers annually.
H. Warren.

countries through which they

o moved, bear
their

testimony to the blessing

When the good man dies, the fears. he in

. ‘Fragile | life prevented fr

flowing are shed.

the sword of truth,

and it collapses,to

the

ion of those who rejoiced init.
d we can safely trust.

In

ip Now. It is often
hope willbe needed when wo

a

mw
a

Sections.

having 2 it the same

call.

There was

"One of my anxieties, in the treatment of

nothing
“of dear favor and popularity in # thi} subject, has been to giye no look of
:
ntenance,or favor, to a certain frivolous
him papa.
He was just now ‘bu
fierce and | fiery bigot and man-lunter, -and light way of speaking in regard to it,
said a good wanting men’s blood more than their salva- such as we too frequently ing ‘As if “it
come to die: “tion.
But he had such n Inreden rolled up- were only a matter of natural address in ~
)
;
.
a

°
whe TE

¥

to the same place whither our Saviour
Christ is gone before ; who liveth and reignThee and the Holy Ghost, one God,
eth with
world without end.” Then he said, ¢* Glory
be to the Father, and to the Son, and to the
‘Holy Ghost I" and go péacefully died,
iad

’

-

:

.
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se

she

. a
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_* Longfellow in England. ~

any

:

—

=

.

-

a,

:

v

EN

-- THE MORNING

] ceedingly

they finally separate altogether, when they.
frog
‘would not suffer the: company of the nearest
thejr undertaking. = For while the lily
on their: nightly excursions
3 correspondent of the Boston Advertiser, ‘minds ever ready, too ready,-to listen to m- blood-relative
for ‘robbery. +.
really
edrnest and. fowcible man, even
referring te the degree recéntly conferred though his
v
force proceéds from au w
on the poet Longfeilow by Cambridge Uni- source, and sets in an altogether wrong rong
di__ = versity, thus speaks of the mannerin which rection, it yet loathes a lukewarm earnest-

8

Nu

soon”

desist

A para
h speaking of the ‘visit of the
Pot ood has a
as much sensa- most briliant English comedies, is Foucible
tionhereas the promise of a visit from Mr. Feelile.© Take away from the man who
“Dickens produced in America. The popu- goes now by the name of reformer,—the
alf“educated man who sees the truth but
larity of the aiithor of Evangeline is un;
not
the wholé truth, —take" away from him
bounded. It is literally true that a volunie
his force and you take away his muscular
© of his poems is found in nearly every Eng- .system.
He instantaneously collapses into
lish-home, There is no one other work so
certain to be encountered. If you go into a flabby ‘pulp.—Dr. Shedd’s Homiletics.
‘the drawing roomof one of the middle
classes in any of the towns, a volume of

Longfellow's

Either and Neither.

poems is on the center table,

or on one of the knick-knacks which are or-

namented with literature. © When I was at
ublic school, thirty boys had each a copy

i:
Ol

Tiongfellow. In
sionate lovers search

the country cities, pashis poems for tender

:

—

" Particular Notice !
patronize it, must

obituary.

| -

“one, ayther and nayther, the di thong having the sound it has in a- large family of
words in which the dipthong ez is the emphaBut ayther

ther, being antiquated and

3

Every farmer's wife has a Longfel-

just returtied from Naples,

deign,

Mrs.

and nay-

He is quoted in sermons .and in lectures.

. The king

Irish, analogy

England

issue.

ha has

something

in it of a

personal’

The’ pathos. of much .of

his writ-

ing has made the people think of him with

strong, that on

cavern

politics or theology, will

as a class

rise

fo

countries of Europe;

America itself, is he

ciatedas in England.

but

nowhere, not

so thoroughly

in

appre-

May it be submitted

stream,

and

will

in

the

open air put out torches when held near
the ground.
He repedted some of the commoner experiments with the carbonic acid
gas, by collecting some in his hat, and
carrying it a little distance from the cave,
where it was poured over lighted matches,
and put out the flame. A little dog is
kept near the cave to be half suffocated” by
immersion in the gas when visitors arrive;
and Professor Tyndall protested against
the cruelty. of the experiment, which, he
says, serves no-useful purpose, and ought
to be stopped:
A
.

A

“There is-a

give him a welcome than which none more
deeply felt was éver offered to a visitor on
British soil. His genius is admired in other

in a great

New
4

Mode
y

4

of Warfare.
G—

Science is constantly bringing new

pow:

utmost,

and

use,

I sincerely

believe,

methods that would not offend.

in
L

How

Ramsay
a

Revival of Obsolete

Words.

There is at present a very strong tendency to the revival of obsolete English and

«a

Tbe—

Rent.
Ee

Wit is sometimes worth money, but then
it is quite essential to “have a good-natured

;

——r—

]

paid his

Anglo-Saxon words, and the effect of an

customer to deal with. - ,
When Allen Ramsay, a well-khown Scotch

poet; began life, he was so poor that he
could not meet his first half year's rent. ».Af-

ter it became
due he,met his landlord
and explained his circumstances, and expressed his distress at his failure to meet his
the present day.
Our vocabulary is capa- obligations. © ‘The jolly landlord was quite
ble of
great enrichment from the store. | kind to him, and said that, as he was a lad
of some genius, he would give him a chance
house of the ancient Anglic

increasing study of our ancient literature is
very visible in the style of the best prose,
and more especially poetic compositions of

an speech, and
the revival of a taste for Anglo-Saxon and
early English literature will exert a very
important influence on the intellectual activity of the next generation.
The pedantry of individuals

may,

no

doubt,

as the

same affectation has done in Germany and
Holland, . carry puristic partialities to a
length as absurd an lipogrammatism in 'lit-

erature, but the general

familiarity of

lit

erary men with
classic and Continental
philology will always
supply a corrective,
_and no great danger is to be apprehended
in this direction.

"In

any

event,

the

“evil

to cancel his debt without paying ashilling.”
“If, "said the creditor, “you'll give me a rhym-

ing answer’ to. four questions in as many
minutes, I'll quit you the gent altogether.”
Allen said he “would try. " The questions
rere: What doe tiod love? What does the
devil love?
What does the world love?—
What do I love?

Ramsey wrote:

God
The
The
And

loves man
devil loves
world loves
you'd-love
a

when hie refrains from sin;
man when he persists therein :
man when riches on him flow :
me could I pay you what I owe!
+

“The rent is paid,” said the farmer, aivwill be less than was experienced from the
stilted classicism of Johnson or the Gallic ing his ingenious tenant a hearty slapon the
imitations of Gibbon. * The recovery of for- shoulders,
!
gotten native words will affect English
A
—
something in the same way, though not in |
. The Stone-Marten,
the same direction, as did the influx of
~

I'rench ‘words

in

the

fourteenth

century,

a

Shou ght and wealth
-“nsua, y accompd)

of Qeti¢ imagery which
‘the tevival of a na-

tional 8piritin literatur
— Marsh'
e.s Lectures
on. the English Language...
dSidley
Kap
r

The

h

v1

Radical

Orator’s

Success.

“The stone:piiten
is.gdistitigiiished from
this other specttitensof He family hy having

a white neck of exceeding beauty.

It lives

In waste places, old barns, and tinder wood3
piles; and is very dexterous in breaking jnto pigeofl-houses and hen-roosts, where
it
cracks the eges and “imbibés their contents

with incredible avidity,
It kills chickens
and small birds; butthe flesh it only partly
the
sole
caus
eats—destroying its prey mostly for the sake
of the success of the radical’
n
of the. blood.
3
. Present
day with his audienco, le
ww
is
his
force, |
The marten gives birth in May to four or
Io, 18 a man of one lone
idea, and if, this | five blind
martens; which, if taken young,
happens to be a great and
amental are easily tamed, and become
one, ag ik sometimes does, it is fund
as playful as
apprehen
ed upon one of its sides only. Asa consd-ey: kittens. * They have a hoarse bark like that
ofa dog, and are of remarkably cleanly habquenee, he is an intense man,
a forcible its. However, though
apparently tame and
man. His utterances penetrate.
It is true gentle when domesticated
thas there are smoug this class some of
, the marten alearnest spirit and Jess energetic tempeless Ways remains vindictive and rapacious,—
r;
The
martéi
isimother fakes care
andateur reformers, who wish to
an until they are able to depend of her young
impression upon the public mind make
on
own
from
moresources, when they gradually their
tives of mere vanity. Such men
become
are ex- more and more hostile to” each
other, natil

ae
The

dir

princ
pri ipal,

”~

perhaps

pe
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LADIES,

beware of the injurious effects of Face Powders
and Washes,
All'such remedies close up the pores
of the skin, and in a short time destroy the complex:

‘ion.

HARMON.

If you

youthful

would

have

appearance,

a fresh, healthy

use HELMBOLD'S

SARSAPARILLA,

and 15 gays:

and

EXTRACT

”

Not a fowof the Worst Disorders
Ro

W.R.

[]

W

ANNIE LORING diéd in Gréy, Me., May 19,

aged 80 years.

Those who

She had long been a member of

glorious immortality.

J.

.

.

Maj. War. Carp dled in Bowdoin, Me., June

LA

©
WM CUNNINGHAM.
SURVIAH, wife of Rev. F., B. Tanner, died in.

~

o

~

»

French Creek, N. Y., May 13, aged 74 years, 8
months and 4 days.
Sister T. has usually enJoyed very good health amidst her various duties, having been much deprived of meetings for

several years by the care of a afilicted, incurable

Mrs,

ROXANNA,

A. GRIFFETH,

wife of ‘the late Sylvester

Newcomb of Norton, Mass., died at the residence
of her Jopindaw, Jamey Telnels, in Rochester,
May
22, aged 77 years,
eSickness was short,
and the fast few
hours. were ‘distressing, . A
short tite before jer death, when asked how the
future
looked,
she replied, “’It is all brieht
on the other Side.” In her death a true friend
has been taken from our midst.
Those that

knew her best respected and loved her most, and
her

loss
friends.

is deeply.
|

felt:

by “her

relatives

ALMA J, daugliter of Harrison and
ad in

i

HIGHLY CONCENTRATED

and
:

_j.and

Chemistry,

and

are

turn home in a few days, when disease

that

can

and

superiority

.will

South Dover.

mous commendation.
HELMBOLD’S HIGHLY

al mode’ of baptism, thought best to connect
himself with the denomination above mentioned,
After remaining with them: some 19 years, he
removed his church relation aid, united with the
| F. Baptist church at E. Sanbornton, where
he
| maintained his Christian integrity and steadfas
t| ness even to the last, His piety was intelligent,
| steady, and active,
He was not a man of many
words, but-what he said was decisive, plain and
comprehensive.
He possessed an even temperament; unrufiled by the outward circumstances
of
the world, but: smooth and calm amid all life's
billows. He wis kind and affable in his ways,
honest in his dealings, and affectiomate ‘in
hi
family. Hence his children were précious
to

him as Ljs.own-life, buf -dear as they were, he
gave thai up wit
t willingness" and resig-

sickness were quite distressing, yet.he

bore

as

set

forth

8

V9)

ARAT

A

Ww idow

of

ley A

in Boston,

BURR & Co.

‘of

above,

Patch

AMOS
;

GEO.

C.

GOODWIN

TEA

&

CO.,

and

M.

[3m3

lar, Flue and

" TEAS

BY

“BEST

Porta ble

A.

1861.

THE

TEA

AT

by the receiver.)

ealthful

CARGO

5

flesh,

restoring beauty of form and

Wy.

Pow158

2000 Doz. Rakes,

~

600

800 Spaths,
Gross Scythe Rifles,

600 Gross Scythe Stones,

Horse

Rakes

\

of Different
Rakes,

«

Scythes damaged

80c, 20c, best

Scythe

70c, 80c, 90c,

kinds,

8c., 8c.
hd

Drag

;

by Water, 75 cts.
%

Stones.

We have now got, what we have long been
Arying
to get, the Mane wester Scythe Stone, the one that “will

90c, $1,00, $1,10,
;
-

n

ot glaze; that will sharpen

WHITTEMORE, BELCHER & €0., *

_ COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY,

GROUND COFFEE, 20c., 25¢., 30¢., 35c., best 40c. per Ib.— |

34 Merchants’

Row,

Bosto

n.
Hotels, Saloons, Bo#rding-house keepers, and Families
who
4113
use large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article
Manufactory at Chicopee Falls, Mass.)
|
by usingour French Breakfast and Dinner ‘offee, which| =
we sell at the low price of 80c per pound, and warrant
FIRST RATE CHANCE for an active man
to
give perfect satisfaction. ROASTED (Unground), 30c., 3c.to || LX take
an interest in an established Y;aundry for
best 40¢. per Ib. GREEN (Unroasted), '25c., 30¢.,.
83c., | Boston Custom:
Will pay a profit of i; #5000 per r anbest 33¢, per 1h,
In tm.
;
”
a
Address,
S. A. HOYT. Parties sending club of other orders for less than #30, had
Gin
Box
3111,
Bostow,
1%,
0,
better send a Post-office draft or money with their orders,
to
save the expense of collections by Express, but larger orders
we will forward by express, to «“ collect on delivery”?
{HREISTIAN
GENTLEMEN,
- -¥ |
Cl
Hereafter we will send a complimentary package
at t
h
to the | _J or others, are wanted to visit the
party getting up the club,
N ew Hampshire ;and Vermont, in bel If of a liv
Our profits are small, but we
will be as liberal as we can afford. We send no compliment
prise forthe Children. Compensation liberal.
.
[

,

tary package for Clubs of less than $30.

given and required.

Parties getting their Teas of us may confidently rely upon | Conn.
pure and fresh,as they come direch from the
3
Custom
House stores to our warehouses,
2
getting Jem

We warrant 411 the goods we sell to
giv
tion, If they areiy not
satisfactory, they LH
:
our expense, within thirty days, and have
funded.
4
N.

B.—~Inhabitants

of villages

and

towns

i

where

a

P

large

number reside, by clubbing together, can reduce the cost
of

Address G. E. CLacroy, New

:

ar

:

Prices
Single and

owi

is

.

of Freewill
Baptist
by the dozen
j also.
stage

salmody,

180.

3

Books,
on the same.

in Sheep,

do
do
oi
their Teas and Coffees abopt one-third, hesides the ey
tmbossed Morocco, si
1
press, charges, by sending dircotly to“ The
Great |
hia
Fotos
i
Tone
No,
HN
| American Tea Company.”
do
Mio
ole.
8&5
BEWARE of all concerns that advertize themselves as
do
“do
m.
S18
branches of our Establishment, or copy our name, either Butler's
Theology,
single,
1.60
| wholly or in part, as they are bogus or imitations. We have
do
do
dozen, 15.36
| no branchesand
, do not, in any case, authorizethe use of | History,
.
i single,
1.20
| our name,
do’
dozen, 11.52
Post-office ordersand draf's mak3 . payable tg y thé order | Christian

GREAT

AMERIOAN

Nos.

Direct lotr

!

TEA QOMPANY,

excellen-

and ‘large
i

SE

>

WING

p

do
oh Paper
i

4

do

‘M \CHINE
N
[
J
%
x
HL y
:
Ah
For. Family Sewing and Manugacturing.

~
“XRT
~y
PLUMMER
&W ILDER,
GENERAL NEW ENGLAND AGENTS
ar
wx ener ao
Ly

1:52

Single,

single;

Thoughts pon Thought,

“i

cian

240

Covers, wings,
single, © 15

thure

do

alin

Bowmd.

iid

do
(do
ymberts Book
Church Mentberls
Book,
~~Ireatise
SO
do
do

i

HOWE

hi
sending

Baptism.

I pi

Lito of Marks,

31 and 33 Vesey
Bt
y
Bl,
NEW YORK
a OfficeLY
Noo York
vr ih City,
ir +
Post
Box 36:43,3 New
:
i
SARA
=

and
Five

iristan

do
A

1,00

dozen,
ingle,
single,
dozen, ,
single

8

ws

2'10

single.

9,60
30
2,88>3

25

do

da

dozen’

210

do

a0

dozen’

9.60

de
Tae Ok) SCICs
| Aves] to ied !
iy
dg
do
"do
dogon,
Communionist,
single,

33
“N
1,35
08

The Book of Worship
do

k

WOODMAN AND HAMMETT

dagghtor of Joshua

and

Sophin

Mo,, May 14: aged 27

Goodwin,

years.

She

died
was

Dr.

Fuller's

;

Mother's

Rick

¥

Relief

single, 1,00

Story of Jesus, (Ques. Book. )single,
15
VAR A
Joni
dozed. - IM
Le i
fi yi
Sunday
i
Hozed,
1.4
fis
Year, (Qu ila
0.

ot

24

sad
04
as
20
186
03
10

lished

in Boston,

New: York, or

Philade)

together with any article needed in the School

ncludin

Slovo,

og

Chats,

Routers,

Great

a;

Catarrh. Remedy

Saeoo

oD

Room, | + PawinoketyR, IL;

Bine 1k

A

HANDY,

Arteria

Sole Proprietor,

:

fam!

eo
y
y
:
ti
Y
Sihember ok be X . wi i aptist chureh,
8,.dn
ells,
ac,
C,
Also
at Branch
a
full assortmen
I? 3 quidling
med fins
$
Sot Snidsen. Regulates the. of Blak
y
f
alle,
hd
“alermo, Me.
Books and Stationtry,
Her husband, parents
at
the
gnd Bowelatrom
loayest
‘prices
teething
Dar.
Faller’s
or
other
cansos.
Ewmbrocat
wells
ion.
sain:
|
and
with
iberal discounts,
Sg
ends; who had become more gi) attached | and gives comfort and Joy to
EYER hefore ised outside of iis own practice, 14
the
little
ones
Only
2
A
The
patronag
of Dealers,
e School Officers and
lo her OR ocount of ber taste and talont for | cents atthe Druggists,
ilo offered to the public and warranted the’
Sidi
4)
Teachers is solicited.
singing, feal that their loss 1s hey etergal gain,
os
Bost eat acy sted. For sled Druggists at 6
D. A. HAND® Sole Yropthtor,
'S

i

»

Com.

Pawtueket, R. J.

J

»

[ms

WOODMAN

&

HAMMETT,

.. & 89, Brattle Btrect, Boston, Mase,”

cents
a Bottle,.

R.1

Pawtucket,

DD. A. HANDY,

:

Sole Proj

I]
way

»
-

2

rd

-

Wakefield,
Oct. 27, 1867,
the 85th year of her
Xs
age, and in the seventi ti in boiling
1
nay Lit forwindel
orwi
ge
$9 BRONFI
N. B. Any r of of the abovey premiums
RLD STREET: rr»
age,
and
12t6
16 seventioth year of her Christian
BOSTON, “| Choralist
do
;
| ed to the receiver In such methods as may
di
single
75CE 12
they shall
37
7 0,
P lgrimage,
0"
ar
ee —
a
:
.
. | fer, and go save them, when possible, the-expinge prefaf’ .a, = Clarissa
a
dozen, 120
141
864
Kary As Wife of Silas Hamilton, died in | postage,
Dialogues and Recitations, single,
2
0
Le
I'hese
offers
hold
good
until Dec. 8l,
THE BAKER AND RANDALL ORGAN.
Worcesterand
,
Miss,
[M808.
months
do
do
7 davs.: MayWI 28, “aged hi 41 years, ed 5
do
dozen,
LI6
98
:
‘143
TI
months theand Words
Ce | Minut
Sain
7 days,
obeyed
of General
es
Conforien in i childhood
Tbave been personally acquainted with the One Axs
of
Ler See)
she
Ey
:
| 2
ania
a
fingle.
oye }
15
Pras ol her Saviour'in
g
of M. Messrs, Baker and
a3
}
seeking first
)
Randall,
Manufactur
ence,
ers
DR. JOB SWEET'S
at
AY
single, AY: 15.
N
.
95
Providence, R. L., for several years past, aud do not
En20
$C kingdom oF ea on and its rj hteouenegs,
y
A
(The Great Natural Bonesctfei's,)
hesitate to set down their Instruments as equal in| dozen. There is no discount on the Minutes hiv the
}
L] tion and consis
UIs
JIC
ou
tent Chyis:
>
exeellence, in action, in purity and rieh- |
rtian walk she endeared herself to, and won
STRENGTHENING BITTERS, mechanical
ncss of tone, in durability, snd in the combination of )
affections and confidence of, all with whom the aa The Great Blood
Purifier and Regulator, cures numerous valuable appliances and good qualities, to!
she
associated,
Dyspepsia, Jaundice, Liver Complaint, Sick’ HeadShe hore a Jrotincted illness of canin the country, !
HANDY'S
corous tumows, with truly pious fortit
ache, Loss of Appetite, Bilious Disorders, Summer -those made at any other establishment
ude,
Grorar T. DAY,
amd
Complaints, Nervous Affactions, Weakness, General
died fully resigned to the divine will, leavin
~Dover, N, IL. Jan. 27, 1808,
f
i
t
i
a
n
g
Debi ity) &e, Asa Spring Moaleine they ave unsur.
—
a husband, 4 son, and other relatives, to
mourn
assed.
the Joss of one they all dearly loved,
8 no imitation of sneezing snus but a bonafide
I Sold by all druggists and dealers in Medicine, ]
v
article for tho relief of the worst cases, and the
Weeks & Potter,and Rust Bros. & Bird, Boston, A gts,
N. Brooks,
eure
of al within hope. Try itand be convinged.
It
.
a
ae
(1316, *
RE prepared to furnish any S¢hool Books
FHiLeNa Gy wife of J, H. Wentworth, and
pnb.|
G08t8
but25 conta at the Drug sta,
3
!
in Vezie,

Pd

color.

Satisfaction fiven or money pefunded;

a Scythe quick and give
YOUNG HYSON (Green), 70¢, 80c, 90c; $1,00,
a very smooth, keen edge,—by far the
thing
| in the market, At wholesale and retail at best
:
the
UNCOLORED JAPAN, 00c, $1, $1,10, #0 $1,25 per 1b. |
Agricul
tural
Warehouse and Seed Store of
GUNPOWDER, 90¢,$1,25, best 21,50,
{

a copy

Ee

ros

$1,10, best $1,25 per 1h,

skill in selecting Instruments and his methodof sygiplying purchasers with them free from risk, arg weil |
understood
and highly approved by all who know
&d deal with Lim, His P.O. Addressis Lortsmouth
,

’

LE]

| 1000 Doz. Scythes,

70c, 80c, 90c, best $1 per 1b.
70c,

Beawty.

HAYING TOOLS.

PIE

selected the following kinds from |
recommend to meet the wants of |
cargo prices, the same. as the Com- |
York, as.the listsof prices will show.

3

Your

others, at ten per cent. per annum, (paid semi-an‘| nually,)
or make for them investments with tem per
| cent. guarantied, and good promise of four or five per
| cent. more, and rapid increase of the capital.
|
D.
M. GRAHAM,
6m45]
. 165 South Peoria Street, Chicago, Ill.

PRICES.

$1,00, $1,10, best §1,20 per Ib.
IMPERIAL (Green), 70c, 80c,
best $2,25 per Ib.

Adaptedto the

to churches

,

rr
Safe Investments.
f i subscriber will place loans for our miniSters ana

JAPAN,

CARGO

ENGLISH BREAKFAST,

(Transportation to be paid

Adapted

Engines,

0. f VELPEAU'S VITALINE. Was never known to fail,
However thin you are, the VITALINE will cause the
h ollow cheek and shrunken form to fill wp with

|
{

si E3ED, (Green and Black,)
per
Ib.
.

Subscribers.

having six stops, and combining the latest

Restore

|! t is harmless,

0

Cae
Wylnut Case,

ces and improvements.

Steam

$1,50 per box, sealed, by ma il. Address,
{ ELL & Co., L. Box 15,
Troy, N.Y:

DISTRICT S

AD

The Company have
their stock, which they
clubs. They are sold at
pany sell them in New

We offer the following Promilnis for new subsecribers to the Star: Of their character we have no
need to.speak. That they will be approved as eminently liberal, and induce a host of persons to under-

portation Ae paid by the receiver.)

Barlow’s

I | OLIOW CHEEKS, Emaciated Forme, Dark Circles
around a the Eyes, Pimples, §c., cured by the use

and sell them in quantities to suit custSniys

43 Winter St.,
4wl12

Parlona®
veMiry, Price $140,00,
10, Forweonewill
hundred
$3%,00,
give oneandof fifty
Bakernew & sul
Ranilall'srs
few Three
ane, W Reed
Ora:
In in Black
Octave
Reed Organs,
Black Walnut

Boilers ;

very description, Mill Work, all kinds of aw Mill
Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Iron
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
151
Gas Works,

|

THE

.

CHINA

OOLONG (Black),

Price 115,00.

Cylinder

A

STATIONARY

.

e

to sell the popular
STILLING
THE

Price 82,00, or

OF —

= i Patent Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks";

. PRICE LIST OF TEAS.

postage) we will send

N. H.

for Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s

THEIR

FROM

TEMPEST.”
This work is new, and acknowledged
by critics to be one of the finest SuhsSHption engragravings ever offeredto the public. Call and. see'it,

for New

. . AGEN T f

‘Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes

COMPANY
RECEIVE

Wanted.

Premiums

PAUL,

r ’lain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and
Gas Fittings of gl kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubu-

‘GREAT AMERICAN |

L]

or send for circular to R. H. CURRAN,
Boston.
.
>

Company.

" SOUTH NEW-MARKET,

Freckles

ESTAB LISHED

3m10

tg he paid by the receiver.)

|
|
|
|

:

[

To the person
the
24 years, 7 months and 19 days “She is gat
largest number of new eilhscribees
in addition to
Bud
v
days,
‘8S
;
er premiums offered)
fined to the bed and wasnearly
Rev.
Lor
1.
HARMON
wi
helpless for three
give one of Mason & Tamlins ¥ive ‘Octave Portable
Fours. fhe yuffored ftich Md, died i hope of Cabinet
Organs,
Price $125,00.
Bro. HARMON'S

Christ, and rests no
the redeemed ahove,
and sorrow,
~~.
John Brooks, died fn

by

Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of

No..104 SourH TENTH ST., Philadelphia,
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERY WHERE,
Price $1 25 per bottle, or six bottles for 6 30.

wife of Simon Brown and daughter | Vestvics. Price §225,00,
died in Cornish, Me.,
Jai. 29,
ed
11. SPECIAL PREMIUM.

eternal life through Jesus
doubt, with her parents and
héyond the reach of discase
JHEBE, widow
of the late

Sent

DR. 8. 8. FITCH,

of
9. For one hundred new subscrib 1s, and $250, We
| of‘ The Great American 7 ea rele
Be amworth, N. H,, died in Linferick, Me., Aug. | will
give one of Baker & Randalls Five Octave | and orders
5, 1864, ged 40 years” and 9 months.
(¢8 below, no moi«, no less),
She was | Double Re d Organs, in Black
Walnut Case. (Trans.

LYDIAA,,
the

Machine

YSICIAN?
de-

Shifting, Turving Lathes,

Depot,

Scenes from the four Gaspels.”

left a widow Wlien young in years, with twe Hts

SWAMSOCOT

pages. Dr. S. S,

P

ND ALL _ DISCGOLORATIONS OF THE SKIN
are readily re
by
the use of HOMAYS
PERSIAN WASH, the only safe and reliable remedy
for removing'the above named blemishes,it is perfectly
harmless and leaves a satin like texture to
the skin.
From four to six days,time is sufficient to clear off the
most obstinate FRECKLES or MOTH PATCH by the use
of the Persian Wash. Every bottle warranted. For
sale by all Druggists at one dollar per bottle.
F. RACKLEY, Proprietor.
DOVER, N. H.
:
Wholesale Agents in N. Y., DEMAS BARNES & CO.,

Principal Depots—HELMBOED'S DRUG AND CHEMI-

John *Brooks,

FAMILY

. 714 Broadway, New York:

Ex.

hold that beautiful world.”
A few davs before
-he died he was helped from his bed to go to the
window to look tor the last time upon nature,
and upon the farm on which he oe labored so
slong, and where he had spent nearly his whole
life.
Said he, “ how beautiful nature looks,”
81,30 additional to pay postage) we will. send the first
Among his last expressions was
and second.volumes of the Cyclopedia,
Price $10,00,
Passing over
3 iver 0 mT
AEcaad
a
a
r
a
aati
A For forty-five new subscribers,
we
and $112,50,
l
1
Hie Elven
Alias fig Passed calmly and jSeetly
will give a_Sewing Machine, (Howe's, or Wilcox
away o 118 final rest in lLieaven,
g In his death
GibD's, or Wheeler.& Wilson's, as may be preferred.&
the church has lost, oneof its main pillars, the Transporta
tion to be paid by the receiver.) Price
neighborhood a kind citizen, and his children | $65,00,
%
naar
one
of the best of fathers,
Funeral services by | 8. For seventy-five new subscribers
, and $187,50,
the writer,
.
E. SM
we will give one of Bakerand Randall's Five Octave
ol
:
ay
:
Single“Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Lage. a Transais
EE
;
. | portation
8

‘* DOMESTIC

Moth

in

4. For three new subscribers, and 87,50, we will
send the “ Riverside Magazine for Young
People,” for
the current year, commencing with the No. for Jaau$2.50.
ary.
Price
5. For six new subscribers, and $15,00, (with 68
certs additional to pay.
postage) we wifl send the
first volume of Strong and McClintoek’s Biblical and
Theological Cyclopaedia.
Price $5,00, or
i. For eleven new eubseribers, and 27,50, (with

and he-

hd

Manufacturers and Proprietors. .
3 For sale by Druggists everywhere.
[3m6

CAL WAREHOUSE, No. 594 BRroADWAY, New York,
next Metropolitan Hotel; and HELMBOLD'S MEDICAL

ACTIVE INTELLIGENT MEN
sacred engridving
of “CHRIST

of -

Bd

JOSEPH BURNETT & CO., Boston, | ;

:

.

To.

BURNETT'S COCOAINE is the BEST and CHEAPEST hair rossing. in the world.
It promotes the
GROWTHOF THE HAIR, and js entirely free from
all irritating matter.

HL. T. HELMBOLD, druggist, of eighteen years’ experience, and. manufacturer of HEMBOLD'S GENUINE PREPARATIONS.

:
aaa
ov

i

of the new “Book of W orship.”
Price £1,00..
3. For three new. subscribers, and $7,350, ( with 30
cents aflditional to pay Postage) we will send “ 1%

lot witheut scarcely a murmuy or complaint. He
often spoke of his hope of heaven, and when
ask
by the
ed
pastor of the church how he felt,
he said, *“ My hope is bright.”
When speaking

of heaven, he said “ I long to Be there

Fruip

.
*

hair. In four months the hair has
grown sever:
inches in length, very thick, soft
and
fine, and.ot
a darker eolor than formerly. She" still continues to |
use the Cocoaine, and we have little fear of her losing her hair,
With respect,
Wa. S. EDDY. :

Yes

CONCENTRATED

AND

~

of

cents additionalto pay

his

CASE.

“

MINISTERS
We

MANUFACTURERS

take the work of canvassing, we have no doubt.
1. Any new subseriber sending $4,00 in advance,
shall be entitled to one copy of the Star for two
years; or for the same sum he shall be entitled to
two copies for one year, provided the second copy be
sent to another new subseriber.
2. For two new subseribers, and “$3,00, (with 20

nation which only spring from a true, trusting,
Christian heart, * He has been a patron of the
Star ever since his connection with the denomination. = Ie was deeply interested in all the henevolent objects and enterprises of the denomination to which he belonged.
His last hours ef

LIBRARIES

FOR SUNDAY SCHOOLS,
FAMILIES AND hs,

. She had not used half the contents of a
toni;
bottle before her head was covered with fine young

counterfeiting,

|.

Particular attention paid to the selection of

© ' EAST MIDDLEBORO, Mass, June 9, 1864.
Publications of the .
MESSRS. BURNETT, & Co.:—
.
4)
AMERICAN TRACT SOCIETY
I send you a statement of my daughter's case, as|’
requested. She Will have been sick six years, if she al t tlie same prices as in New York. A full supply of
lives until the 1st of Apgust next.
x!
.
When her hair came off she had been aflicted with the Publications of the American Sunday School
Reufalgis in herjhead for three years. She had used, Union, Baptist and Presbyterian Publications, Card
at time, many powe:
applications. These, ter, Randolph and other New York and Philadelphia
with the intense heat caused by the pains, burned her
hair 50 badly that, in October, 1861,1t all came off, and | :Houses, at same rates as at the office of publicati.
for two years after, her head was .a8 smooth,
as her
“#a Miscellaneous orders from the Trade filled
Ce.
L
y
CieE
oi
Uigal
“ri (610
EG
o
Through-the recommendationof a friend, she was ‘promptly at the Lowest rates.
induce
your COCOAINE, and the result was as-

TRACTS are pleasant in taste and oder, antl immediate in their action.
¥
>»
NONE ARE GENUINE, unless done up, in the «steel
engraved wrapper, and gigned, II. T. HELMBOLD,
The proprietor was compelled to adopt such a
wrapper, because of the growing popularity of his
artiplés, and to prevent spurious and dangerous

H. GRAVES.

A REMARKABLE

.

- MOTTOES: AND-PICTURE. CARDS,

AXD ALL REQUISIES FOR THE SUNDAY BCHOOLS.

you had
¢ommenapplica.
three or
peared ;
owth
POPE.

THE

fastened | My laboratory for the manufact

the nature of theiy last interview that they were

“{

Address +

active

88 &"40 Cornhill, Boston:

D. Lothrop & N. P. Kemp,

:

By the advice of my physician to whom
shown your rocess of
g the Oil, I
ced its use
the last wee in June. © The first
tion allayed the jtching and: irritation. In
four days the
ess and tenderness disa
the hair ceased to fall; and I have now a thic
of hair.
Yours, very
truly,
SUSAN R.

8mé]

ure of. Fluid Exupon her, and intwo weeks death claimed her tracts has been visited by thousand
s of physicians
for his own.
Her parents received intelligence | and druggists from all parts of the United
States,
of her sickness only in seiison to reach her bedand themode of preparation received their unaniurs
side a few hours
|before | she diieels. yet such was

enabled to rejoice in their affliction,
A short
time before her death, she said, * I feel that
Jesus has forgiven and saved me.”
large and
sympathizing audience attended her funeral
at

so that I could not touch if without pain.

mail

most

purity

The best test of their

Alay

thé

suit

fin

ET

RELIGIOUS

the

a

WAREHOUSE
“AND

2

LOSS OF HAIR.

scribes all Diseases and their Remedies.

-

Two TABLESPOONFULS OF HELMBOLD'S EXTRACT
Sarsaparilla, added to a pint of water, is equal to
the Lisbon Diet Drink, and one bottle is equal to a
gallon of the Syrup of Sarsaparilla, or the decoctions
as usually made.
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is the great diuretic. HELMBOLD'S CONCENTRATED
EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA is the great Blood Purifier.
| Both are prepared according to rules of Pharmacy
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MESSRS. JOSEPH! BuliNerT & Co.:
;
¥
Importers, Publishers and Booksellers,
I cannot refuseto stite the salutary effectin my own | 0
wated case, of your excellent Hair Oil,~COCAINE. | Invite special attention to Jheir Large Stock of
or many months my hair had been Ealing off until I was fearful of los ing it entirely, The s
upon Bibles,
Books, Chiomos, Engravings,
‘my head became grad
more and more inflamed,

Fluid ‘Extract Sarsaparitla

SAFETY.

.«

FITCH'S

ERADICATES ERUPTIVE AND ULCERATIVE DISEASES
OF THE THROAT, NOSE, EYBLIDS, SCALP, AND SKIN,
which so disfigure the appearance, PURGING the
evil effects of mercury, apd*removing all taints, the
remnants of DISEASE, hereditary or otherwise; and
is taken by ApuLTS
and CHILDREN with perfect

daughter, and for nearly three years past, by the
confinement of her husband with rheumatism,
yet she has seemed to live by faith and patience.
In the language of her husband,on the day of her
interment, “she has been a faithful wife, a sympathetic mother, and we trust a child of God.”

:

pew, §

THELMBOLD'S

1, aged 64 years, 5 months and 15"days. He has
left a hdpe, to which his wife and .children cling.
Funeral services by the writer,
:
>

desire brilliancy of Com-

plexion must purify and enrich the blood, which.
HELMBOLD’S CONCENTRATED EXTRAOT OF SARSAPARILL4 invariably does. Ask for HEMBOLD'S, Take
NO other. ’l
"ne
.
$

the Free Baptist church in G., and was a deveted
Christian,
Her ° last sickness
was short, but
Christ was with her, apd she died in hope of a

——

and of Latin in the sixteenth ; and the gain
will be as real as it was in those instances,
-But it is not by an accession of words alone
that the study of Anglo-Saxon and ancient
English literature is destined to affect that their stepis light, ‘and their speed areat.
—
of the
present and coming generations, They spring casily ever high walls, and
54
Tliiratovery of the best portion of. the climb smooth trees with the greatest facili.
“blybs > vocabulary
will bring with it
potwithstanding - their small size,
| ty; and
only new expressiveness of diction, not
areprincipal
; i Prous, but donot debut
something of the vigor and freshness of spise frdit, pens @inin, and otlity vegetables,

sa

victory is

tle daughters, the older only 3 years of age, She |
life's burdens
bur
;
Ares with
wi
Auth
nw resand
cares
The different species of this tribe of - anis metst life's
Christian
ignation
and died of lingering cons | L
;
mals are remarkably agile, and distinguishlon. undtf fortitude,
several
vous’
sumption,
bf
séveral years’ duration, calmly reed by a slender conformation of body. They
tq the will of Him whose grace had sus |
+ signed
tained hér {row her vouth,
walk on the tips of their toes, and hence
.

BOLY's HIGHLY CONCENTRATED EXTRACT OF SARSA~

Chris-

ers to aid the work of slaughter. Sir Rob{
Bro. THOMAS LANCASTER died in East Sanert Napier had with him in Abyssinia an bornto
p,N. H., May
20,
years and 5
bps
for employing the magnesium months. This Christian managedwas 80 born
in Ameslight on a grand scale. If the Abyssinians: bury, Mass., and came here to live with his fahad made a night attack on the British, as heravhen only a year old, where he has ever
resided.” He was a member of a family
it is stated King Theodore advised his cap- “since
of nine children and four only survive him, two
tains to do, a Dewildering blaze of light sisters and two , brothers
.
He
two comwould have been thrown into their eyes: panions to sympathize with himhas in had
life’s SOITows
at the distance of six hundred yards, and and to share with him in its joys, who preceded
the British, being in shadow, would have him to the heavenly world. This departed brother professed religion in his youthful days, but
shot down their enemies as easily as a hun- did
not connect himself with any church until at
ter shoots the. deer whose eyes are made the age of 35, at which time
he united
the
lustrous
- by the flaming torch.
“It is,” C. Baptist churchin Sanbornton. He with
being a
firm
believer in immersion, as the only Scriptursays the Spectator, ‘‘hardly war, such a

to him with every sentiment of deference,
thatto visit Europe without visiting England, would hurt.the people who are his real contest; but it is better that civilization
subjects, and that to allow them to demon- shotild be armed than that barbarism sltould
strate their enthusiasm would be to give be.”
=r
them a favor which they would prize to the

the system naturally undergoes a change, and HEL)-

single

died in Newmarket,
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bold’s Extract Sarsaparilla

Lubbock

feet deep with carbonic acid gas. This
heavy invisible gas, in fact; runs out of the

profession of ¥espect for Christianity, but
‘there is an absence of the distinctive truths
of revelation.” But the narrow and ill-informed are peculiar to no country, and}
Mr. Longfellew will find, when he honors
this country with a visit, that every class

of station,

Sir John

ited the Grotto de] Cano, the well-known
cavern, where the floor is’ covered several

to say: ‘Can Mr. Longfellow be seriously
endorsing Warburton’s’ melancholy heresy,
that the Old Testament does not contain
any revelation of a fiiture state ?” Imagine
Mr. Longfellow thinking about Warburton
in writing a poem! Matthew Arnold alone
can adequately deal with a bit of criticism
such as this. The same prosaic censor
can find nothing but ‘‘the mere religion of

irrespective

the way

!

death. She was much attached to the people of
her’ choice and delighted to meet with them.
{vin friends mourn not as those without ‘cleansestand renovates the bleod, instils the vigor of
health into the system, and. purges out the huPT)
No doubt she has‘gone to the Christian’s
home, to enjoy the rest prepared for the people
mors that make disease.

of God.

:

a

sesses the peculiar properties which so exactly
the various conditions Of the human haw,

moth-

;gonths.
ankind,/arise from corruption of the.
Born in that a
With her parents to
this state when about 6 years of age. She was blood. HELMBOLD'S EXTRACT SARSATARILLA is &
baptized Jan. 19, 1825, and in March following Nemedy of the utmost value.
Li Nu
united
LTA oy
wih
the Tree
Communion
Baptist
‘church of Turin, and was a faithful member until

was blown down flit on his face. They
also explored some hot subterranean galleries in the side of the mountain, and vis-

‘tions.
The ‘Psalm of Life,” is declared to
be irreverent, and the Wad is Goth enough

in the community;

ent occasions, they ascended the mountain
from different sides, and in one instance,

when a hwrricane ‘of wind favored them,
they went further than the guide would
lead them, and hada look down the fier
tube of the grater itself. Tle wind was sb

affection. . When théy speak of him their
faces soften. Criticism upon him seems to
them brutal.
.
:
Yet it would be absurd to say Mr. Longfellow is not criticised. There are two
sects which have endeavored to teach him
his errors ; one is the superfine school who
as a matter of principle depreciate any
man, whatever his work, who is dear to.the
multitude ; and the other’ are the narrow
sectarians who cannot discover their shibboleth in his poetry. The Religious Tract
Society lately published in one of their
periodicals a long critique upon Mr. Longfellow, in which, with much eulogy, is the
dreary complait of the absence of distinetive doctrinal teaching from his composi-

- nature” in Mr._Longfellow.

differ-

It gemoves black §ji6iS, pimples;

May 26, Aged 79 years and 9
Middlefield, Conn:, she came

subterranean fires, but they had gained no
On

BANvoRD

;

Py

Hair,—and rendering

In the Spring and Summer Months,

thar a

:
JOM,
LYDIA MARKHAM died in West Turin, N. XY.

where Sir John

for Mr. Longfellow’s poems in r information of scientific value.

Lys

;

——GHTOGNG

For Promoting the Growth of,

| PARILLA is an assistantof the greatest value.

L. L.

June 23, aged 91 years, 10 months

Lubbock and himself had heen examining
the phenomena of the eruptions. The
country all round Naples is very smoking
and hot, showing the existence of extensive

low, if she has only a dozen books in her
case. At the fairs in the villages, Longfellow lies in some form or other on the stalls.
He is turned into- Latin and into Greek.
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BURNETT'S COCOATNE,

patches, and all eruptions of the skin, $

-

As we review her religious life,

Bb

bt and Beautiful Complexion follow: the use of | pos COCONINE holds, in liquid form, a large pro.
portion
rizedl COCOANUT O IL, prepared
“IIELMBOLD’S “CONCENTRATED EXTRACT * SARSAPA- expresslyof-ileodo
for this purpose. No other compound pos-

inscribed Hon her banner, and the church
mournfully inquire, who will stand in her place?

and the best usage require the common
music. There is no living English poet. pronunciation cethér and neether. For the
who has half the circle of ‘readers in Eng- | pronunciation ¢-ther and ni-ther, with the
~ land that Mr. Longfellow possesses. As I + long, which is sometimes heard, there is
write I can call to mind editigns of his not the authority either of analogy or the
works in ‘all the shapes and forms of which best speakers. It is an affectation, and, .in
English publishing admits. I have seen him this country, a copy of a second-rate Britheavy in gdéld, and beautiful in the best of ish affectation.
Persons of the best eduengravings.
In this form he is an annual. cation and of the highest social position in
I know him in green, in blue, in Russia, in England say, ‘‘ccther and neether.”
cloth, in paper covers. He is gilt-edged,
i
marble-edged, and plajn. Ihave read him
in types so large that Methuselah would
Look into Vesuvius.
not have wanted spectacles in. deciphering
him, and I have looked with curiosity at
pages where anything less than a microAt a recent meeting
of the Royal Instiscope would have been of very little ser- | tution, Professor Tyndall stated that he had

~vice,

"BRIN,

cash

She was amiable, talented, and a devoted

tian,

x

Er

SARAH PARKER died’ suddenly, of fever, in
Portsmouth, June 11,
aged 82 years. Converted in 1864, she was baptized by’ Rev. C/E. Haskell and united with the Portsmouth church,

either and nesther” is what we call the Irish
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Brevity is specially important. ‘Not more
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of the Galaxy, remsrks that “the analogi-
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ries published in the Morning

Richard Grant White, in a recent number

cally correct

lines wherewith to touch
the heart. No
oung lady's collection of pianoforte music
is complete without ‘‘Excelsior.” An excellent bass binger (Mr. Weiss) died the
other day, whose reputation. was chiefly.
made by his mode of singing “The Village
Blacksmith,” which he had himself dotto
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gitimate game for every traducer, and even

political lies and treachery seem to be often
‘counted legitimate if théy can only be
things that are still half hidden and urges the made successful.
to the Editor, and all letters on business,
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the Darwins and thé Spurgeons will mutu: enterprise, and the darkness which has at appointed professor of the department, and be heard, is mortifying to a teacher and
The poet's music is the vocalized thought of
ally give and take, and a rounded Chris*
SILAS CURTIS,po
times rested upen it, arc known only to the Trustees now announce that they have leaves an unfavorable opinion of the pupil.
superior powers who thus sing into the : ear
tian manhood will appear asthe frit of a
Concord, N. H., May J), 1868,
_
Forty
one
young
persons
received
diplomas
perfected
all
necessary
arrangements,
and
of mortals. The orator’s eloquence is an
those who have been intimately connected
I have examined the above Report. and find it coReil}
civilization which has thus taken
up all
from
the
different
departments:
a
cast gnd properly vouched.
imrn ediate divine gift. Miracle is everywith it. But a brighter day dawns.
Across the department will be opened with the
E. T. PRESCOTT, Auditor.
wholesome elements to feed its vicorouslife,
This Seminary has few équals in our counConcord, N, JI, June 9, 1868,
whe re, and God is perpetually touching hu{ the walers a faithful band of missionaries commencement of the fall termy Sept., 17th.
try. Our introduction to Whitestotn Semimap tife at every point. There isThuch adA motion to accept the report was car:
i are busy in the performance of their ap- Candidates in this.course will receive &100
nary, about ten years ago, was to a set of old
oration, but limited knowledge.
The creeach
for
the
first
year,
towards
expenses;
‘ried, and the Society adjourned.
pointed task, and are soon to rejoice in an
Our
Disgrace
in
Politics.
«|
dilapidated buildings, clapboards dangling
. dalility is excessive, for the
sc ie title intel- |
Prayer by Rev. B. S. Manson.
| accession to their number, and we trust in but room rent, board and incidental exin the wind, rooms smallyplastering defaced,
t has hardly se! about
its fearless and:
penses will all fall on the students- in, this
= J. RUNNELLS, Réc. Sec.
a.multitude
of
the
heathen
turning
to
God.’
There are some advantages growing
out
paper-hanging in tatters. One building, we
teanoilastic work. ©
:
course, as the funds of the Seminary canTamworth,
June
21, 1868,
:
#
The
increased
spirit
of
enterprise
whichis
bePat this illogical, poetic and imagina- | of an earnest political campaign. A stag- ing infused into this department of labor at not be devoted to any who do not pursue distinctly remember, was propped up with
nant people is on the way to servitude or
huge logs thirty or forty feet long,and then it
tive period cannot always lust.”
Investignis truly encourag- the regular course. It is felt by many that was doubtful whether it would weather a
|
anarchy.
When a whole nation is set at home| as well as abroad
Wi
aking
of
the
- idan is ebrtain to follow the
Revivals, &c.
this arrangement is calculated to meet a
ing.
>
1]
gale. Now they have good commodious
the discussion of political questions which
dr
.
J intellect.. False theories arevexplod- |
it
long
existing
want,
though
some
predict
5
This is'not all. In what we have said,
buildings, convenient and inviting to stu
ifvolve grave and vital’ principles, there
& d.
Current beliefs are overturned, © Law
that
the
enterprise
will
result
in
failfire.
we
have
made
no
mention
odthe
new
interRR
LAND,
Me.
Seven
persons were
dents. Thanks’ to shose who have given of
is likely to be moie or less profit resulting,
- iz seen to have a sphere where its presence
——RETIREMENT.
At
the
recent
anniverests,
religious
and
educational,
which
are.
baptized
and
eleven
received
the hand of.
their
abundance,
and.ho
less
thanks
to
those
was “not suspecteil.
Faets fall into their even though there are grievous excesses
fellowship by the pastor of the F. W,. B.
springingagp,
the housesof worship in proc- sary of the Newton Theological Seminary, Who hav i
of their mite.
indulged,
and
there
appears
a
good
#al
of
places in the system which patient inquiry
chureh in Rockland, Sabbath, June
7th.
ess of ercetion and the many that are be- it was announced that Prof. Hackett was to
G.-P. KR.
has built up. The phenomena that were activity in the lower passions. . Sophistries
retire
from
the
chair
of
Biblical
“Literature
Nine.
of
the
eleven
were
eds
of
families.
ing
repaired,
all
of
which
indicate
health,
referred {ova specinl and impulsive act of get exposed which have been cheating the
ad
F. Ww. B. Education Society.
Moreover, our pub- in that institution. He ‘has held the posithe supreme powers are © xplained by rvef- people.” Names ara not allowed to stand spirit and enterprise.
HP
tion
nearly
thirty
years,
and,
during
this
First Prrisivein cnvren, Me. Six were
Great truths are lications, east and West, with theirincrcased
erence to agencies that operate with the as substitutes fot things.
—1leld its 29th annual- meetingat Lacoperiod, has yisch to the first rank among
added by baptism to this church, Sabbath,
certainty of pre-established order.
And as clearly brought out and strongly stated; facilities, are aiming to fill the place allotnia, N. II., June 10, 1868,
Biblical scholars not only in America, byt
June 14.
this process goes on, and the outward and even-when they are urged by advocates ted to them; and if is believed that they are
Rev. W. H. Bowen offered prayer. A
also
in
the
world.
"An
acknowledged
peer
receiving
their
full
share
of
attention.
ig
who
crucify
in
life
what
they
glorify
in
world secures more and more intense study,
condensed report from the Executive Board
BiovEr ORD, Me." oat church in Bidde:
German
scholars, he is freWhile - the view. which we have pre- of many
Science is gradually exalted and Faith de- speech, they carry more or less of their
was read and accepted.
ford
is still having some prosperity, = Eight
quently
quoted
by
them
as
authority
in
his
pressed till religion is reduced to prudence, authority and inspiration to the hearts of the sented is a hopeful one, we believe thap it
The 2d "Article of the Constitution was were received afew weeks’ gince by bap‘department
of
research,
His
commentary
is
no
more
so
than
the
facts
in
the
case
will
and the living God iis pushed so far’into the hearers.
A presidential campaign is a
amended as proposed last year.
tism, and we are expecting greater things.
shadowy back- ~ground that he is well-nigh " school where all the people study the struc: warrant. (God has inspired his servants with onthe Acts is a model work in its wa sand
A committee was appointed consibtitty of Our church in: Saco ReV. E. True pastor,is
‘as
Dr.
Peabody
well
remarks
in
the
North
stripped of personality.
Law is glorified ; ture of the government and the responsi- a disposition to labor and sacrifice ; and, true
Revs. J. M. Brewster, J. B. Davis, G.
rosperiag. Several were baptized by the
ithe Lawgiver is forgotten. The creation bilities of the citizen; and” while there is to’ himself, he has not withheld his blessings | American, it is “one of the few works of Day, D. Waterman, and G. H. Ball, to pastor yesterday, June 28th.
:
;
is apothoosized ; the Creator” is hardly so much pitiable partisanship called into play, from’ their ¢fforts. And, obedient to his the kind in the English language which nominate officers for the ensuing year.
J. Boxp,
approaches
in
point
of
massive
erudition
~
”
much as naraed in the presence of his im-. there is also begotten not a little of -that commands, relying upon his promises,
“The committee after constiltation reposing works. The intellect has overmas- genuine patriotism which identifies the in- and triisting-in his grace, we may expect to the master works of the great German ported as follows :
)
Ross Conner, Me. I wish to correct the.
tered the heart, the crucible has supplanted terests of the citizen with the institutions witness the accomplishment of even greater critics, differing from them only in possess-,
“Rev. O. B. Cheriey, D. D., President.
impression that many of the Star readers
ithe Bible, experimei
s taken the place of the commonwealth. But for the enthu- things than these. The present is no time ing a soundness and accuracy which they
Rev. E. B. Fairfield, LL. D., Rev. A. K. have got . from
misunderstanding Bro.
of prayer; the “Constitution of Man" is siasm kindled among the masses of the to he idle in the Master's s service.
| too often lack.” ‘It is expected that Dr. Moulton, Vice Presidents.
Witham's" letter in the issue, Apr. 22, in
consulted in order to find the way of salva- people by the discussion of national quesHackett will.still render invaluable service
Rev. W..H. Bowen, Cor.;Sec.
'
reference to the church at Ross Corner,"
tion instead of the epistle to the” Romans, tions. in which all classes took an enthuto the cause of Biblical Science, and thereRev. J. Runnells, Ree. See.
From
the reading of that letter, the inferfou 4
the * Quigin of Species” frowns contempt- siastic part, there ‘would have been no
4 Katakrino.”
by contribute much to the advancement of
Rev. 8. Curtis, "I'reasurer.
ence
is,
that the old and new churches have,
wously upon the hook of Genesis, and the
E. P. Prescott, Esq:, Auditor.
the cause of Christ.
:
such spontaneous and mighty “uprising
been consolidated, as was attempted during
gespel of John is mo longer studied in orThis
word
has
been
quite
sufficiently
Executive Board.—Dr. Fullonton, (ex———A DISGRACE. An exchange instances.
der to learn the doctrine of the Messiahship. when the guns of the Rebellion opened up- dragged out and manipulated in our col- the case of a laymah who recently made a officio), A. K. Moulton, J. A. Howe, A. L, Bro. W's pastorate. But such is not the
on
Sumter,
and
no
such
patient
and
rescase. With one" exveption none of the
- Man is declared sufficient unto himself, and
umns of late, unless the necessity becomes
plea, in a meeting of the church of which Gerrish, H. K. Snow, J. Runnells, J. Calall superuaia
pernatural revelation is pronounced olute support given to the government frore urgent or the prospective benefit he was a member, for the improvement of der, B. J. Cole, W. H. Bowen, J. Wood- members of the old church have united
incredible. Such is the latest dog- when the service had proved so costly and greater. We have received an article from the meeting-house in which the- congrega- man, B. F. Hayes, I. D. Stewart, P. S. Bur- with the new one, though many of them
are friendly to .it. Unity: has prevailed...
ue of ence as interpreted by its irrever- the triumph was so fearfully delayed.
a third party on the subject, who is not
bank.
mi
ih
But the disgrace of bitter and abusive quite satisfied to have the discussion stop tion wag k worshiping. He urged that
ent |
carried Se to its atheistic
~The report was adopted,
and the gentle- among the . members of the new church,
personalities
is one which makes our na- Vis it was left by 4M. W. B.” and. “M. there was hot a single member in ‘the sos men named were duly elected.
from the day of its organization up to the:
result, £0 ie
wh
ol
The mind of the Hastorn nations is fruit- tional campaigns a dread to many of the J. 8." We dec no good reason for acontin- ciety that owned any real estite who had | On motion. of Rev. I.D. Stewart, it was present date—no cause of division at mye
not materinlly increased in means during the
best
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citizens.

It is impossible to anticipate

uance of the discussion. -Thepoint in issue | last four years;some of” them more than
has only the slighest
importance.
without misgivings. It is a pitiable fact that That the word dam
the New: Testa- doubling their resources, and yet, during

‘the-st truggle upon which we

are

entering

no man can be brought forward as a candi-

condemined,
pit. Prophecy is oriental;
is obvious enough.
ord in itself
" Science abides the Occident. As the hu | character and antecedents may be, without fails to indicate the, duration of the con‘becoming a target for the most unscrupulous demned state and ‘experience is equally ob‘ncqusations. Ho gets most unmanly treat vious. Whether the condemnation is limitment, and the higher the office thé: more ed or unlimited in any given -case must be
desperate
is the warfare. Charges, hints and» determined by the context, or by the nature
y | innuendoes are brought folward in swift of the subject to which it pertains, or both.
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this time, scarcely a dollar had been devoted to any substantial. improvement of the
Lord's house. It was a burning shame, he
said, that they were all4ncreasing in richos, and offering nothing on the Lord's altar

‘in this form.

How true is all this,

and

on

Seana
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voted that application to amend the Act of time existing.’ Though our numbers até"
Incorporation be made, so that the. Annuak few, Jesus is ‘‘ the same yesterday, to-day_,
Meeting of the Society for the choice of “offi-: and forever,” and through his grace wa...
C. A. Huron,
cers may be held in any other state. The hope to triumph.
fiscal year will hereafter glose Aug. 81. HarLey, P.Q. Wehave had cause for
The Treasurer, Rey. 8 Curtis, read his
thankfulness
to God for his goodness to us,
report ;
Ho,

during tho last few months. The Hatley

feport of the Treasurer of the ¥'. W. Baptist
ducation Society for the year ending

susdaptible of general application! For
May 81, 1868. the members of churches, possessing an
4. RECEIPTS, mw
| sticoession, and one Is no sooner disproved | The real question is, whether, as psed inthe aburidance of means, to be living in well
FOR CURRENT EXPEN
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Be but a | is
is dragged forth and tortured that it may condemnation is always limited in time. ei- the Lord's house is left negledted “in those Contributions from two ohurohes, an
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interesting young people, together with '
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and

organized

a

church

the churches

in the Marion

Q. M.

are

Only one ordained minister is now living or

laboring in the Richland and Licking -Q.M. A
portion of the cliurches are in danger. of losing

called

home

and J. F.
a licentiate,

by. death

the

The churches have enjoyed

revival influences”

:

The Marion Q.M.has enjoyed a degree of

prosperity. The Berwick church has moved
its old house from ‘‘ nowhere” to a grow-

ing village on the Atlanticand Great Western R. R., adding to it and really making
a new one, at a cost-of about $2,000. The
‘church had a "goed xevival in the winter,
and has a flourishing Sunday school. The
Grand Prairie church, organized a little
. Over a year since, erected a. house of wor-°
ship last autimn, which was dedicated the

firstof March last. It is a very neat, tasty
church, and is paid for. A few have been
recently added by baptism.
The Marion church dedicated
“house last November,

free of”debt,

cost-

ing $16,000. They have had some revival
~ through the winter. Several were added
to the church, and others will unite soon.
The Big Island church enjoyed a preecious revival last winter through the labors
“of Rev: G. H.
Moon, now its pastor. Real
- strength was added toit. Rev. G. W. Ba‘ker supplies the other two, the Larue and
Montgomery churches.
:

. The Richland and Licking Q. M. has a
diversity of experiences.

The

Concord

church which was feeble, and was in danger of losing its visibility, made a success-

fu] effowsdq recover ifs house of worship
from

dilapidation,

and had

put

it in good repair,

it~ dedicated.

In the winter a

revival added a goodly number of substan-

tial members to it.
:
The Centerbury church hasalso. had additions.
Rev. > W. Whitacre, who had
preached - to these

two churches:

blessed.

place.

On the state of the country.

Westfield church

which

lost

os are in a low, state, and unless they have
missionary help, it is feared they will lose

thir visibility. Two néw churches have
been organized in the Geauga Q. M. within
. % few months.
One in Orange and the
other in Mantua. = Strength seems to be returning to this'Q. M. which enjoyed prosperity in other years when Geauga Semi.

nary was located in its midst,
F. W. Baptists of Northern Ohio, as elsewhere, have long felt anxious that a church

should be planted in Cleveland,as in our
citics.

A fow

months since a

church of ten members was ° organized.

Seven have since united. Some teh more
stand ready to unite when opportunity is
given. A suitable lot has been purchased
in & pleasant part of the city, and a small
chapel'has been built upon the rear part of
~it for temporary uses. Itis now nearly
Lompleted and will be opened for worship
soon. As yet there has not been a single sermon preached, the brethren and sisters havs
ing thus far done the work. When the place
is made ready they expect to have it filled.
The churches comprising the‘ Huron Q.
M. have enjoyed revivals,-and
an addition
« of much strength in the “labors of Rev. B.
E. Baker.
Also the Henrietta church of
the Lorain Q. M., through the pastoral

and

ministerial labors of Rev. C. O. Parmenter,
and Spencer church, Rev. C. Irons pastor.
S:D. B.
2

Ordination.

A

.

bs

The council-appointed by the Strafford Q. M.,
Vt.,at the request of the. Plyméuth church, or-

dained Bro, Thos. A, Stevens, on thé Tth of June,
during the quarterly session of said Q.M. with
said church, To all appearance Bro. Stevens
bids fair for usefulness and is a man of prom-

ise, Iixercises werd as follows: Reading of the
Scriptures and Introductory Prayer by Rev.
Thos. Baldwin, (Cong.); Sermon, John Davis;
Consecrating Prayer, H, K. Crain; Charge to

candidate,
to church, and right hand of fellow-

ship, H, ¥. J, Scribner § Benediction by the can-

didaté, ‘The sermon was thorough, practical,

and full of Christ,

~~

:

H. I", J. BORIBNER, Clerk of Counoil.

ne

That the. real

prosperity of the country is dependent on the
conversion of people, and the choosing
of virtuous, sober, and Christian men as rulers,

. On the state of religion.

That true piety is

essential to vital religion, and therefore our walk

should be according

to the obedience,

henevo-

lence, snd example of Christ, and that the laity
and ministry should refrain from levity,
On temperance. That we will raise our voices,

and pledge our influence to stay the alarming
progress of ‘intemperance, by all lawful and
Christian means;*and*that we will exert the same

influence agaiast the use of, tobacco,
On Sabbath Schools. That we will use means
to organize them in destitute places, and strive
to make those already organized mote eflicient;
and that we encourage the patrohage of the My
- tle now so much improved.

That we will endeavor to in-

crease our contributions
our missionary work.

On Periodicals.

for all

departments
;
;

Chuich Organized.

hat]

The May term of the Geauga Q. M.; O., was
beld ; in ‘the village of Mantua. On the Friday

of

religious paper,

and believing, also, that there is found as good
reading matter in the Morning Star and Christian Freeman, in their present enlarged forms
as in any religious papers in America, therefore

Resolved, 1, That we

earnestly request every

F. W. Baptist family within our bounds to take
one or both of these journals.

2, That the brethren; who have been organized
into a F', W. Baptist church in Cleveland, and
have
procured a suitable lot, and have nearly
completed a neat,.convenient chapel for public
worship, have our sympathies and best wishes,

and shall have ourprayers and
sistent.
GRE

aid as fir as con-

Rev. B. K. Zell wds chosen delegate to Gen,
Con, and instructed to vote against a change in
our denominational name: Rev. K. F, Higgins

was chosen alternate.

Rev. B.F..Zell was also

appointed corresponding delegate to’the next ses-

sion of the Ohio Northern Y.M. Our next session is to be held within the bounds of the Mari-:
on Q. M., commencing
in June, 1869.
Marion, O.

Friday before 2d Sunday
S. D. BATES, Clerk.

Cha-

grin Falls, delivered a very interesting discourse,
ounded on the direction of Paulto Timothy,
“ Poach the word,” The present condition of
this small branch of Zion appears enco
Su
:
pr
uooigagARK,8.
in

Ministers

and Churches,

Rov: G. H. Knight is desirous of

pastor of sofe

=

Holland Purchase

Y. M.

Lr

—Held

its annual

‘

session

with the church at

Dale, commencing on Friday the 19th of June.
Conf. was calledto order by the clerk. The fol-

lowing officers were chosen.
moderator, Revs. H.

Rev. G.H. Ball

Perry and 8.

B.

Andrews

assistants, Wm. W. Bean clerk, Rev. J. C. Steele

assistant, and Rev. D. M.
secretary,

Visiting

Staart corresponding

brethren

were

invited

to

seats with the delegates. .
:
The letters from the several Quarterly Meetings gave evidence that there is a geheral steadfastness in the Christian

faith, and a determina-

tion to advance the kingdom of Christ, Several
churches have been blessed with revivals ind ads
ditions to their number. The Canada West
Yearly Meeting reported bothby letter and their
cor. mes. Rev. Donnocker, that the good Spirit
had not ceased to work in.the heart of man.

Revs, G. H, Ball and D, M, Stuart were
.chosen delegates to the Gen. Con. and Reys, LD;
-Jackson and Benj. McKoon alternates. The com,
Revs. D. M. Stuart, B. McKoon
and G. II.
Ball, reported the following oii the death of our

beloved

brother Rev, I. J. Madden:

Having “heard with painful emotions of the
death of our beloved brother, Rev, L. J + Madden,
we express our high appreciation of his excelletices as aman and Christian minister.
Ie was
endowed with more than ordinary intellectual
bowers, He was generous, courteous, a steadast friend,
an able preacher, a faithful pastor,
and among the foremost in all works of philanthropy and public reform.
No minister among
{13 had more friends, none has been moré™ useful
in the gospel field, none more free from Jjealousies or emulations, none more beloyed and estcemed by his ministerial
brethren,
and the
death of nome could have caused deeper grief
among churches and ministersthan that of our
dear
Bro. Madden.
We hereby express our heartfelt sympathy
with, and-eondolence for, his bereaved wife, and
offer our prayers for the divine blessing .tipon
her and her orphan children.
After some very appropriate remarks by Revs.

G. H.Ball, D, M.

Stuart

and H.

Perry, the re.

port was unanimously adopted:
Pr. 8. €. Archer, Rev, Perry and Bro. J. Quail were chosen
a Com, to adopt some measures for the support

of the family of Bro. Madden.

A collection of

$50 was taken for the immediate relief of the
family, The folldwing resolution was adopted:
Resolved,

Thatthe

H.P.

Y.

M.

owe

themselves and the cause of Christ which

represent, to gire a hearty and vigorous

it to’

they

support

to our Sem. al Bike, and we hereby pledge

selves to use all diligence £0 induce students
attend and enjoy its excellent advantages,

ourto

The session was one of interest and profit,
and we trust thatthe workings of the good
Spirit in our'hearts, will better qualify us for the
faithful performance of our life work. These
Christian gatherings are among the oases of
this sin cursed earth. ‘The next session 1s to be
held
within the bounds of the Erie Q. M,
;
WM. W. BEAN, Clerk.

Quartérly Meetings.

=,

can correspond with W. F. MANZER, St,

Albans,Vt, °°
Bro, Hiram Giimkn of Parma, N. Y. died June

He was conducting service in

Ogden and fell at his post.

-

D, G. HOLMES.

ten

church

in ‘Ed.

TUSCARORA Q. M.,N. Y.~Held its May scs-

sion with the first Woodhull church, There was
a
of interest in the meetings of wors
ship. Harmony prevailed in conference, There
0.Q.

M.,

viz;

f Aftecry embers Jecelved

Dee

with

fair

WM. M. WELCH,

JULY

ee

,
N

a

LO

«

}

BR

.
le

brethren

were well

cared

prospects

church,

i.

wet

H

WINONA & Houston

“J. BTUART, Clerk,

Bx

2

Q. M., Minn,—Held its

illustrated

by

age and Miss

of C.

there ‘might

,

term, which

should

=

of the clergymen and

of Promfret,

pe

bs

LIN

and

support of

All musicians,

upon hearing them, express their

May

“1 LAFAYETTE QM, Wis. Held its last session | surprise at the umount of pure and full tone which
with the Fayette church, June 5—~7. Owing to they are capable of producing. These new styles conthe unfavorable state of the weather, but few of
the churches were represented by delegates.

Some
of the churches

to their numbers
while
, others have enjoyed
ious revivals, though not extensive.
The

ness meetings were

precbusi-

harmonious, and the

expressive effects.

They are becoming

on account of their real

relig-

musical

Mission, and a subscription amounting to

over $50 for the Home Mission cause.

|

sion will be held with the Marion church, com||
mencing Sept. 4,
Cu R, BRIDGMAN, Clerk,

QUINCY Q. M., Til.—Held

its June

term

with

Rev.

for

Other

churches

of the

Wednesday

.

T. B. Forbes,

ec w Hampton,

bounds.

her

members,

and

a minority

Much interest was taken in all the exercises of
the Q. M, The social meeting Saturday afternoon in particular was a season of decp interest.
Rev. J. Newbold was appointed cor. mes. to tho
Wayne Co. Q. Mv Delegates to the Y. M., Revs.
J. Newbold, “E, Tibbetts, K. Dikeman, and R.:
Bennett,
F. DIKEMAN, Clerk.

General,

wy

“baptized” the past year

commentatd¥

of the

threatened with total blindness,

Bible

and can

A farewell meeting on the occasion of Rev.
Glasgew,

was

?

held

BY

8, Pottle, S. Montville,

L.H.

1, B. Coleman,

R. Cruikshank
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by A.W.
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** E. W. Porter,
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free.—
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rule; and better than all, the Bible now exists in
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L Q. M.
almof¥ all these languages, so that men may road |
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19,12
Fam.
Miss,
Bo.ebeo
Q.
2M.
$3.10,
Cal.
Sebec
Q.
M,
and hear in their own tongues, the wonderful
$14,12,

gin Memeriipare GB
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reat

Falls
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Merriam Brown, L. M.,~balance

N,

H,,

per A.

Rash,

Boils,

Costlveness,

Car-

Iyll

FEMALE

2

CORDIAL,

newed vitality to the whole system, . All cases of
peculiar to Females will find a sovereign remedy

re-

Debility
in this

“FISHERS

COUGH

DROPS”

Will, if taken in season, break up any Cough, and prevent Consumption, It has in many case's cured the
patient when given up by the physician, and is especially recommended to those who are troubled with night

Loy

00

Parsonsticld Q. M., Mo., per Tra A. Phlibrick,

5,66

C. 0. LIBDY, Tveas i
Dover, N. 11,
edi
y
Fycasurer.
The eredit to Miss Rand in, the’ las
|
should have been Mission Band, Broaawiok Mec" an\

Sold all by Druggists,

colie,

convulsiens,

griping,

Large bottles 25 cents, - Sold by Druggists. [1y28

reduces inflamma-

WHEATON'S OINTMENT will cure the Itch. .
WHEATON’S OINEMEN'T will cure Salt Rheum,
WHEAYON’S OINTMENT will cure Old Sores.
WHEATQN’S OINTMENT eureg all Diseases of the
skln,
:
Price 50 cents ; by mail G0cents. Al Drugglsts soll if.

1y28]

~~ WEEKS & POTTER,

Boston, Proprietors,

Is the wonder of the day!

white and

gray hair

|

:

perfectly,

prevents

its falling

ofiggis a luxuriant dressing “and a toilet idol. Ev.
ery bottle is warranted. “Sold everywhere. TEBBETTS BROTHERS, Proprietors, Manchester,N,
H,
Em12

!

AMERICA
American
|

AGAINST

ENGLAND.

Company

Toilet

Soaps.

HONEY, GLYCERINE, -BOUQUET AND PALM.
These popular Soaps are made from the choiocost
materials, very richly perfumed, warranted not
only
equal but. superior to the English, and 50 per
cent,
cheaper. They are superseding all foreign toilet soaps

in the market, a8 it is well known that since their
introduction, the demand for the.latter has fallen
off

fully one half. Manufactured only b
MCKEONE, VAN HAAGEN
eopomss]

©

& CO.,

"Philadelphia and New York,

"Vi Dols,

BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD
Summer

Arrangement.

June 22; 1865.

‘Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 AM, 65.45
and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12 p, a. 0,

For Great Falls, 10.10A. M., 2.45,
For Alton Bay, 10.10
A.

5.45,

7.40 B, Ax,

2.45, 5,45, 6.45 p.
|° For Wolfbéro and Centre., Harbor,
10.10 A, M., 2.
For Lawrence

and Boston at 5.51, 8.32, 10.55
P, M,, and on Monday, ednesday and
at ed
Leave Boston for
Dover at
and on Monday, Wednesday,
¥

peed
WM, MERRITT

MOTHS! MOTHS!

Me., Pro-

[6m28

¥

Tagrant’s Effervescent Seltzer Aperient can

Now is the time to look after
our PiCru
prevent them from ling, by using the Paris
So

turing Com

house, Before life is imperiled, deal judiciously with | are made, are
3 far cheaper than. an
the symptoms, remember that the slight internal dis made, 38 § or Bu or ase or

ones ever
times as long as

order of to-day may become an obstinate, incurable | "Bota by all the principal dealers
Scuse

ol 1G MOON:

ity

over

)

poi

the

Pg

Shely

RANTS
CO Sts,Wholesale
Drugeister
AR:& | send for samples. Address orders to
gists, ohn28crore:
Greenwich
New York. / %

100 Warren

sl)

© Bold
by all Drugglsts,

Newtonville, Mags.

stro

FREEMAN'S
IRON-MANDRAKE SYRUP
IRON-MANDRAKE

©

108

SYRUP

Brongthon.
Lhe stomachAnd Prosotd
J@oaton of
facilitate the absorption of Irdn into the

xa

FT-ACTS ON THE LIVER,
IT. MOVES THE BILE DOWN,"
IT IMPARTS IRON TO THE BLOOD,
"IT PURIFIES THE SYSTEM,

vol

IT 18 A SUPERIOR MEDICINE,
IT IS A SUPERIOR MEDICINE,
FREEMAN & ILSLEY, Proprictors, Chelsgs,
Mass. Bold by Dealers generally, Y
]
0
”

=

iy

AGENTS WANTED!

N every town-in an
1 Green's la.

Is an oxoellent combination of Iron with Mandrake
d vegetable tonics.
The Mandrake acts on the
liver, and prevents the braeing effect which Iron: has
ble ton- | vont

{ood

hl

SILVER LAKE MANUFACTURING CO

-

x

It soils nothing, restores

COPPER WIRE
always be relied upon as a pleasant, mild,
cody and
CENTERS,
~
:
positive cure in all cases of Costivencss, Dyspepsia,
"Manufactured by the
Heart-burn, Sick Headache, Indigestion, Sour §tomSilver Lake Manufac
ach, Liver Complaint, Biliousness, Flatulency; Full:
Newtonville, Mass.
pazy,
ness of Blood, and all Inflammatory Complaints where
This
Company
also Imufuctures solid brafded
A gentle. cooling cathartic is required, so says the
Chemist, 80 says the Physician, so says the great Curtains, Chalk Lines,
Fish Lines, Window
American Public of the Nineteenth Century.
‘Weights, Clothes Lines,Car Bell Cord &o.,
Heed ye them and be not without a bottle in the | all of which from the peculiar manner in which they

00

wh

NEw

Co., 76 Hanover St., Boston,
:
%

tion, corrects acidity of the Stomach, and never fails
to regulate the bowels. Sold by all Druggists. [1y28

sleep.

The Great Preserver of Health.

"34,50

N, Y,, per A, Artman

rence [1 M, No) X.

’

styles.

Teh batts Pliysilogical Hair

of Humors —Serofula,

and

modern

Regenerator,

A Specific Remedy for Female Discases,
It imparts tone and yigorto the Uterus, and gives

3,00
11,35

pr

$1 each: 8. A. Lamprey, N. Clark, A. I), Leighton, 50 cts each; Mrs.
S. 8, Class, $1.
; By G. Blaisdell, 0 cts, Cole's
Upper Gilmanton, N.Col.
H.,

AY

of Spirits,

CARPET

months of teething, allays all pain,

6m

buncles, Ulcers, all Obstinate Aflteelons of the Skin; Mercurial Diseases, and every Taint of the ‘System; Dyspepsia, and those diseases originating in the ‘Derangement or
the Digestive Organs, viz.—Billous Complaints, Neuralgla, Nervous Affectionsy Headuché, Languor; Loss of ApDepression

and

dren, which greatly assists the child through the

Complaints,

Nettle

"finish

lays all pain, cures wind

&e.

DR. J. W. POLAND'S HUMOR DOCTOR,
Erysipelas,

enamel

Mother Bailey’s Quieting Syrup,

Medicine for the Purifying
of the Blood.

Scurvy, Salt Rheum,

are

—The great quieting remedy for children teething, al.

This medicine is free from anything deleterious, pleasant
to the taste, safe, yet sure and effective in its action. 1y11

petite,

widths;

Exqrass
3t1

WHITE PINE COMPOUND

for all kinds

:

supplies of English Tapestries and Brussels,

POLAND'S

“A Positive Remedy

Fo

$2-TAPESTRY AND BRUSSELS CARPETINGS.
—Don’t Pay the High Price. —~We are costantly receiving from the Auction Trade Sales in New York

- The. Great New England Remedy.

An Envaluable

)

ONLY 25 CENTS for LARGE BOTTLES!
Mother. Bailey’s Quieting Syrup for chil

Yo

for Kidney

’

Also a few sheets, 12, 18 aud 24 feet wide. Our retail
customers will be supplied at tlie wholesale prices,
NEW ENGLAND CARPET (0.,75 Hanover St., Boston,

CO'S

|

remedy

are

¥2.FLOOR OIL CLOTHS. —Dealcrs'supplied at reduced prices. Having purchased the stock of a bankrupt manufacturer, we offer the same to dealers in lots
to suit, at much less than manufacturer’s prices, This
stock of Oil Cloths comprises over 1000 rolls of assort

C.. Penny, 49 Bond 6, Now York. Ag Sold very.

DR. J. W.

-

8t., aston,

[2Zmeveryw 10meow7

&

at the

our, customers

BR INGRAIN CARBRTINGS,
from the trade sales,

given

by

which

75 cts,$1 and $125 per yard, very cheap, now opening by the NEW. ENGLAND CARPET Co., 75 ‘Hanover

Sold

$1 per_pot.

cargo sales, from

£5 RUSSIAN COTTAGE. CARPETINGS, 75 cts.
per yard, stylish, durable and very cheap. 100 rolls
just opened by the NEW ENGLAND UARrpET Co,, Bos-

of

MLE:
ONLY
RELIABLE REMEDY for’ those
BROWN DISCOLORATIONS on the faceis “ Perry's
Yuk nd Freckle Lotion.” Prepared only by Dr, bi

Agents.

| Mrs, C. E. Houghtaling, Fran
N. Y, for support
~ of Fennimore Houghtaling
in India,
Mrs. Betsey Stinchficld,
Haverhill, Mass,
BE.
* Loulsa Ladd, Enosbure, Vt.
F\. Folsom, Shelburne Falls,
Mass.,
in V,
Folsom, $2; ¥;
y J. Marden, D. Sawyer,

June session with the Warrenchurch, It was
one of the most interesting of “sessions. Twelyo works and words of God, Only now has all this
ministers were with us. Three of theso were been accomplish
ed. . ,
He
female laborers, including
sister Cobb, whose
la- | - The success of missiondry work whi probably
bors have been of Buel service in the or M,
Next session
Friday before second Satu ay in - soon be much greater than it has ever been. An
Sept. at Pickwick, twelve miles below Winona.
army takes a long timo to prepare for setting out,
H. A. CAREY, Clerk.
on a campaign; strangers walt? on, wondering

at 23c., 62c., and

NASON, SYMONDS & Co., Kennebunk,

N. Yu Der HH. Perry,
Montville,
Me., per KE. Knowlton,

Cal. Freedom Q, M.,

subjected to

of

will perform all the

boast but fail to effect.

MATTINGS <7 owt Pay the High

have several invoices, purchased

supplied at véry much under thé usual prices. NEW
ENGEAND CARPET Co., 75 Hanover St., Boston:

prietors; GEO, C. GOODWIN & Co., Boston, General

* Medina Q, M., O., per G, H, Damon
* Bowdoin 0, fs Me., per J. A. Lowell,
Ch, Haverhill, Mass.
per J, Mariner,

quainted with the subject dare deny it, In some

auction

Without the baneful conse-

Ointment

coughs, as it insures a sweet and refreshing

, Limerick, Me.
Warren Center, Pa,

Col. Anson Q. M,, Me.,

districts it is surpassingly great, + : /The field is
fast opening and opportunities for preaching the
word are greater than they have ever been. , . .

Prices —Wc

& CO., Boston, has

compound,
PREPARED AT THE NEW ENGLAND BOTANIC
DEPOT,
BOSTON.
GEO. W.SWETT, M. D., Proprietor.
Ono Dollar per Bottle, Five Dollars for Six Bottles, 1y11

Bath, Me.

M.A. ima
“
J. W.
Hill,

Ree

ii

83 CANTON

care in the preparation

STRENGTHENING

Expiiids.

Col. N, H.'Y, M., Laconid,

only

nerves.

CHEVALIER'S

.

Mair.

Me.

BY

Sh

is

A writer justly remark
“The success of misslonary work is hocoming'very great. No one ac

made a written’ tongue,

10.005.

Foreign Missions.

chiefly by laymen, have. already been héld, at
which upwards of 10,000 péaple have heen pres-

°

Manson, 2,%.

* Gu 8. Hl, Deerfield Center, N, 11.

that city, May 20th. Ft was reported that in 89
days Mr. Hammond had held 34 meetings, in
Which he had addressed 30,000 people. As a
supplement to his labors, 20 meetings,
Tied on

ent

1,005 ‘D. 3, C. Chamberlals, 2,25;

E.

“ L. H. Witham, Biddeford, Me.

~

last literary work is Notes on the Psalms, finished last winter, and it is to published simultaneously in this country and England.
leaving

s

Rev. L. Glven, N, Boothbay, Me.
D. L, Gurnsey, Concord,
N, H.
PY
\
Rev. ¥. W, Town, So. Parsonsfield, Me,
Mapston,
| ** H. G. Mécker, careJ, Champion, Sparksville, Herki~ mer, Co,, N.Y,
Rev, D, A. Maddox, Standish, Me.

the able

Notices.

the others

It Is a remarkable

:

is re-

rolls, which ware slightly wet on board ship, will be
sold for half price by the NEW ENGLAND CARPET

KEEP
THE
HEAD
COOL AND YOUR
HAIR HEALTHY.
Geta bottle of CHEVALIER’S
LIFE FOR THE HAIR; it restores. gray hair to its
original color, and stops-its falling out at once; is
a delicate and
delightful
‘hair-dressing..
SEE

HH.

Phillips—G.
n—S, 8. Palne—E. Palmer—R. Parks—
ope— A, J. Richards—J. Richardson—S.
H. Root—C, A.Rider—8, Btanyon-To P. Slater—M.
A.
Shaw—L. M. Stowe—A. Shepard.—S. Bavage—dJ. H. Shepard—N, F. Strickland—H.
WW. Thompson—dJ,* Tarr—dJ,
Thomas—0, H. True—W, 8, Timmins—M, Velley—W.
M.
Weleh—H.
G, Woodworth—J. White—N,
Yoeung-=z,
Young--B., F. Zell,

B. I’. McKoon,

York, are for sale at the

Goods, and the best ‘article of MATTINGS that has
‘ever come to the American market. An invoice of 2¢0

@ares Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diptheria, Bronchitis,
Spitting of Blood, and Pulmonary Affections generally.

W.

write with the aid of a machine, the same which’
Mr. Prescott used in writing histories. His

P. Hammond's

. E. Hollis—A.

Rev. O. Botter, Buxton Centre, NM.

portéd at 835. This ‘nmkes an average of less
than two infant baptisms for each church of one

voluminous

Pa,

R, Hutchins, Lexington, Me,
D. 8. Johnson, Bridgewater, N. II.
Stephen Stone, Olneyville, R. 1,

The Congregationalist churchés of Connecticut
now report about 48,000 members, and the num-

of the

by all Druggists,

i Given—g.

2

modern styles, in

85 JAPAN ‘MATTINGS.—Finer than the China

N. Melcher,
Mr. John

Fannic B. Andrews of

BY REDDING

Holloway’s

which

where.

Witham,

$3

very lowest prices to the trade or at retail by the Nt
‘ENGLAND CARPET C0., 75 Hanover St., Boston, ~~’.

Moth Patches, Frecklés and Tan.

“WW. AL White,

CARPETINGS,

cargo auction sales in New

N. H.; June 3,

y's Ointment—Boils, Pimples, Tu-

SARAH

Brocd—B HH.
Bates—
Barden—X. b Bitfer.
L. Burnham—J, L. Cllley—R,
Chase—C. C. Ciara

7 Morse,
is
irayton, 2.81,

sid

Mattings—“Golden Dragon,” *‘Spread Eagle,” “Tip- —~.
: Matting:
.
top,” “Crown Choeysun” are the best
imported. Invoices of each brand, purchased atthe

Aromati¢
V,
table
Soap,
combined
with Glycerine, is recommended for Ladies and Enfants,
:
1y15

E. Crosby, Strong. Me,
>
J. Millett, Burnham, Me,
A. G. Hill, New Hampton, N, H,
James Small, Gray, Me,
J. Barden, Erwin Centre, N, Y., [2)

Dartmouth College Commencement week will
commence
Sunday, July 19th and
close the
Thursday
following, Prof, Park delivers the
address before the Theological Society, and E. P.
Whipple Ezq., the one before the Literary Societics
'
.

and

Sec’y.

M. C. Henderson, Lake Village, N., HH,

:

Taree

hundred members.
:
Rev, Albert Barnes of Philadelphia,

Hol

Books Forwarded.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

Miss

COLGATE

Receipts for Books.

¢

$3 THREE-PLY CARPETINGS, from the trade

mors, “&c~<The pernicious nostrums advertised as
Cosmetics are corrosive, mineral and yputanle ex-

W. M. Welch, Lawton, Mich:

aedlil—y,

of that church called for a council from the Q. M.

ber of infunts

Q. SARGENT,
N. H., June 18, 1868,

W. M. Jenkins, Natick, Mass.

its June sos-

"

sales in New York, now
ing by the NEw Eng:
LAND CARreT Co., 75 Hanover Street, Boston,

Quality and quantity are the two desirableattendants
of “Barrett's Vegetable Hair Restorative.” The bottles are neither corked thimbles, nor the preparation
itself a worthless compound of deleterious minerals,
as has been proved by the Award Committee of the N.
H. State Agricultural Society.— Doiér Enquirer.

cures

H.

N. Jackson,

ER

Invoices just received from the late auction

. #g~BRUSSELS

trashy imitations to which its success has given rise.
For Flesh Wounds, Scalds, Burns or Bruises it has
no equal as a eure. Sold by all Druggists. By maj,
35 cents,
5

song—D.
I. Halstead—P, C. Hurlbert—0, G. S. Hiill—J
D, Harding—C. 3Iurd=B

The Benton church alone reported dis-

among

and

Integrity.—Unceasing

quences,

Anstitution.

H. Homies,

sion with the Agency City chureii, commencing
June 19th. The business of the conference as
dispatched with harmony.
Most of the churches
reported union and prosperity, within
their

of Andover,

way, New York.

N. Young,

:

A

Persian and Chintz figures, just received by the NEW
ENGLAND CARPET Co., Boston.
4

tracts, which not ‘only destroy “the skin
but lay the
basis of innumerable facial disorders and even partial

and

Collection

Loudon,

Post Office Addresses.
11. Graves, Bradford, Me.

GU. H. DAMON, Clerk.

VAN BUREN Q. M., Towa &Held

affection

PER ORDER.

The aunubl meetingof the Corporators of
Hampton Literary and Biblical Institution thewillNew
be
holden on Wednesday, J uly 8, 1868, at 1 o’clock, P.
AL,
in No. 4 Chapel Hall.

pe

Sp

Hangver St., Boston,

“by the use of 1 hite Pine Compound.

united

Hampton, N. H., June 20, 1868.
;
\

RL

:

on the Sabbath for Forcicy, missions, $11.05,
3

the

Next session with the

North Royalton church, Sept. 11-14,

3

Anniver-

The Board of Trustees will meet at ‘their office on
Tuesday, July7, 1868, at 4 o'clock, P. M.
E. C. LEWIS, Sec’y.

Medina Q. M. is much interested and the feeling
is that the undertaking must not he a failure.—
Delegates to Y. M. are Revs, A. G, Wilder, G.I1.
B. B. Rogers,

Hampton

NEW ENGLAND CAR--

trade sales by the NEW ENGLAND CARBET CO., 75.

:

paralysis

New

MEDINA Q. M., O.—Held its June session with

Bros.

before

Lewiston, Me., June 18, 1868.

the church in Liverpool.
--There was a good attendance,
and all the meetings were harmonious
and interesting.
Rev. 8S. Ya Prentice of the
Cleveland Q. M., was with us and preached fo
good acceptance.
A-committee of one from each
church to co-operate with the pastor, was appointed to solicit funds to aid the Cleveland
church in paying for their house and lot. A mission house 1s nearly completed in which to worship, and the prospects are fair for success,
The

Damon,

evening—Address

shall furnish our customers:

#3ENGLISH TAPESTRY BRUSSELS CARPET INGS.

J, Scribner,

caused it to retain its supremacy over the hundreds

Thursday, July 16—Class Exercises.

be held with the

:

Rev. P, Randall alternate.

o'clock,

imperfections we
i

SPITTING OF Broop, Colds, Sore Throat, Bronehitis, Coughs, and all Pulmonary Affection, arc cured

Lewiston.

Literary Societies, by E. P. Whipple, Esq., Boston.

account of his mission and took a collection on the
Sabbath for that mission which‘ amounted to $29.
He gave us a very satisfactory report and thinks
the mission is prospering as well as could be expected.
There seems to be but one drawback to
the success of the mission, and that is the want

Our next Q. Mawill

Mitchell

Special
{a

5

At ll

Bailey’s

Co., 75 Hanover 8t., Boston.

of Aunonats

Trustees.

Mother

PET €0., 75 Hanover 8t., Boston.

In Lisbon, Me., by Rev.N, Bard; Mr. Richard H.
Cox of Brunswick, and Miss Mary I. Ward of Free-

J. Se

Adamsville church, Sept. 11—13.
:
E. 8S. BuMmpus, Clerk.

M.

port.

of the Seminary,
negday evening—Concert by the Mendelssohn
Quintette Club, assisted by Miss Addie Ryan, of
oston.
:
;
Wednesday,
July 15—Commencement, -

Manning is now laboring as an agent: for the
Freedmen’s Mission. He was present. with us,

of funds.

Pennav.

eminary

sary

reported

Rev.

H. Carr.of

Tuesday morning, July 14—At 8 o’clock, annual
meeting
of the corporation. At9 o'clock, meeting

I. Pelton,
of
preached the

the last year.

bf

NOTICE.

with them at 50 cents.per yard.

Effingham.

evening, July 13—Prize Declaniation of
the Junior and Sophomore clagses. |
-

Word with power. We felt that the great Head
of the church was with us. Two of the churches
composing the Q. M. were not Jebresentel] by
or delegates.

C

Monday

Greenwood church, June 19—i4. Revs.

letter

at

TAKE

yard to produce them. On acgount of manufacturer's

«light

also

Amanda E. Crosby, both of H.
In Effingham, June 13, by Rev.

;

Week

Jennie Smith of Sharon;

popular

Sund
afternoon, July 12—Baccalaureate Exercises. Sermon by the President.
Sunday evening—Sermon before the Christian
Union and Phillips - Missionary Assocjations, by

Crawshp Q. M., Pa.—=Heid its dyte term
with the

some revival during

Anna

RUSSIA SALVE
mencement

Susan A,

also

Arrangements have been made in behalf of those
attending Bates Collége Commencement, fg
free: re-.
turn tickets over the Androscoggi
J
and and
Kennebec, and the Somerset reads.
© Ham

church, commencing Sept. 11, at 1 o'clock, P, ».
:
+ B. HIBBARD, Clerk,

and
and

Notice.

Miss

and

li

x

and

very

Nia a id Appuinzents,

the Fairview church.
Only two- out of the five
churches represented themselves by letter and
delegates.
The business was conducted-with a
£00!
gree of harmony. - The union of this and
Hancock Q. M. was taken up, and judging
the
from the spirit manifested in taking it up, we
may look for the perfecting of this work at the
next session of the Hancock Q. M. Conference.
Selected the following named brethren on our
part as, Seleghtes, to wit: Elder D. Clay, R. B.
Hibbard, A.
F. Campbell, and E. Frost.
~The religious exercises were
spiritual ana edifying.
Rev. J. J. Weage of Prairie City Q. M: gave us
one of his very best sermons on the Sabbath at 11
o'clock.
Next session with the Honey
Creck

J. 8. Burgess, of Harrisbnrg
Pierpont, O., were with us

:

mn

Next ses- |

‘H. Waterman

17, by the same, Mr. Cornelius 3McGoff and Miss

Miss

their reasonableness in price, bringing them within
ious services were spiritual and well attended.
A collection Gf $20.56 was taken for the Freed- | the reach of all churches.— Boston Christian Reégister.

men’s

Harmon,

and

Mr. Daniel W. Folsom and Miss Annie 8. Clough,
both of H.; June 6, Mr. Osgood Johnson and Miss

merit,

HIGHLY INTERESTING NEWS.

Martha L. Ordwa, both of Irasburgh, Vt. ©
°In Haverhill,
RE1S, by Rev. J.
Mariner, Mr. Henry Wayland and
Miss
Hannah.Dewhirst, both of
Lawrence; June 3, Mr. Elias F. Varney of H., and

tain the deep manual sub-basg, and supcr octave coup:
ler, giving them’ sufficient volume to sustain even a
hundred or more voices, and yet are rich in soft and

reported large aceessions

Sh

45-CANTON MATTINGS CHEAP—A portion of
In Wheelock, Vt., June 13, by Rey. S. W. Perkins, a cargo, slightly damaged by water, for sale at 25 ots,
Mr. Fred C. Caldwell of Georgian ad Miss Minnie O. per yard by thé New ENGLAND CARPET
Cb.,75 Han."
Smith of Washington,
os
os
.
In East Charleston, Vt., May 11, by Rey. E. C. over St.,- Boston,
malley, Mr, Andrew J. Bean and "Mrs. Kliza A. Prescott, both of Charleston,
:
a
Le .« A~THE BEST.~The following brands of Canton

rornamental instruments for the choir, gallery or chapi,

AGL

Olive I, Hicks of Underhill Centre,

cases, having gilded imitation pipes, making them fine

Wr SPAULDING, Clerks

Is a Quicting Medicine fir children. * Only 25

Sold by Druggists,

Miss" Quieting 'Syrup for children Teething.
only 25 cents, Sold by Druggists,
[1y28
Portsmouth; tine bottles
C. Gray, and Miss
:
3
%@~CARPETS FOR THE MILLION at half value
J. B. Higgihs, Mr.
and Miss Mary E. —d0wcents per-yard. The only carpet for so low a
price that is made of fine wool, of good style and perby Rev. M, C. Hen- manent colors. These carpets cost nearly
a dollar per

Charles A.

and Miss

night.

cents.

. MoruERs

Mr. Benjamin F, Chapman and Miss Ida A, Scribner,
both of Strafford.
:
In East Troy, June2i,at. F. W. Baptist Parsonage,by
Rev. L. Dewey, Mr, Myrin Ballard and Mrs. Clayissa
Comptan, both of Burlington, Penn.
In
d Lake, N.Y, on the 18th iust., by Rov, I. B.
Coleman, Mr, Devern M. Shafer of Stuyvesant and
Miss Salina J, Redding of Sand
e,
In Parishville, N, Y., May 28, y
Rev . B. Bundy, Mr.
i
. Ewirgs of Bangor, N.Y, and Miss Josie.
Willis of Parishville.
:
.
In Underhill Centre, Vt., May 23, by Rev: D. H.Adams, Mr, Mitchel King of Westfor
Vt., and Miss

ks

Ll »

L.

In Strafford, Vt, June 22, by Rev, H. F.

hive

-—i

in

§ Swrup
¥

Mr. John N. Richardson and Miss Mary E. Savage of
Waitsfield ; June 3d,by the same, Mr. Howard B.
Prentiss of Chelsea, P. Q., and Miss Alice P.” Hackéttof
Royalton, -

vention, just held at Defroit, and greatly ap-

-

P." Also

IL.

of Alten; Me.,

all of P;

derson, Mr, James

agen

Rev.

Ruiley's Qurieti °g

—For Children teething, makes

both

| Reynolds, both of Royalton; April "18; iy the same,
- Mr. Fréeman A. Tuckerof Turnbridge and
Miss Ella
H, Preston of Sharon; April 20, Mr. John H. Hewitt

Messrs. 8. D, & H.4V. Smith of “this city, thelwell.
Elmira inte
uring the past year, inspires us
with confidence in him, as a devoted Christian known manufacturers of the AMERICAN ORGANS, have
recently
added to their styles, very powerful
and atworker in God’s cause,.and we would therefore P
tractive Organs for churches, with beautiful upright
commend him to the confidenec

Gr

same, Mr.

M. Ham,

25, by

In Canterbury, June 7, by Rev.
Benaiah 8. Calley of Sanbornton,
Taylor of C.
.
i 4
In Bo. Royalton, Vt., April #4,

A large quantity of the smaller publications
of this Society, designed for Christian work,
were scattered among the delegates of the con-

God's people Whereas fis 10t may be cast.

by the

ppd

American Tract Society of Boston.

Resolved, That the earnest, untiring, and selfsacrificing efforts of Bro. N'. Young, with our

May

Reynolds

Nellie A. Sanborn, of

egates to N. Y. and
Penn. Y. M.
proved as eminently adapted to the use of Young
Next Sept. session with the Caton church.
| Men’s Christian associations. The Society offers
—
hn
J. INGERICK, Clerk.
F them at a discount of fifty percent to all such
organizations.
It has granted many of them to
YATES & STEUBEN Q. M. passed the following
young and:feeble associations.
resolution at its April

been publi¥hed sooner:

Mother

sick and weak chilE. Knight | dren strong aud healthy; gives Mothors vest day
and.

P, Dyer,

E; June 27; by the game, €apt. Cyrus

In Portsmouth,

for.—

and C. Fuller namedas del-

Hannaford and Miss Hanvah

Mr. Charles A.

a good-sized drawing-room.
To minister
to
these there are a dean, an archdeacon, a treas-urer, a rural dean, a vicar-general, a registrar,
“four incumbents, two curates.
The forty-nine

Lord.

aigdel of Palermo, and
eedom.
i
26, by Rev. 8. Savage, Mr.
Emily ¥, Leadbetter, both of

Sleeper and Mrs, Hanuah Wallace,
;
In Union, June 21, by Rev. J: A. Stetson, Mr. Chas.
R. Lavalley of Manchester, and Miss Lula A. Robinson of Milton.
.

of 150 persons—enough to fill

those

Liver
“in all
its, forms, Humors of
‘the.
yd and
Seofula,
Dyspepsia, Costiveness, Tn
stion, Jaundice, Headache, and Bilious Diseases, General Debilify, as
&
bowel 8, restore
They cleanse the system, regulate the
the appetite, purify the blood, strengthen thebody,
h
diseases of all
and thoroughly ‘prepare it to re
& CO. Boston, Sold
kinds. GEO, C. GOODWIN
16t1
[ie
by all Druggists.

of Presque Isle, and Miss Martha W. Mariner of Cape
Elizabeth,
”
oe
In Raymond, by Rev, J. Fullontony Mr. Nathaniel

bit of statistics. In one district there are 49 Prot-

church officials.”

W.

2

DR. LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS are a sure remedy for’

In Cape Elizabeth by Rev. B. F. Pritchard, Mr, Wil-

ham

:

Bai

Wamed,
J

__

no

Se

]

Concord, Me! Thy the same, Mr. John L. Williamson of Embden, and Mrs. Nazes: Gray of Anson.
«

the. following

estant families—251 souls. Of these

families . include

a,

It has

The condition of the wonderful Irish Church
Establishment, for which Disraeli is so relig-

be a congregation

——

”

be with missions,-

sceing -the scaffolding.

iously fighting; is

=

a

8S, 1868.

:

Se

been

We have

Clerk.

Almost every heathen linguage has now been
g an of additions. Next Son AbIh. she Deerfield , mastered,

Address, Sandy Creek, Oswego Con N.Y,

2, of paralysis,

308.

J. 8. Hawk, Clerk.

~

ya Sue hg shiuteh

~The Enosburg Q. M., is in Want of an itinerant
preacher, - Any one wishing’to engage fn the

work

Bouega

wards Co, Ill, September5

if

churchin out “Uenomination.

-

:

-

;

-

exbeen a- work of great labor, patience, and
pense.
But the work itself, the work within,
is rising and will rise faster every year—the
- work of the spiritual temple, the work that shall
last forever, Remember the move su ceess abrond
tlre more ‘support will be needed at home 1”

and the conference voted that he should give an

previous asmall church, consisting of sen membore
bors, was organized with an accession of throe
WAYNE
COUNTY
since of whom
Q. M., Tl1l.—Held its last scs+ O. Blake has the pasoral
with the Jeffersonville church, June 6 and 7.
charge. .On th
bath there-was a large ton 1sion
Noxt session with the

grogationto whom Rev, W. Whitacre,of

TR

it beer and go probably it will

BRADFORD & T10GA Q. M., Pa.~Held its June

Believing that every Chris-

tian family should take and reada

abundantly

its
y fire more than a year since,
has not rebuilt. This and the other church-

other large

:

several

Rev. K.F. Higgins has taken his

The

were adopted in sub-

Reports from committees

wv

N. Hartt, A. Dodge,

!

| stance as follows:

-ygars, removed last fall to Chagrin Falls,
O,. where his labors have been

—

The 9 M. has enjoyed a prosperous year, some
churches who always lneked the
proper elements
have gone down, but others axe springing up.
In addition to the usual business, a new
clerk
and treasurer was chosen, and Revs. - S.
Butler,

Y:M. The preaching,
and part taken in business, by these brethren added much to the inter-

On Missions,
a new

At

May they long enjoy the blessing of the

Rev. W. Whitacre and M. R.

est of the meeting.

~

before, hut the

were present from the Ohio Northern Y, M., the

past «

some

the

:
i

1

order.
The meetings were held in a neighbor|, hood
where 30, quarterly session was ever held

their visibility.
.
i
ie
Revs. T. Dimm, B. E. Baker, and 0. J. Moon,

been

Harmony Q. M. have been recently licensed

hasbeen

SANA

)

STAR:

session with the Middlebury church,
A good:
season was enjoyed. . Many found it good to wait
on the Lord,—revivals’ having been had in some
of the churches and in. the place where we mét,
put the brethren and friends in
good working

‘with preaching, Séveral have enjoyed revivals,

Kenney were also present from the Ohio and Pa,

year.

AL

i

fe

in September.
Rev EK. J. Keevill will. preach
the opening sermon Friday evening; and we hope
to sce every church, pl represented.
3

-

supplied

The Newton Church are building a.
housé of worship. Two brethren in the
Stokes,

RT

ost

1-2 o’clock on Friday, preceding the third Sunda

Mount Victory, on the Bellféntainc railway,
which has been added to the Harmony Q. M. All

latter ag cor. mes.

A.

Ei

VAN BuriN Q. M., Mich.—Held its late session
with the Van Buren;chuich, and was one of great

at

very acceptably enjoyed for several years.

A.

Er

2
:

a

interest to all who availed themselves of the privJaze of attending it, but a few of our churches
had no representation.
The next session will be
with the Porter church, and w#l commence at 2

Rev, IL. I. Higgins was chosen Moderator.
All the Q. M’s'were represented by letter and
delegations. Portions ‘of the churches in all the
Q. M’s have enjoyed revivals the past year, Rev.
G.W. Barker labored part of the year as Y. M.

The church has unifed with the Harmony

Bro.

=
a

Ge

chosen delegates to the Penobscot Y. M.
Voted
to request the Penobscot Y. M. to hold hier session
for 1869. within the precinets of this Q. M.
Is Gory, Clerk...

Ohio, Y. M,

————

;Q.M. The churches:of that Q. M. are
mostly supplied with preaching by Rev. B.

: Inskeep.

Er

=

—Held its last session June 12-14, with the
Concord church in the Richland & Licking Q. M.

It is called the Mourt Victory: Church, is
located in a village of the same name on
the Bellfontaine Railway, now consolidated
with the Cleveland and Columbus Railroad.

to preach, viz., A. ‘P-Marmon

:

_. MORNING

x

HS

The Marion,

has existed there for many years at least.
It. was raised up through the labors of Rev.
G. W. Baker. He is the pastor at thisstime.

bk

|

A

a very liberal

_ During the winter past,a F. W. B. church

labor$ have

oh
:

Pan

Rev. A. W. Reed and Mrs. A. B. Reed desire,

was organizéd in Hardin, Co., the first that

F. Zell, whosé pastoral

“

ELLSWORTH Ea Me.~~Held its June term
Long Island church, on
& weith the Bluchill and
luehill Neck, June 19—21. A very good meeting.
to express thanks to their friends in Garland for Revs.
E. Harding and Benj. Penny, Jr., were

«CHESTER HEARD.
Central and

Toy
.

=

The other is a member of the church.

;

+

————

as

time successfully. Among the candidates
for baptismare two «of our three daugh-

}

a

Donations,

if ~the

from England, is laboring with us a partof the

&

a

oe

"weather is favorable,we expect to see a
large congregation, Bro. Brecks, recently

ters.

.
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Poetry.
Old Homestead.
a

+

—

calling up the flowers;

i

‘When all with naked littlé-feet
The children.
iy the morn
Go forth, and in the furrows drop

The seeds of yellow corn;
‘What a beautiful embodiment

Of ease devoid of pride,Is the good old-fashioned homestead,
‘With doors set open wide!
' But when the
That to the
‘When all the
“And alkthe

ing, began to sew.

happiest time is come
year belongs,
vales are filled with gold,
air with Songs;

And yet ungarnered stores,
Remind the thrifty husbandman

‘Of ampler threshing floors; ¢
How pleasant from the:dim and dust“
Of the thoroughfare aloof,
Stands the old-fashioned homestead,

face he interpreted

Upon his shoulder swung,

:
a

Are scythe and sickle hung;

4

for

gloomy hguse, is the little rift in the cloud

‘When low about her clay-built nest
-

ill-nature,

upon the newspaper which lay spread out
before him, and he read the sentence— “A kind, cheerful word, spoken in a

home the woodsman plods with ax

And in the knotted apple tree

to mean

which he had no ‘patience. His eyes fell

With steep and mossy roof!
Wher

Lee glanced al-

most stealthily at the work in her hands,
and saw the bosom of a shirt, which she
was stitching neatly. He knew that it was
for him that she was at work.
:
“Praise your wife.” The words were before the eyes of his mind, and he could not
look away from them. But he was not
ready for this Yet. He still felt moody and
unforgiving. The expression of his wife's

s

When fields of*yet unripened grain

Mr.

that lets the sunsliime through.”

The mother swallow trills,

:

:

Lee struggled with himself awhile longer. His own ill-nature had to be conquered
| first; his moody, accusing spirit had to besubdued. He thought of many things to
say, yet he feared to-say them, lest his wife
should meet his address with a cold rebuff.
At last, leaning toward her, and taking
»
hold of the shirt bosom upon which she

And decorously slow, the cows

Are wending down the hills,
‘What a blessed picture of comfort

” Inthe evening shadows red,
Is the good old-fashioned homestead,

With its bounteous table spread.

And wylten the winds moan loudly,
=
When the woods are bare and brown,

| was at work,he said .in

And when the swallew’s clay-built nest.
From thé rafter crumbles down;
‘When all the untrod garden paths
Are heaped with frozen leaves,

a voice

carefully

of reserve,

The light of memory streams
Round the old-fashioned homestead,
Where I dreamed my dream of dreams.
—Alice Carey.

and

all

was

easy

now.

His

hand was among the clouds and a feeble
ray was already struggling through the rift
it had made.
“Yes, Mary,” he answered softly; “‘and
I've heard it more than once, what a good
wife Andrew {.ee must have !”
“Do you think so?” she asked quite so-

The Funily Circle.

berly.

-

A

Rift

~ “What a question!” ejaculated Andrew
Lee, starting up and going round to the
side of the table where his wife was sitting.
“What a question, Mary!” he repeated, as

in the Clouds.
nun

A STORY FOR MARRIED FOLKS,
Andrew Lee

came home from

his

he stood before her.

. mother, beginning her story,

shop

“Doyou?”

where he had worked all day, tired and out

It was all shesaid.

of spirits ; came home-to his wife, who was
also tired and out of spirits. .
‘A smiling wife and a cheerful home—

“Yes, darling,” was his warmly-spoken
‘answer, and he stooped down and kissed
her. ‘How strange that you ask me such a

what a paradise it wouldbe !” said Andrew
to himself, as he turned his eyes from the

question.”
. “If you would only

clouded face of Mrs. Lee, and sat down with

then,

knitting brows and moody
Not a word was spoken
Lee was getting supper,
about with a weary step.
“Come,” she said at
“ glance at her husband.

with

Andrew,

it would

do

so now
me

and

good.”

Mrs. Lee arose, and. leaning her face
against the manly breast of her husband,
stood and wept.
What a strong light broke in upon ‘the
mind of Andrew Lee! He had never giv-

aspect.
by either. Mrs.
and she moved
last,

.
tell me

a side

“in

With a dimpled

by, who was just as sweet-and

baby could be. .

Fold it to your besoni;

Let it cheer your heart;
Gather radiant sunbeams;
___Bid the clouds, depart.

dearly,

and

Let it pass the while;

Gather only sunbeams!
Keep your heart from guile.

them into the kitchen,

Mrs.

Lee

spread

*

a

-

Grandmother’s

green cover on the table, and placinga fresh
. . trimmed lamp, thereon, went out and shut’

was,

Don’t despair, my

2,

~ the door after her, leaving her -hushand
alone in his unpleasant feeling. He took
along, deep breath as she did so, pausing

“May

—

1 come

—

in, grandma?”

said a

sweet little voice at the door of her grandmother’s room.
‘ Mamma said I might,
unless you were asleep or busy and I wasn’t

in his walk, stood still for some moments,
“and then drawing a paper from his pocket,

any trouble.”

sat down by the table, opened the sheet, and
+ ‘commenced reading. Singularly enough,

:

¢ Come in? OF course you"
Blossom,”

the words upon which his eyes rested were

said

the

good

may,

Little

grandmother,

“Praise your wife.” They rather tended holding out her hands to the dear little girl
to increase the disturbance “of mind from who'came dancing into the room with her
| dolly hugged tightly inher arms.
which he, was suffering.
Ba
‘One, two, thrce—up she comes! and
“I should like to find some

.

occasion for,
- praising mine.” How quickly his thoughts in a minute Little Blossom was nestled in
expressed this ill-natured sentiment! But her grandmother's lap, where she knew she
his eyes were on the page

~ he read on.

before him,

.

was
‘
this
“

and

:

~, “Praise your wife, man; for pity’s sake,
give her a little encouragement. It won't

hart her.”

ries, but T got tired because she wouldn't

i

* Andrew Lee raised his gyes from the pawel ,

always welcome.
And what has my little girl been doing
afternoon ?”
i
‘
Playing with Dolly and telling her sto-

answer me,

I wish

she

was

a little

live

er and muttered, ““O yes; that's all very baby, and then she would shut’ her eyes
praise’is cheap enough. But praise and not always keep them open and never

her for what?

For being sullen, and mak-

ing her home the most disagreeabld’ place
in‘the world?” His eyes fell again to -the |

Hg

we)

ado.

ol reoabl31

3 x,

brigh
pify'st

your home comfortable,

that he had said that all the boy-baBies be-

wd

dri
oe

is

hy
RR

hi

babies

“ Yes indeed, Tittle Blossom, sweet as
honey. A litte while ago you were a little
baby yourself, and I held you inimy arms,
just as I am doing now. . I remember the

"

Anecdotes

in-

to stars, and stars into suns which people
the blue firmament with myriad worlds,"is

Israelites, and she was so much afraid that not more wonderful than the little micfothe wicked men whom the king sent would scope which reveals ‘¢ the grand immensity
find her baby that she kept him hidden of littleness.” “When it.came into man’s
away somewhere till he was three months possession it was as though a second Coold. By and by she found that she could lumbus had appeared, announcing the exnot hide him any longer.
1 suppose be- istence of anew world ; and not one merecause he had grown to be,such a great ba- ly. The microscope reveals in a single
by.”
lt
drop of water a globe, peopled; according
* And, perhaps, to .because he cried so ‘to Ehrenberg, with five hundred millions
loud,” interrupted Little Blossom, , lookipg of living crgatures, different from anything
very wise.
:
:
which man has ‘seen before. It shows us
every bit of clay and stone, every leaf and

‘And

perhaps,”

said

affairs of life.
‘the

Little

Blossom,

she

would: go

down beside the river and speak to the
little baby, so he wouldn't be lonesome.”

‘ Very likely. By and by she really saw
some one coming. “It was the king's
.daughter, who was walking along by the

side of the river with her maids.

substance

By it he learnsthe elements

enfering into particular

soils,

and

is

ena-

bled to supply those fertilizers necessary to

the production

of the desired

crop.

The

accuracy with which the microscope detects
counterfeit bills and forged manuscripts,
adulterations in

food @nd

liquors,

renders

this instrument a valuable ally of justice.
To the physician this instrument is an invaluable assistant. It explains why the
blood from one animal injected into the
system of another of the same species,
dying from the loss of blood, is successful in préserving life, while that
from a different species miserably fails. It
- enables him to procure pure food and medicine for his patients, pointing with unerring accuracy to any adulteration which

they may contain.

She was

It teaches him

the na-

ture of cutaneous diseases and
surface
going to take a bath in the water.
-proturbances. Dr, Andrew Clarke, after
+ When she came near .the high grass, she
having carefully studied the appearances of
{saw the-basket and told one of her maids sputa from patients under his care, says
to go and bring it to her. When she opened
that ¢¢ the microscopic inspection of: expecit and sgw the dear little baby with tears in
toration
affords, at a very early period of
his pretty eyes and a_grieved look on his
consumption definite information, not oth-

the

poor

mother

must

erwise attainable regarding the nature of the

malady ; and at all times most valuable aid
in forming a prognosis regarding the causes
of the complaint.”
But we are wandering from the design of
this paper, which is to present a few anecdotes,

collected from various sources, illus-

trating the

importances and

power

microscope.

of the

he fell into a conversation with a Brahmin,

whose religious faith

forbade

him

taking

life of any kind or eating of that which
had ever possessed life. Ehrenberg, wishing to'demonstrate to the Brahmin the ab-

surdity of his belief, exhibited by" the mi-,
croscope the world of animalculse life. con:
tained in a single drop of water.
]
“ Alas!” said the poor Bralimin in despair,
“you have destroyed my. happiness, and
my life also; for I see now that I shall nev-

er be able to drink,

thirst.”

have

Ehrenberg
that a single

her ‘dear little child once

tumbler

afd

must perish

of

answered him by showing
drop of rum poured into a

of water,

caused

all

culm to precipitate themselves

tonr of the glass.

the

animal-

to the

I trust his

hot-

solution of

his perplexity did not'leéad the Brahmin into habits of intemperance.
and no one had to say ¢ hush,’ for fear thé |
In connectiof@vith this celebrated micro,
little one would laugh or ery aloud.
Little

explained

scopist, the following.

Blossom,

curious

anecdote

is

related:
Some years sinee, in England,
“the wicked men were not hunting for
barrels containing gold dust were emptied
him now; 80 it was no matter how much
of their precious contents and filled with
;
oy
noise he made.”
sand. The party robbed, not being entire“ When he grew larget ie vgnt to lives
‘ly
satisfied with the exchange, submitted
with the king's daughter in her splendid
home, and she called him her son; but I the case to the microscopist, Ehrenberg.
have no doubt he loved his own dear moth- Fhe latter, by examining with the microscope specimens of sand from the several
er best, and went often to see her.
stations on that part of the

The king's daughter called him Moses,

because Moses meant

road

traversed

bythe barrels, was enabledby the peculiar-

© drawn out,’ and he

ities of its appearance to designate
the
The little girl drew a long breath of sat-: ‘| place at which the barrels had been filled.
isfaction when her grandmother finished’ The officers of justice were thus put upon
the right track, and the thieves captured:
was, you know, drawn out of the water,”

iii?

.

speaking.

“ That's just the, sweetest story I"

she.

* What

a darling little baby that of murder was decided by this, wonderful
silent

witness.

The

individual toward

whom the. whole circumstantial
was pointed as the guilty man,

for telling it’ fo
ge

dear grandma,

a

microscope

could

of the murderer ‘on the

but

to the last moment it was the most anxious
point in the expedition, and was only final-

y removed by the energy of the commanderin Stripping his army of the encumbrances with which Indian troops have been ac‘customed to move, and to leave behind
every man and animal that was not. absolately BeCESSaTY. It may now be admitted
that the original allowance of camp followers in proportion to fighting men was a
mistake, and for this the General must be
held in some measure

responsible; but he

deserves less censure for his puttin the
army into what is after all the traditional
condition of an Indian army on the march,
than he does credit for the promptitude and
energy with which he remedied the blun-

er,
opposition to the advice and remon- .
retina of his victim's eye, thus referring strances
of the principal
officers of his staff.
the matter to a witness-that cannof be bribed—to a judge that would

not hesitate to

condemn the duke in the heart of his duchy,

or the king in his purple. The

tler

:

microscope is a peace-maker, a

of

disputes.

Some

set-

hundred

years

since, it was asserted by a learned -savan of
France, in contradiction to history and tradition, that the wrappings
-of the Egyptian

As to the extent of the force,

might have been

the notions

whatever

of eritics

at

home, the universal opinion of those with
the army ‘was that there was nota man
many. Not that they were all wanted

the purpose of fighting King

too
for

Theodore, but

to keep up the chain of communications
from the sea-coast to the front. Now that
the plans of the General lie fully before us,

we see the sagacity which provided that de-

at certain fixed
mummies were of cotton.
From this | P° ts shouldbe so established
sprang a curious and voluminous discus- points along the line of march, with garrisons'in each strong enough to defend them

sion, pro and con.

In. the midst of these against the incursions of marauders, and to

philosopical discussions, some man conceiv-

ed the idea-of appealing

e microscope,

keep up the line of communication between
one
post and another. If any one of these

ted the

scientific world,

of

the

existence

retrograde movement must at once have
taken place to re-establish the chain. Thus
the large force was wanted, not so much to
overpower Theodore, but to secure that
the attack should be made upon him with a
fair prospect of success. And when that

object was at last secured, whe the chain

was established, link by link, from the harbor .6f Zoulla te the table-land of Lat, the
character of the General suddenly changed.
From the cautious plodding. administrator
he become the daring captian. Abandoning all the caution and prudence he had
hitherto shown, he left his baggage behind.
him, and, trusting to the spirit and valor
of his troops, he made a dash at the enemy,

of Reuper-reptiles in the lower sandstone ‘and in one spring he secured .his prize. It
of the Newred system in Warwickshire. must be owned that in this great success he In the same manner the microscope has owed something to fortune, something to
rectified errors in the classification of those the doggedness and stupidity of his enemy;
‘but these advantages were available to him
animals that roamed the earth before the only because he had neglected nothing in °
creation of man.
(
the way of prudence, and’ was thus in a
Some sixteen yeardwi To)
ittee of osition to seize fortune when it presented
chemists appointed by the Government re- itself.
ported that neither by-cheniical nor other
means was it possible to detect the presence |_
A Popular Poet Sketched.
of chiccory in coffee. To-day any tolera- |
ble microscopist van convict the coffees!
dealer of fraud. By the aid of the micro- | Miss Alice Carey is a dignified, lady-like
scope the adulteration’ is as marifest as is | woman, quietly but handsomely dressed in
She is of medium
a mixture of corn and beans to the naked | a suit of black silk.
hight, neither stout nos slender, though
eye.
inclining to the former rather than the latter. Her expression is pleasing, though
somewhat os
and the face is one that a
stranger would return’ to again and again,

LITERARY MISCELLANY.
=

|| finding

A

at each

look. an

added charm,

that what was at first a Plessis

so

bats rather

Sir.
nr

A
oo
| plain face, produces at len
¢ effect of
Robert Napier :
| positive beauty. Miss Carey is an habitual
tam
| Invalid and great sufferer. She has a colA late number of the Scotsman contains orless complexion, soft, dark hair, showing
an article complimenting the leadét of the | here and there a thread of silver, and dark,
Abyssinian expedition, from which the fol- | expressive eyes. She is no longer young
reckons age, but essential .lowing is an extract:
| as the worl
youth beams in her not too frequent smile,
The story of the Abyssinian Expedition | and from the tranquil depth of her earnest
has all the interest and we may add all the eyes. She has gathered wisdom from the
completeness of a romance. The inci- experiences © neatly fifty years, years
dents are as varied, and the catastrophe as brightened not only
y the warmth and
impressive, as gny that are to be found in beauty of summer, but some of them renworks of fiction.
In thé brilliant success
dered memorableby long, dreary winters
which has crowned the“invasion we ought of loneliness and sorrow. She is a native
not to forget the sinister predictions with of Ohio, with the blood of the Huguenots,
There was hard-

ly a journal in this country that had

evil word to say

not its

of ‘the bold ‘enterprise.

The plans of the leader were censured as
extravagant, and his antigipations of speedy

success

told
scale
work
break

branded as visionary.

We

that the army’ was organized
far more than proportioned
which it had to do, and that it
down’ undeigits own weight.

idea of a force of 10,000 or 11,000

the

Puritans,

and the

heroes of the Rev-

olution flowing in her veins.

In the quiet

life described in her ‘‘Clovernook

Papers,”

all the'early years of her life went by. The
ender
dint fell early upon the
were quiet, thoughtful girl. First, the mother
on a
taken, then an older sistex who had in
to the was
some measure filled her place, and later 4
would | young
sister, the idol ofher love. SpeakThe | ing of the older sister, Alice £Bys: “She

men

be- | was mord@@heerful
than f, more self-reliant,

ing sent to bring a savage-to terms was

rid- | I used to recite

iculed as +the hight of Timidity.

to her

my

rude

versese

Suchy an | which she praised ; and she in turn told me
army, encumbered, as’ it mast necessarily | stories
of her own composing, which I a!
be, by a train-of camp followers

exceeding |
time thought evinced wonderful abilin number the fighting men whom they at-, the
ity; and 1 still think that sister was unusutended, would render the work of the ‘com- |
missariat an impossibility, and bring the ally gifted. JustasI came into womanexpedition to a stand-still for want of sup- | hood death separated us, and that event
‘plies in the heart of the country. How! turned my disposition, naturally melancholy, into almost -merbid gloope.” much better would ‘it be, we were :remind-|
Since 1850 Migs Carey bas been a resident
ed, to organize a force of 1,000%men or of New York, one of the brightest ornathereabouts, lightly. équipped, and. with | ments of its literary society, and one of the
them ‘‘make & dash” to seizé the tyrant in| most valued and constant . contributors to
his stronghold. But to move with a large |(the literature of the day. She and her
army, with all the equipmenys of regular | sister own a pleasant home Na. 53 East
warfare, was simply to give King Theo- | Twentieth street, where the’ pgople best
dore warning of our approach, and =enable |{worth
knowing drop in of “un ‘evening,
hin effectually to get out of our, way. Unwithout cerenfony,.- and exchange views on
der such circumstances it was very confi- the most interesting topics of the day. The
dently predicted that England was commit.
ted to along and purposeless war at a fab- Hon. Horace Greeley. is a warm personal
ulous expense ; and that the least we could friend of the sisters, and has along estabthem on
calculate upon was thal the troops shogld lished custom of taking tea with
remain in Abyssinia for a second year. The Sunday evening. Many of his friends,
idea of their return before the rainy season knowing where to find him, take this Ope
of calling on him; and in this way
of the present year set in} was derided as a portunity
the most eminent . politicians, statesmen
good specimen of the dreams in which men and
thinkers are to be found in Miss Carey’s
indulged who believed what they wished. pleasant
room. The manners of
‘We purposely pass over the predictions of the sistersdrawing
as simple tid amafiected as
the calamities that were to befall;man and when they are
were living in
their Clovernook
beast “Trom the noxious climate and the
plagues of the country,—for these would home : while their quick sympathies, large
equally have applied to any leader. But heartedness dnd liberalityof thought have
power for good, and endeared
the special censure thrown upon Sir Robert’ made them a

1

you,

this

too.”

sentun

i

could only think of the apple-blossoms that
were then'in full bloom.”
;
‘Andis that what you eall me Little
\

| Blossom
for #»

“TaMppbse 30," sald ighandinm, giving

"Then Little. Blossonr

yowig.— Mary Latham Clark, in Children's

Hour,

4

them to the wise and good hot ‘only of theihg,
movements,
his resolution to trust nothing. to for- own but of other countries.
Miss Carey is the friepd. of progress; »
| tune.
And when
nced that he believer not only in Gods bain humanity ;
In our own’ country, not many years refused to make anit was-annou
onward
step
into
the
said. since,
in thé past,
but in. the fyture,—a
& most curious and interesting case interior till six months’ supplies had been not ony

Was, and how cunning he must have looked
in his little grass basket !.T thank you so

much,
me.”

that the

detect the image

which it was undertaken.

.

While the great Prussian microscopist,
Ehrenberg, was traveling through India,

more ! She took him home and -was“no
longer afraid that the wicked men would!
comgsand carry him away.
His loving sister could now play with
him out of doors or any where she chose,

‘‘.Because,”

from

animalculse is nsually so transparent that cotton were composed of transparent tubes,
the internal structureis visible—even the while those of the flax were jointed like
act of digestion can be watched, and the cane. The fiber of the mummy cloths was
food traced from its'mouth to its passage shown to be jointed as’ in the flax of the
into the internal cavities. The eggs also present day.
:
:
can be seen within the bodies. Thus the
The microscope has put at rest the doubts
microscope has silently overthrown man’s and controversies of distinguished 'paleontheories for the explanation of vital phe- tologists concerning the affinities of the ginomena, and has furnished materials for gantic megatherium by pointing to the _tistheir true elucidation.
sue of its dental organs. By the same. cuThe microscope teaches man thigtructure rious and delicate method it has forever
of trees, and the uses they best serve in the decided the question, which fora time agita-

his swe@t face.”

wicked men. wouldn't think of looking
there for a baby. It was a very nice place
to hide him.”
.
?
¢¢ The little’ baby's sister,” continued the
grandmother, ** who was many years older than he was, stayed all the time where
she could see if anything happened to him,
and yet she kept far enough away; so that
if the wicked men came along they would
not think what she was there “for.”

The

were

4 That difficulty was at last overcome;

with its when the question was forBver settled. - It garrisons had been overpoivered the whole
of these was then discoyered that the fibers of the army would have been paralyzed; and a

bud, and flower, a world crowded

busy multitudes.

they

mony...
vin
You remember howdyou were startled, a
few years since,by a voice from the scientific

Microscope.

The telescope which resolves nepluse

tothe river. . = =
:
Now the baby’s mothér was one of the

“Of course; ‘‘ said Little Blossom,

decided

dog, thus confirming
the poor man’s testi-

~

world, claiming

longing to the Israelites must be thrown in-

to Professor

Submitting the, blood-stains to microscopic
"inspection, he

—The Little Corporal.

of the

was referred

supplies could be brought up to the front
sufficient to keep the troops in their posi.
tions, much less to enable them to advance. -

evidence
claimed

Napier was the timidity of his

and

stored on the coast, every one was ready futnre in which woman will asfume her
true position, and sharé the work and the
with his'eyhical comment that this was not wealth of thewworld with man,
the way in which great success were ac- |
\
complished and victories wrested out of the
hands
of fortune,
The issue of the. expedition has ecu Ny A NEW EXPLODER.—A new “explosive is

that the blood-stains found on a knife acsat quite still a knowledged4o
be his property, were from swift to vindieate the wisdom and foresigh
nounced called ‘‘dynamid,” or “giant
i
time, thinking over the sweet story
sake, tellhy Jour
her food
you first time I ever saw you. You, were such long
of the General, and to cover his detractors powder.” It is said that all ordinary. blows
a
lamb
which
he
had
the
day
before
killed.
which,
although so often toll, is always
more. She dan't ex | a sweet, pink and white little thing that I
with confusion, There has been, indeed, and the most violent agitation do not affect
80 fresh and full of interest to old and The microscope was broughtfo hear upon "all through the ¢xpedition a rare admixture ity but when a fired fuse, ending in a pesr-,

wil hive for mako her eyes open wider
tweny
yeabutrs;
It will

Er

wink. Don’t you think little live
are so sweet, grandma?"

darling,

With no light above?
4

a dog which he had

Hadley, of Buffalo, who was purposely
kept in ignorance of all the circumstances.

How could there be shadows

;
I tell you |

from

killed: Mga

There’s a Father's love;

that the king of that land was so wicked

been to have

Story.

session. _wer

Shadows dim your way
Clouds may darkly th
To obscure-the dayd-

ho pleasure in showing his sweet face to
her friends, or in garrying him about in the

How gtad

"

that blood-stains on an ax found in his pos-

“(Girief may be your porti

no doubt very proud .of him; but she took

fresh air and sunshine.
You will not wonder, when

was as conclusive as though a voice from
the clouds had proclaimed, in tones of thun| dex, * Thou art the man!"
A few years ago, a man under trial for
murder, in Western New York, asserted

You will find that evil
-With the good may stray,
Never heed it, darling,

lovely as a

r—

silent witness: The murdered man had were no supplies worth noticetb be had in
the country ; and avith all Sir Robert Nabeen found tvith his throat cut through the ier’s foresight, it will be remembered that
neckband ofhis cotton shirt: The-evidence or some time there was a doubt whether

+

When your feet shall wander
From my side away,

Ce

His mother loved him

hahd—

"Grasp the golden band.

a warm

-

AL

able at last to make the tp older spring. It
peculiar to-.the glands of the" throat. "was no light matter tog ch 400, milés ininterior of a countrydthat was almost
Stranger still, it pointéd
to cotton fibers on to the
the blade of the instrument.
‘“The knife,” unknown, and of which all sorts of ‘evil
were predicted ; and the result showed that
said the microscopists in their report, ** has the
determination of the General not to
been used in cutting through cotton into move till a large depot of provisions had
the neck of a human being.”. Now listen, been stored up was abundantly
justified.
and wonder at the. power of this wonderful, For three parts of the march, at least, there .

That is right, my darling,

: en his wife even the small reward of praise, sweet face, her'hefit was tonched, and she
Andrew rose and went to the table. He forthe Jving interest she had. manifested, said she would have-this dear baby for her
own. She knew, Of course, that he was
. was tempted to speak an angry word, but daily, until doubt of his love had entered
controlled himself and kept silent. He her soul and made the light all around her one of the Israelite children, and that he
| that her face was put there in that little snug
No wonder
could find no fault with the chop nor the thick darkness.
hidinghome-made
bread nor the fragrant tea. grew clouded, nor what he considered Place so that the wicked men whom her faThey would have cheered-his inward man, moodiness and ill-tempe?, took possession ther sent should not find him.
:
if there had been a gleamof sunshine on of her spirit.
I suppose that she was quite sure that
“You are good and true, Mary, my own _her father would save the life of this dear
the face of his wife. He noticed she ‘did
dear wife ; I am proud of you—I love you—
not eat.
Po
little babe if she asked him, for, although
‘Are you not well, Mary?”
The words and my first" desire is for your happiness.
the king was a very cruel man, I have no
were on his lips,“but he did not utter them, 0, if I could always see your face in sun- douht he loved his own daughter dearly.
for the face af his wife looked so repellant shine, my home would be the dearest place
Then the little baby’s sister, who was
on earth.”
that he feared an irritating reply.
looking on, with her heart beating fast, T
" And so in moody silence, the twain. sat | “Ilow precious to me are your words of dare say, asked if she should go and find a
together intil Andrew had finished his sup- love and praise, Andrew,” said Mrs. Lee, nurse for the baby among the Israelite wosmiling up through her tears into his- face. men.
per. ’
a
\
:
As he pushed his chair back, his wife rose “With them in my ears, my heart can, nevThe king's daughter was very glad to
er lie in shadow.”
i
and commenced clearing off the table. .
have her go, .and the little: girl ran and
How easy had been the work for Andrew
“This is purgatory,” said Lee to himself,
called her mother. So the dear little baby
“4s he commenced walking the floor of his Lee. He had swept his hand across the was given into his own mother's arms, anil
little breakfast-room, with his hands thrust cloudy horizon, and now the bright sun- the king's daughter told her to take caré
down into his trowsers pockets and his chin shine was streaming down,. and flooding of him for her, and she would pay.
her
that home with joy and beauty.
almost touching his breast.
4
h
money for her trouble. =~ _
-

After removing all the dishes and taking

—

ib

1 imperceptible-to
the naked eye, a secretion

Reaching after sgnbeams

country far away, there was a little boy-ba-

** when nobody was round,

.

:

dl

:

Catching ‘Sunbeams.

modulated with kindness :
:
“Quite kkely,” said grandma. .** Th
“You are doing this work: bexutifully,
the poor mother began to think what sh
Mary.”
AS
Ey
:
@*
And ici¢les, like silver spikes,
Mrs. Lee made no reply; but her hus- should do next with him. T have no doubt
Are set’along the eaves;
i
band did not fail to notice that she lost al- she prayed to God about it, and he put it
Then when the*hook from the shelf is brought
into her heart what to do.
fa
And the fire-lights shine and play,”
. | most instantly that rigid erectiess with
So she made a basket of a kindof coarse
which
she
had
been
sitting,
and
that
the
In the good old-fashioned homestead
grass, called bulrushes, and covered it on
motion of her needle had ceased.
~Ts the farmer’s holiday.
“My shirts are better made and whiter the outside with pitch, so that no water}
But whether the brooks be fringed with flowers
than those of any other man in the shop,” could get in. Then she put the dear little
Or whether the dead leaves fall,
baby into the basket and carried it down to
said Lee, encouraged to go on.
And whether the air be full of songs,
the side of the river, and hid it among the
“Are they ?”
Or never a song at all, .;
And whether the vines of the strawberries
Mrs. Lee's voice was low, and had in it a tall grass that grew there. I dare say she
Or frosts through the grasses run,
:
slichf huskiness. She did not turn. her kissed her précious little one a great any
And whether it rain or whether it shine,
face, but her' husband saw she leaned a times before shé left him there alone, and
-. Is all to me as one;
little toward him. He had broken the ice her tears‘'must have fallen like rain upon
For bright as the brightest sunshine

’.

OC.

2

occasion.
It was a complete answer to his her darling a fresh hug as she spoke.
question, *‘Praise her for what?” And he
¢“ Now, grantma, if you love me so, |
felt it also as a rebuke. Ile rcad no far- please tell me a story,” said Little Blossom,
ther, for thought came too busy and in a in a sweet, coaxing voice that no one could
=
:
| new direction. Memory was convincing "ever resist.
“A story? Weld, what shall it be
"him of injustice to his wife. She had always
ie
hi
made his home as comfortable for him as about?”
+ 0, a kitty, or a dog, or a baby. 1 don't
her hands could make it, and had he offered
ro
the light return of praise or commeridation?- care which.” © © |
‘Hadhe ever told herof the satisfaction he
“Well, then, I will tell you a true story
had known, or the comfort he had experi- about a baby.”
he
enced ? He was notable torecall the time “or
“0, do "and I will keep just as»still as
the oceasion. As he thought thus, Mrs. Lee old Rover does when he is asleep; only I
came in from the Kitchen, and, taking her
won't ge to sleep; no, indeed! I will hear
- work-basket from the closet, placed it on every word. Now tell it. I ani all ready.”
the table, and sitting down without speak‘* Many years ago,” said the good grand-

When skies are growing warm and bright,
And in the woodland bowers
:
The Spring-time in her pale, faint robes ~~

Is

RY]

ET

Three things to goxern—temper, tongue
and conduct,
?

the instrument by men known to be ignorant of the circamstances of the case. The
~{ blood-stains were not only found to be
f

those of a human being, but. the microscope revealed on the blade what had been

w.

of prudence and daring.

No precautions cussion cap of falminating mercury, is put

were néglected as far as precautions

could

into a loose mass, its explosion is immense-

be taken ; no timidity was shown in thbse ly powerful. A tablespoonful of it, on a
olnts where precautions were of no avail, stone, covered with a brick, Hlew the brick
e General laid his foundations broad and into dust, and shattered. the stone into kersolid, in order that from them he might be
/
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in nature and its forces, as ‘we

W

hear

"No higher appreciation of the beautiful,
Between 1860 and. 1865 the expense of and of Gods Se author of beauty, was
living increased one hundred per cent. In .ever expressed than when our Saviour said
_ respect to one thousand’ ministers in eight. of the lilies of the field, ‘I say unto you
different. .denominati ns, the ) average dn- that even Solomon, in all Mis glory, was
crease of salary and‘gratuities during that not arrayed like one of these;” ‘and then
time was only sweaty per cent., whibe, dur-

ing the same time, the increase of wages
to the common laborer was fifty per cent,

and that of the profits of trade

and

manu-

factures one hundred percent. , thus showing
ihe disproportionate remuneration of minis-

"ierial labor in comparison. with other employments. There are not far from five thou-

sand clergymen in our prosperous country
who receive an annual salary, of less than
five hundred dollars.

a vigorous: writer, “every

to

according

Thus,

fifth

church

in

this nation is a town poor house, and keeps
its minister a pauper? a
i
These facts need
no comment.
‘There is a sihgular

with regard to

kind

this profession.

of

reasoning

If a minis-

ter does not happen to be entirely dependent on his people for a support, some think
he has less claim upon them for it. But do
youeemplain of your doctor or lawyer for
chan,
:
fees, because he does not

depend.on them for his daily bread? Or

do you ¢:
cer to
discount
from the fair

your merchant or your
to you a third, or a
price of his
s, on

the

oe

make it-fo your minister.
leaseshis people from

why

you should

And he wha ré:
this obligation,

when they are able te meet it, countenances an open wrong, and does an injury to
-them
as well as to his successor. On all

accounts, therefore, it is important that the
minister, unless among a missionary

peo-

ple, should insist on an equitable Femuner-

: “gtion.
blr
.
;
Rev. Dr, Codman took this ground, with

his society,

knowing that men attach a

iministrations of theiy

pastor;

or

they

are

ence or conxfort, in order: that your

ter's salary may
gregationalist.

be promptly
:

met. —Con:
rede

Nae

:

te

Some stay away from churches to read.
Ther. say they can-find better religious
thinking and teaching in their books than
in any of the pulpits near them. Suppose’

they can. “Do they.get the better teaching?

Are they really at

home

religious culture?

for purposes

of

acknowledged

«

the beauty of its language,

and this is due mainly to the exquisite
use of natural objects for illustration. It

does, indeed, draw from every field.
when

the emotional nature was

to

But

bd

ap-

pealed to, the reference was at once to natural objects, and throughout all its books

the stars, and flowers, and gems are proms,
inent as illustrations of the beauties of reli-

+

gion and the glories of. the Church.
“ The wildérness and the solitary place
shall be glad for thém, and thé desert shall
rejoice and blossom as the rose.”
“The Jddhtaine and the hills shall break
forth before.you
into singing, and
the
trees of the. field shall clap their all
hands.
- Instead of the thorn shall come up’ the fir
tree, and instead

of the

briar

shall

come

up the myrtle.”
TEs
J
is
. The power and beauty of the same oboe appearin the Saviotr’s teachings,
Che fig and the olive, the sparrow and
the
lily of the field, give peculiar force and

+ beautyto the great truths they

were

used
to illustrate,
TY
are Bible throughout is remarkable in
this respect. It is a collection of books
written | y authors far removed fgem

each

other in time and place and mental culture,
but throughout thewhole, nature

is exalt.
cd as a revelation of God. Tts beauty
and
sublimity are Sppeale
to to arouse the

|

This he.

gives you,

Tis the Spirit's glimmering beam.”

© Zion's Hera

|
J

Al

~

_ The

It seems to me that in the midst.of the
material nearness of the heavens God
means us to acknowledge his own immediate presence as visiting, judging and bless
‘“The earth shook, the

ing, but over allsorts of books. ,, Even if
they give their. Sundays up wholly to reli-

glows reading,
they have greatly mistaken

e aim of public Sabbath services, if they
think it can be thus met at home.

us and bless
us there. W¢ should go to
church to worship; to worship
publicly
anid unitedly, as well as to receive instruction from the preacher. Would an Israelite have been held blameless
who never
went to the temple worship, becausehe had

aroll of thelaw at home ? But the church
service is, in a sense, our temple-worship.
No other appliance of religious culture can
take-its place. Abolish all church services,

' without the firmament would

intolerable

and

surrounded

with

GOLD

COIN

depresenting the first claim thereon, and which rest
upon a valuable and productive property furnished by

blackness of vacuity, is by that firmament
service,

golden

lar amount of private Capital, Net Earnings, Donations,
ete. They have Thirty years to run, are already
taken in large amounts for steady investments both in

.ia

Ottisof his providence.

Following the same idea, the sleep of the
Many of
flowers touches our. sympathies.
them at night will fold their petals closely

night, they gather the .dews which distil in
the

first

quiet

air,

when

and

comes,

day

of glittering drops, cand
leaf’ and

bud,

flash back from

and petal, and

rassy

in such brilliance. that the whole

and. nodding

‘field

the

millions.

beams of the morning fal on

of blooming

blade

‘waving

beauty

seems dressed in gems more resplendent
than any dream of orie
- magnificen
ntal
ce.

So it-may be with us if, in the night of
this somewhat somber lite, we draw to our-

selves the dews of heavenly grace. We
may hope that when eternity fully
dawns

the morning light of our Father's Sore will

glance Upoh these jewels which we have
gathered near the cross, and so light them
ge to cover us with glory.
The Pacific.

Why

Eu,

;

O sinner, convinced of your need of
Christ, this question is adressed to. you.

The Spirit has found a why to your heart,
and you have at least for a little time given
serious consideration to the great concerns
of eternity. You desire when done with

time and earth, to dwell with Christ. You
feel the wickedness of sin, and the baseness of the ingratitude which keeps you
from the service of God. .You have no

pavement

-

it
[3

4

ng

to

thank

desire

rate obligations offered on this Continent, and are
believed to be secure against all ordinary contingencies,
4
:
The Bonds arc of $1,000 each, with semi-annual
coupons attached, payable in New York City in Janu-

and its separated fierceness appeased into
the soft blue that fills the depths of dis-

ary nd July, and are offered for sale at

wiN & Co., Boston; J. BALCH & SON, Providence,
R. I, H. H. HAY, Portland, Me,, and retailed byDruggists and medicine dealers generally,
:
- “ BURNHAMS & VAN SHAACK, Wholesale Druggists,
Chicago, General Agents for the West.”
[3mortf
or
.

firmament his implacable light is divided,
tance with

its

bloom, and

the

flush

108 PER CENT. and ACCRUED

with

‘ment,

with the

prospect.of a

visions of sil- |

Through

ra

church on

profes-

sion,"Were recently addressed by their pastor on the duty and privilege of the step
they were about to.take. A remark was

Across

the

and

air-tight boxes.

period

at the

WITH

time

We

of any

such

advance

“Strumatic

receive

Pacific

be

ee

all classes

Railroad

"Orders

in itself,

of

Bonds,

thus

filled

Descriptive Pamphlets,

: “cation.

Bonds

Varieties.

Manufactured and sold by Mrs, LINUS

&

FINANCIAL

ing note ;—*“ The prayers of this congrega-

No.

tion are carnestly desired for a man who is
prospering in his worldly concerns.” - If he
did-this sincerely—and there is no reason’

LATEST

good - acHe had

NO. 34 WILLIAM

instead

of leaving it

to God to yerify his word, and execute
his
own promises, we would fain do all bya
willing and wording of our own.
A CLERGYMAN, being applied fo in Jess
than a year after his appointment to puta
in the

church, a

predecessor had been

his

there, and when an-

swered ‘* Twelve years,” he said:
“Well, you never had a fire in the church

:

So

his time.”

during

“No, sir,” replied

the

applicants, ¢ but

we had five.in the pulpit then "—Indepen-

Sold

A’ PRAYER

MEETING

within him.
Rev.

Dr.

TuomprsoN,

of

New

97 WATER

ete., giving a
FH

Gock:

ST.

A

inson, Rev. Henry Ward Beecher.
| And thousands of others will tell you that DOTY’S

Adops

hearers, will

also

be most

appealsto the’heart.

effective

in his

Nor is this true only

of cultivated congrégations.
try, at least, ‘the masses,’

In this coun-

as they are some-

times called, must be reached as intelligent
thinking persons—not by mere hortatory
harangues, but by good, strong common.

sense argument.

consideration, it was determined
the elders should go forth, . “two by

two,” conversing and praying with each
family, and soon the pastor was to follow
theni with the same direct and personal ef-

What was the result? -In a few days

the presence of the Spirit was

so manifest

that extra meetings were called for, which
resulted in the

dréd souls,

conversion of over one hun-

Ir ‘A MAN is odious in society, he miglit
as well be in prison,
The worst prisons ae

not of stone; they are.of throbbing hearts,

outraged by an infamous life,
RE
2.°
y

CLOTHES

| and save their cost

A

Gold,

Notes

| ing.
These machines,

just now

Bank,

Dover,

CAL.

[©

favorable

N.

H.

Bankers,

arrangements

and: Compound

gs
A= Miscellancous Stocks and
and Sold, at the Stock Exchange,
for Cash,

&

AND

bwit

ready

one

E

sure are we

that they will be liked,

that we

agree

free

so
to

Send for a circular.

Water

and the

Bade

every:

and

fatigue in

operating, &ec., which make up

some of the disagreeable features of other machines.

They will stand the test of the severest criticism,
and eligit the encomiums of ‘al who admire real inge-

nuity, and-¢ven extort praise from jealous rivalry.

All who liave tried them, have freely given their
testimony, and unite in recomimending them as the

best and most perfect machiné now offered to the pubv

Geo.

:

W.

Drew,

Ag't. .

Street,

Boston.

of all kinds Repaired.

Select

OF THE CHOICEST

Flavors

FRUITS AND SPICES.

Their Strict Purity, Delicious Flavors, Un=
rivaled Surengith and Great Economy.are adiracting a thade
om Lovers of Choice
Flavors
which 1s without a Parallel.
;
The great secret of their success is they ave the true

Ex«~Gov. James Y. Smith of Proyidence, R. I.

says: “My wife pronounces them superior to any
Flavoring Extracts she has ever used.”
Ex. Gov. Wm. A. Buckingham of &onneecticut says: ‘‘ For a long time we-have used them, and
find them very
fine.”
Dr. J. G.
Holland ( Timothy Titcomb), author of
Kathrine, &e., of Springfield,
Mass., says: “They
are the Standard in all this vicinity.”
Dealers treble their sales with them.
Atwholesale by Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., and M.S,
Bu & Co., Boston; W. H. Schieffelin & Co., Néw
York,
[ eowly.

GOVERNMENT
wr?

Pyle’s Saleratus
Is Acknowledged the Best in Use,
Always put up in pound packages,

from DEAFNESS,

similarly afflicted,

SECTIONS.

|

FULL

WHEELER & WILSON

WEIGHT.

Sold by Grocers Everywhere, |
1yH4

THE WILOOX & GIBBS SEWING MACHINE,
During the last six years, the undersigned has had
in use for family sewing the Wilcox &
Gibbs Sewing
Machine. For the simplicity and perfect finish of the
machinery, the ease with which it is operated, the’
noiseless manner in which it does its work, and the
elasticity and durability of the seam, he believesit
well worthy a firkt rank among Sewing Machines.

SEWING

MACHINE.

THE EXPOSITION UNIVERSELLE ILLUSTRATED
(“Publication authorized by the Imperial Commis ‘sion.””)
”
#
By their skill, ¢wiversally recognized, Messrs,
Wheeler & Wilson added to Howe’s-system of sewin

machines important modifications, which have

them in the

placed

front rank of manufacturers.

Elegance, perfection of work, simplicity, solidity of

mechanism and facility of management, such
essential qualities united in the Wheeler &

are the
Wilson

machine, constituting a superiority
which the jury
has, with unanimity, recognized and proclaimed.
To these gentlemen the gold medal was awarded as
manufacturers of mackines; to"Mr. Elias Howe a sim-

ilar medal was awarded as promoter.
The distinction
made by the jury explains itself,-— Evening Mail,
.

General Agent,

rich flavors of the fruits of GREAT STRENGTH.

Address Mrs, M. C,L, care of MAJOR MARTIN HUNT,
Hoboken, N. J.
dwit

MACHIN

places wherémo
one is selling, and

Colton’s

§
Bonds Bought
on Commission,

CATARRI, OR SCROFULA, bear in mind, that a
4 who had suffered for years. from Deafness, Catarrh, and Scrofula, was cured by a simple remedy.—
. Rep sympathy and gratitude prompt her to send the

OWING

noise

lie,

13teows

Inter=

dwid

SUFFERERS

any

that can make a per-

are

will forward either or both machines,

PP. 8. Wringers

and

sively used on children’s first-class shoes.” Sold ev- |

of charge, to

known

Concord, N. H. Sold also
)
N. H., opposite American House, and 178
{ in Dover,
Elm Sf., Manchester, N. H.
.
tfa2]

of freight, to

97

Eh

erywhere,

free

now

i
Samples of work will be sent to all who may desire
to issue in the market, samples of | to see them by inclosing return stamp. For sale by

GEO.H. HOOD,

made

Silver Tip 1s decidedly ornamental, and is being exten-

e

:
with the latest improvements,

Large discount to canvagssers

CHXLIDREN.~All parents should understand
tliat children’s shoes with metal tips, will wear at
least three times as long as those without, The new

ET ALL

UNI-

besides

Gold and Silver Medal,

where,

New York.

I

the

year,

refund themoney if any one wishes to return the machine, free of freight, after a month’s trial according
to directions.
2

HATCH,

DEALERS IN
SECURITIES,

"No. 5 Nassau St.,
._

and

are a real success,

every

and many other of the religious and agricultural
papers,
wy
5
=
:
Send the retail pride, W asher, $14, extra Wringer,

Dealers and Investers out of the City desiring
to make negotiations in any of the above, may do .so
through us by mail or telegraph, as advantageously
as though personally present In New York,

FISK

clothing

Offered as preminms for subscribers, and recommended as reliable articles and the best in the market, after careful examination, by the
American Agriculturist,
N. E. Farmer,
Massachusetts Plowman, Watch:
man
&
Reflector,

[2

Bought and Sold.

BANKERS

MACHINE

The ease with which it is managed, recommends it
especially to all Families as a most pleasant and agreebe
companion, being divested of
the perplexities and
annoyances of thread breaking, changing of tensions,

which took ‘‘ FIRST PREMIUM” at nearly every STATE
and INSTITUTE FAIR last autumn.
Ro great were
i these improvements considered over all other kinds,

YORK,

Notes
converted
into
the _
any other class of GgvernLS

Coupons,

MACHINE,

WRINGER

in

| saving more thai half the TIME and LABOR of wash:

by

Accounts of Banks and

a sensational style, or

standing, and gains the conviction of his

fort.

| VERSAL

R. R. Co.,

SACRAMENTO,

for desirable accounts.
est

arn

| Orange Judd, Rev. Bishop Scott, Solon Rob-

A All descriptions of Government Securities
Bought, Sold, or Exchanged, at our office and
by Mail and Telegraph, at MA
ET RATES.

and

SEWING

fect, finished and beautiful Button-Hole, besides doing
many varieties of work no! done by other Sewing

BOSTO

2

- $9, and we

received

&e., that 1s,

Machines.

s

York,

addresses. himself chieflyto the emotions,—
| Man is pre-eminently. a reasoning creature,
and the preacher who speaks to the under-

Binding, Gathering and Sewing on, Quilting,
or can 48 done by any machine now in use.

'GEO.H. HOOD , ACT.

attention.

ye

writes: “No preacher can hope to interest
the same. corigregation for any considerable

IMPROVEMENTS.

that they were deemed worthy of the awaxd of both a { _ Opposite Phenix Hotel,

Bank,

A~ Seven=-Thirty
New Five-Twenties, or
ment Bonds.

Ma-

doing the work of many.
:
:
It is simple, noiseless, and easy to manage, combining in .one the merits of all others. It is the only

York.

NEW

ONLY

doxie with equal beauty and perfection on all kinds of
fabrics, not excepting Leather.
It is one machine

Subscriptions received through National Banks
and Bankers, generally. .

A

is the true thermom-

N#tional

Dover Nationai

.| others

eter of the church. A cold prayer meeting
invariably marks a cold.church; itis at
once the cause and effect of a sad spiritual
declension. If the plade‘of\prayer is deserted; if the few who are, prgsent in person
seem to be absent in. spirit; 4f the formal
prayers that are rehearsed are without point,
purpose, or unction—then the pastor of such
a flock has abundant cause for heaviness and
tears. His work drags; his truth-seed decays as soon as it is sown; his spirit faints

that

Strafford

>

dent.

STREET,

AND
56 and 58 I& STREET,

Nos.

It 18 God who worketh in us both to will
and to do; and yet our self-sufficient efforts towards a better estate are a practical
belief;

New

AND

This machine is warranted to execute to the gregdest degree of perfection, all kinds and varieties of
Sewing, Hemming, Felling, Cording, Ticking. Braiding,

thé holders

°

:

denial of this

Street,

P.

FIRST

advent in this or any other
~ Country:
-

at

Ofticesof the Central Pacific Railroad Company,

studied himself; he- had observed others:
he had also read his Bible to good purpose.

stove

5 Nassau

C.

THE

‘Button-Hole Malpg and Sewing

It has norival in its celebrated over-seaming stitch,
by which edges of different fabrics are sewn together
as by hand sewing.
:
It also has no rival in its Button-Hole and EyeletHole making, and embroidering on the edge, whieh is

Progress, Business,
furnished on appli

OF THE

|

chine Combined, that has made its

CLOTHES WRINGERS.

HATCH,

AGENTS

Machine.

|.

AND

THE

AND

BELCHER,

Washing Machines

| (steam-tight). WASHING

the follow-

Sewing

an

Randolph; Mass.
Also sold by G. C. Goodwin, 38
Hanover Street, Boston ; M.S. Burr & Co., 26 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.; Mrs. Lewis Packard, North
Jay, Me,
_[eowbm49

sent by return Express At-our cost.

FISK

OVER-SEAMING

———————

at:

Bonds,

The American Button-Hole,

coply42*3m
eowlyl2

CURE FOR FEMALE WEAKNESS.
FPHIS WONDERFUL MEDICINE, made from

WITH

its Big
won-

Hands, OM S008, Toh, Sory

Nipples, Liles) and Sores of every kind. All
gists se
;
WM. A. PEASE & Co., New Bedford, Proprietors.
WEEKS & POTTER, and RUST BROS.TT & [1918
BIRD,
Boston, Agents.

Boston. Reade
No. 108 Fulton st.,, New York

for the Central

enabling

full ‘account of the Organization,
and Prospects of the Enterprise
x

Rev." W. Jay.

Salt Rous, Chapped

One sufficient for

Agents,

|.

SALVE

.

;

Government

and inquiries will receive prompt,

Information,

multitude of words.— Conghegationalist.

to question it—the man showed
quaintance with human nature.

HEALING

Aa Astonishes
Astonishes every every one that uses i Dy
derful cures of Burns, Felons, Breeding

Indian recipe, is entirely vegetable, and is a certain cure without supporters,
By enclosing a threecent
postage stamp, I will send you my Circular. —

in 1867.

4%

OLD
DR. JOB SWEETS
- (The Great Natural Bonesetter’s,)

WATERS.

|

1

properly
16 Bond

street, New York.

CURED
»*
CURED

to’ realize from 5 to-10 per cent. profit and keep the
prigeipal of their in vestments equally secure.

spoiled by a

IL ONCE received in the pulpit

Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers ; and
applied at Batchelor’s Wig Factory, No,

Mineral Waters,”’

| NoLDS, PRATT & €0.,
{ Wholesale
!

HAIR DYE,

remedics the ill effects of bad dyes ; invigorates and
ledves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown.~

sufficient for a Bath.—
USE

16am
to

the only true and perfect Dye ; harmless, reliable, inst#ntaneous ; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints;

a day’s use,
ga Sold by Drug gists generally,
| MERRILL
BRoS, No. 215 State st.,

confidence and

will

their full market rates, in exchange

say in reference to it, . ¢“ I don’t know as it
is any cross to me; I want to do it!”

|

BATCHELOR’S

SALTS.”

One always

you may
also

Goob~

and

MINERAL

a

HOMAN HAIR GOODS.
ALL kinds of Ladies and Gents Hair Work manu4A.
factured and imported of the very best quality
and the most life like appearance. No dyed hair
used.
All articles warranted to fit. We are constantly receiving per Steamers from Europe the best qu
of
German and French Human Hair. Wholes
tail. Also a great yariety of rich Toilet
Burgess

&

Son.

Established

1843.

9

West

Street,

Boston. Our “ Crystalline” for the Hair is the only
article of the kind
that is recommended by
persons
well - known and of high standing. See Clreutars
round

bottle.

]

3m3

HARTSHORN'S BITTERS,
KEY TO HEALTH!
Cost refunded If it fails to relieve every
Bilious or
Dyspeptic

2132 Water Street,

Symptom.

- - Boston.: ,

NE OUNCE OF GOLD will bé given for

O EEN
found in “MB, LA Babbiti's Lion
€offee.’? This Coffee is roasted ground, and

“hermetically,” under letters patent from the’ U,

senment. - 1ye ‘aroma’ is saved, and
sents-a
rich, glossy a
. Every family

it, as it is 15 to 20 per cent. strenger than

“Coffee.”” One can in every SWSlMy sonising
Greenback. For sale everywhere, If your
mot Jute! his coffee
ets 2d will not got It for you,

orders

Washington
St, N. ¥.
The
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The Eye,

IDR. BE. KNXGHT has discovered a new treateS:
for the EXE and EAR, by which he
is cu
some of the worst cases of Blindness and Deafness ever known, without instruments or pain,
2

.

CANCERS!

Dr. KNIGHT'S new treatment for Cancers surpass:

es all others now in nee.

Iteures without

plas. «

ter or pain, and heals without a sear,
ery
kind of
disease treated with great success. ,Humors of every
kind eradicated from the system,” No charge for consultation. Ofice,
239 Tremont Street, Mos:

SWEET BARNES & Co, Syracuse, N. Y., will fur. |
;
L. BR. BURLINGAME,
nish Sections, either smooth or sickled, to repair
Dover, N.H. Jan. 27, 1808.,
| tom,
.
the knife of any Mowing Machine. -In ordering sections send to us by ‘mail a diagram of the section
THE HOWE SEWING MACHINE.
fIRVE YOU SENT FOR THAT CASE, OF p
wanted, which is easny made by marking around an
At the Paris Exposition, 1867, ELTAS HOWE, Jr.
01d one, and through the rivet-holes with a pencil,
Hump
hreys’ Homeopatisio Specifics
President
of
the
Howe
Machine
Co.,
was
awardédd,
‘Where this is done, we will Jraratite the sections. over eighty-two competitors, THE TWO HIGHEST PRE.
Ve 55d to fit on the bar, and
we can, if requested,
And
if
not, why not ? you need
it ¢
MIUMS, the only ¢¢
Cross of the Legion of Hons |
mg
send Rivets for putting theBections on, State the
ire it any hour! thal 1B
or,” and the Gold Medal, for the Sewing Machines +
number of sections ‘wanted, and we can usually rlxhibited
Erol
Rheuma
tism, Piles or
|.
ship them on receipt of order, by exprese, to collect
day, and it will cost Jou m
J. BE. GOODWIN & CO. Jdgenis
on delivery, We have one uniform price for Sections
money, five fold, tha
DOVER, N. H,
and Rivets Varying accordingto size, viz.: Sections
and got i
out it. Send, or go at once
13 to 25 cts, each: Rivets, 25 ots, pr. Jound,or for loss
quantity, four Rivets for a cent. Address,
:

SWEET, BARNES & CO. Syracuse, N.Y.

NVENTORS wanting Patents, send for Circulars to
. DODGE & MUNN,

dw

= °
i}

This splendid Hair Dyeis the best in the world ;

To

! In bottles of onc.and a half pints.

the. capital Stock and other Resources,
will be receiving from the United States
its 30-year Six per cent. Bonds, at the rate
mile, and are therefore enabled to carry

the present price.

may owe to Him who has redeemed them,
or to his cause, should they not be able to

+

BIRD

:

COUGH

AT HOME.

INTERNALLY

payments, (estimated at less than $1,000,000), are applied to Construction purposes,
Besides further Sub-

scription to
the Company
Government
of $32,000 per

BOOK AND JOB TYPE,

Bree YOu runt
ad Portsmouth,
Alyse pepN. H.* i
adres

Directions are attached.

the

Continent

the same

3

2000 Tune: by

* These SA
8 are made from the concentrated
Liquors of
the Mineral Well of the PENNA SALT
MANUFACTURING CoO., in Pittsburg,
and are packed in

vigor.
B= The Company reserve the right to advance the
price at any time; but all orders actually in fransitu

faction that might be found in thus ¢ taking up the eross.” One young lady; with
an earnest look and a beautiful simplicity,
spoke and said, “I don’t know as it is any
cross to me; I wanted to do it.%
Does not such language indicate the spirit which all, who hope they are Christ's,
should ever cherish ? Whatever duty they:

should not be

into the

built,

forward the enterprise with fhe utmost

made in reference to the comfort and satis-

This idea seems to be a sermon

BATHS

BY TREATMENT

It is estimated that the Net Earnings for 1868 will
reach $2,500,000, which, after deducting interest,

5

therefore

Line

50 per eent. greater than for

Several young persons, who had given
evidence of being Christians, and were |

and

ERUPTIONS

will be Completed early in 1870, or about two
years.-from this time,
_—
| The Net Earnings from Local Business merely, for
the past year upon less than 100 miles, operating under temporary disadvantages, amounted to $1,087,901,
in gold, over the operating expenses; and the Gross
Earnings for the first Quarter of the current year were

Cross to Me.

with the

Bro. &

RHEUMATISM
on the FACE CURED
;
SCROFULA

5

in Autumn, making more than 330 miles in operation.
Several impertant tributary Branches and connecting

ver palaces built; about’ the horizon, and
‘voices of moaning winds and threatening
thunders, and glories of colored robe and
cloven ray, are but to deepen in § hearts
the acceptance, and distinctness, 4 ¥ind dearness of the simple words, ‘Our Father,

about to unite

last

Salt Lake Basin, the middle of which will be reached

to and fro of fruitful shower and

LS

EUROPEAN

“STRUMATIC

an unprecedented Aoree,.gxtending the track

, And its layge varieties of

| ogi
ue or Pluto,
how to save money in purchasing

\O0-away with all your various and often pernicious
the premium upon the Bonds:
Drugs and quack medicines, and usc a few baths
The Company have built and have now in sucessful | -prepared
with
operation 150 miles of road, on both slopes of the Sierra |.
Nevada mountains, including by far the most difficult
and expensive portion of the whole. They have also

grateful shade, and all those

No

celebrated

DYSPEPSIA’ CURED

steady appreciation of

Roads are projected and now being
prggpect is fair that the continuons

which art in Heaven.”— Ruskin.

the

MINERAL

coupon.
At the present rutes of gold they yield
more than Eight per cent. upon the invest-

And all.those

passings

of the

of

Sold Wholesale by RUST

:

‘in currency, from the date of the payment

;

HOW TO SAVE MONEY.

REMEDY, Minot, Me.,to whom orders may be sent.

INTEREST,

earth, for it is his footstool.”

IN A cuurorn, in’ New York. State, not
you would secure great stores 1
appiness if you were wholly long since, the pastors and elders met to
the Lord's.
Yourjudgment is convinced’; consult, together in ‘reference to the great
your conscience poissts outthe way of duty, spiritual necessity of their people. - After
prayerful

drawing “you heavenward.
You believe
without a doubt that if you continue to deThis element of unity runs through fer tnis all important work, if you persist
the Saviour, you must perish
all the books where references to nature inrejecting
forever.
ou cannot say that no man
can be made,
cares for your soul, for dear ones are now
One of the adaptations of the Bible to watching
your course, and waiting for
the nature of man is found in the sublime your decision
with tearful interest, and al, and perfect represertation of the natural ready
ss prayers have ascen ed to
world, by which nature is ever made to heaven countle
proclaim the character and perfections of tarry P in your behalf. Then why do you
Why. stay away from Christ ? “Fito
God. “No language can be written that so enemy
of
your-soul may suggest many
perfectly sets forth the grand and terrible reasons
why you shoul
not-eeme,
You

Sir :—I

Proprietor

doubt that
of present

and a thousand blessed attractions seem to on

Dear

3

this country and in Europe, and are fayorably regard.
ed as being among the very best and safest Corpo=

period, who

Tarriest Thou?

CLARKE.

Dec.?

is spread for his Shatiol
eels at morning;
by the firmament of clouds the temple is
built for his presence to fill with light at
noon; by the firmament of clouds the purple veil is closed at evening round the
sanctuary of his rest; by the mists of the

which the mountains burn as they drink the
overflowing of the dayspring. And in this
and you abolish Christianity.
He
who tabernacling of the unendurable sun with
stays regularly away from church is doing men, through the shadows of the firmament, God would seem to set forth the
what little he can to introduce heathenism.
He is contributing his influence towards ‘stooping of his own majesty to men, upon
secularizing his community. ' If his way the throne of the firmament. As the Cre{was universal, irreligion would be .domi- ator of all the worlds, and the Imhabiter of
nant, and the nation would slowly sink eternity, we cannot behold him; but as
back into atheistic barbarianism.— Parish the ‘Judge of the earth and the Preserver
of men, those
heavens are indeed“
his
Visitor.
git
dwelling-place.
‘Swear not, neither by
Heaven, for it is God's throne; nor by the

To him that’s dead he's life; to sick men health:
Eyes fo the blind, and to the poor man wealth.”

HARD AND- TOUGH METAL,

Me.,

my wife of Neuralgia to which she has long been subject; again thanking you for
your kindness.
red truly,
N W. JACKSON.
Price, $1. per Bottle---Six Bottles for $7.
PREPARED BY
REV. WALTER
CLARKE,
-

ani equal amount of the Government Bonds, and a simi-

and

tempered by mediatorial ministries; by the
the

Wh, Jackson, Monmouth,
19, 1867.

could before I had the rhenmatism and believe
Natio’l Pacific R.R. Line, | theas I cure
will be perfect. Your Elixir has also cured

be seen as an

gorgeous

Mi. John

eh

you sincerely for
the
at benefit I haye received
. And lately for its unrivalled
from your
Rheumatic
Elixir. I had the Rheumatism
over
three
years
and
was
so lame that I could only
:
NEWSPAPER FACES.
walk with, great difficulty, and at times hdd so muc!
ain that 1 could not sleep, or even lie in bed, and I
{
Address orders to
ad tried, so many “ remedies? without receiving any
benefit, that I lost all confidencé in medicine, but,
JOHN K. ROGERS,
Agent,
when you proposed to let me have half i dozen bot:
tles of your Roane Elixir, that it might be tested
:
55 YWater Street, Boston,
in 80 sévere a case as mine, stating that if it did not
help me you would charge me nothing for it, I readily
#3~ The Morning Star type is from this Foundry.
por: Somed your offer, and before I had taken’ the six
tf8
he il
Gia
I found it all you had recommended it to be, |gi bottles
and as you will remember I offered to pay you double
the regular price for it. I can now do as much work

[od

scorching. circle in the

‘firmament of clouds

From

REV. W.

and INTEREST

{XPRESSDY PAYABLE IN :

heavens 3;

To = ALWAYS NOTED TFORITS

-

| Bearing 6 Per Cent. Per dni.

Sky.

PRINCIPAL

ing us.

.

~ Company,

{

.

BUSTA TYPE OUNDRY,

\

—OF THE —

Central Pacific Railroad RHEUMATISM,

4

Schl

:
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He

Are they. actually 80 dropped, at the presence of God.”
OF THE UNITED STATES.
rowing better, more godly, by this read- doth set his bow in the cloud,”-and thus re- |
ng which keeps them
from, church?
Let news, in the sound of every drooping
These Sgpuritios »based upon the most favored
:
i
them be honest with themselves, and see ~swathe of rath, his promises of everlasting tion of the
if this is not a flimsy excuse for spendin,
love. “In them hath he set a tabernacle
their Sundays, not in mere religious read- for the sun,” whose burnin
ball, which | Great

emotions, to reach the moral and religions
nature,

i

Is to feel your need of him;

‘First Letter Foundry in New-England.
Pa
COMMENCED IN 1817,

for

‘h

mother, repose trustfully in the care of
And during the long, dark
their Creator.

If we need higher illustration not only
of the power of natural objects to adorn
language and gratify taste, but proof that
here we find the highest conceivable beauty,
v we would ‘dppeal at once to the Bible.
Those most Sbposed to its teachings have

* Bnbortistments.
_ Adbertisements,”
FIRST MORTAGE BONDS CLARK'S RHEUMATIC ELLER

or

All the fitness he requireth

3

together, and like the “darlings: of a kind

Beauties of Bible Language.
R

Saviour; and beg

“ Letmot conscience make you linger,
Nor of: fitness fondly dream

Staying fyom- Church to Read:

expegting to be absent, and may not teturn.
And 8 those who decline, pleading their |
want of ready money, youmay chance to |
know. that some invest their current in" Flowers.
comeso closely as to be always under
4 pressure when asked for assistance.
Flowers teach us the tenderness of God's
All
these
excuses
are
forms
of character.
If he had made nothing of
apology for doing
nothing,—the
make- this kind, if his works hed
been for bare
shifts of a discreditable penuriousness.
It is true that in this i of high taxes utility, and had consisted of coarse and
and enormous prices, many find it difii- more substantial creations only, the ténder
cult to pay even their very moderate par- side of: the divine character would have
ish subscriptions. But do not the times press failed of fhe revelation it how has in nature.
You cannot come across a delicate,
cqually hard upon the minister? It ma
be that the price of your products has fali- trembling flowerin the shade of a wood,
gould crush out its
en, and it is unusually hard to raise ‘mon- sosmall that your heel
ey; but do you, therefore, plead bff’ from life with one careless step, but that you wilk
paying your dry goods or youp, grocery think how gentle God must be, who made
this flower in its exquisite beauty to live
billsP+ Or do you deny yourself’
any ar- there, and
daily cares for it in the - regular
ticle of foed or clothing, of conveni
-1
minis

gracious

ot

‘higher value to that” which costs them
something, and are more likely to be’henefittedby it. And the Rev. Mr. Trask, a
man of property, said to his people at his
- «settlement, “I want you to understand that
,you are to pay me the same as any other
© « man, and at any time you want me to go,
-'justleave the quarter's salary unpaid.”
Sometimes a country church complains
of the city for ¢ stealing” its minister, The Fullness in Christ.
whom they have only scantily supported,
and then does the same thing to a neighHow difficultit would be to name g noble
boring church, with the offer of a third or
figure,a sweet simile, a tender or attracta half more salary than they have been ive relationship, in which Jesus is not set
paying, and which, if they had paid their forth to woo a reluctant sinner and cheer a
own minister, would have enabled him to desponding saint.
Am I wounded? He
remain among them. Secrimping churches is balm.
Am I sick? He is medicine.
that they are Am Inaked?
often persuade themselves
Heis clothing. Am I poor?
doing as well as they can, and of course He is wealth. Am I hungry? He is bread.
as well as they: ought. But they do not Am I thirsty? Heis water. Am Iindebt?
stop to consider what is just and equitable.
He is a surety. Am I in darkness? He
Indeed, it would seem to be the aim of is a sun.
Have I a house to build? He. is
certain parishes to secure some Boanerges, a rock. Must I face that black and Fatheror,perchance,a Gabriel even,on the pay of a ing storm?
He is an anchor sure and
Then after he is steadfast. Am Ito be tried? H&7s an adcommon’, day-laborer.
{airly settled, they have him at advantage, vocate. Is sentence passed, and I am to
for moving is expensive business. So with- be condemned ? He is pardon.
out deliberately reasoning on the matter,
To deck him out and set him forth, nathey fall off even from their pitiful engage- ture culls her finest flowers, brings her
ment,— a little the second year, and a lit- choicest ornaments, and lays these treastle more the third, -till at length the minister’s family, ‘which before was pinched ures.at his feet. The skies contribute
their stars. The sea gives up its pearls. From
nd J
ce, is now pinched beyond enand rivers and mountains earth brings
durance.
re is a lack of consideration, fields
us well as = great deal ef ignorance in the tribute of her gold, and gems, and
myrrh, and frankincense, the lily of the
this matter.
But do not such
ignorance
and inconsideration come into that catego- valley, the clustered vine, and the fragrant
ry which God so emphatically rebukes,— rose of Sharon. He is ‘‘ the chiefest among
‘Israel doth not know; my people doth ‘ten thousand, and the one altogether lovenot consider?” Who can estimate the per- ly.” ¢ In him dweileth all the fullness of
plexity and suffering sometimes occasion- the Godhead bodily.” I offer him to you
ed by want of a little parish thoughtful- —make a free offer of him; ‘and doing so,
will challenge you to name a want®for
ness.
There ave some who are always ready to which I shall not find a full supply in Christ
catch at any excuse for declining their “aid. —something that fits your wants as accuAbout. the time the subscription. paper is to rately as the works of a key the wards of
:
yi
pass round they have met, or expect to | its lock.
meet with losses ; or hive had unusual ex“ A way he is to lost ones that have strayed;
penses ; or they have been absent .from
A robe he is to such as naked be ;
Is.any hungry, to.all such Yie’s bread;
town, and se have not had their share in the
Is any weak, in him how strong is he!
.

feet of the

forgiveness and salvation.

every leaf and opening bud-to the Creator's |
skill and power.—Prof. Chadbourne.
- FAL

or

Reisen.

ou know that. just as you are, 4 poor deendent sinner, you ought to hasten to the

adds, « If God so clothe the grass of the
field,” ascribing the element of beauty in

ground
of his being well
to do in.the world ?
God expressly commands us to * rever3 fete is reason why you should Jake ence his sanctuary, to lift up our hands “in
payment to
one for vglue receive
‘his sanctuary,” and promises to come unto
there Pe

delay, but you know that these reasons fre |
roundless, that these excuses are vain.

Ko

—19%

Bn.

> amN.Y

may frame excuses in vour own minds for |

when

God answers Job out of the whirlwind. =.

hot
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and their Pay.

+ ‘Workers

MORNING

"TIOTIUOAU]

THE

lens

_

"

482 7th 8t, Washington, D, C,
a

Notice.

ILL our brethren and all readers of the Star
who'come to Portsmouth to trade, please. re.
member that the best bargains in Boots &
Shoes may
be had at Bro. 8, B, Plummers, No 20 Market St,
._.omortf]
L, ki HARMON,
\

.-

MORNING

STAR:

3 ULY

8, 1868.
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Ne ews
eS

to 20,000.

Summai Y.

CONGRESSIONAL.
favthe

construction of the Northern Pacific Railway was
passed. The civil appropriation bill and the "bill
establishing rules for the army were considered.

has been arrested.

tion extending the time for beginning the .construction of the Northern Pacific Railway and
for its completion by
A deficiency bill was

©

reported and made a special order for Thursday
next. The consideration of the river and harbor
bill ‘was finished and the voting begun, when thé
House adjourned. Leave of absence was granted to about one-half of the democratic members.
On Tuesday,in the Senite, Thomas W. Osborn,
senator elect from Florida, was sworn in and

took his seat on the republican side.

Dgmocracy

the victory,

4

cession of Milan

soldiers.

IV. has been confirmed

‘National Chamber of Servia.

The civil

The

The nigh

course,

last

suc-

by

move grades.

——

price of ruta-bagas
clearly

that the

Ruta-bagas

in our ity mar-

supply is not

if turnips

i

The-Irish suspensory bill has been defeated in
the Heuse of Lords.
The final debate caused
intense interest, and the Prince of Wales and
Prince Alfred were present.

equal

Horticulturist...

t

After

trying

various methods

for

protecting

melons and cucumbers from the striped bug and
other insects, we find the
anyother:

or more a

Most of the turnips Faived in England are
turned into beef, mutton and wool before they

APPLES

{New

YorKk......80

@&-

87

State “& Can. 2 % @ 2 25 | Western, vee. .86 @ + 87

8.

MATTOW.

sre

6°40

ONIONS:

@ 66,60

Ex Medium:.6 20 ® 6-40

White... eeasn

~~~.

superior to

..

PEAS.

down

Governor Bullock

and others of Massachusetts,

A papal bull has been jssued summoning a
“general council of the Church in the V atican on
December 8th, 1869.

home

around by a covering of earth.

consumption, and do not like to be with-

bed.

Factory, ex.¥” Ib 14
Farmerg’, «oe.+.13
Western sivas,14
"CORN,
White West'rn 110
Yellow..... «+118
EG

@ 14);
@ 4%
@

|Mercers....
450 @ 5.00
Peach Blows..475 @ 5 00
©
POULTRY.
g
{ve Tuikeys
he. ..
@ 1 12 | Live Chickens...
.08.. ..
@-11
Dressed Turkeys
Cy =
do Chickens. Re.
Wostern,in

a » 85

Ex Southern. .9 70 id 00

ud 8210

Timothy... as @ve 3s
Clover vesenee 4.10 8... 11
Flax pé bu. 26008275
PrimeCakes....12 ‘s 12

all Ohio & West.10 15 34 00 | Barrels..v
eee dl @ee

A|@

COMPANY, the

Beer Gatto extra
ext $13 50 @ 14 00; first quality,

or

iach $12 00 @ 12 50 rd ed

1

‘8,000 TONS

DOLE-RETINED MIDRRITE
+ Made fromRight-oi], Mood, Jones and offal,

donb
peg teinastonishing,
dy doubling
Fay oh TonyShy
Ibs.
lnSifects have ky a

he...
ti

pi
DOL-.

BONE DUST.

1~COARSE

$13,00

in the Uni-

;Metlitios.for thie
ao
of
New He
Comm
for shi, in ie

and FINE.

for Drilling. $—FLOURED

This sonstitutes

Lastly and not least’ is its cheapness.

tt

818

Canada......13 50 @14 00
\T
HOPS.
White,i* bush2 78 @ 2 8
as the Enghsh for this crop, but we have never
the whole contrivance, and affords complete pro- New York..
0@.3
;
e
found any difficulty in growing satisfactory crops tection from all insects; the paper, being thin Vermont....... 10 @ . 80
WOOL.
ported taxing the interest on government’ bonds.
‘of all the warieties of turnips. They are not | and porous, admits a sufficient supply of air and 01d and dam. +05 @ . 10 |New York¥ 1b..45 @ . 47
The river and harbor appropriation bill way
LARD.
Ohio..... casrnes 410 « 50
A banquet has been given to Cyrus W. Field, nearly so nourishing as the potato, but the yield
@ + 47
passed. A joint resolution to adjourn~on the in Wilis’s--Rooms, London, in honor of his is four or five times greater. They are valuable- light, at the sane time sheltering from cold In Kegs....ss18 @ 19% | Vermont......345
Tierces.......18%
@
20..
{
Unwashed.
«25 @ . 30
;
15th prox., was intreduced -and sdopted. Scver- services in completing the Atlantic cable under to feed to milch cows along with hay, Indian 1 winds.
PRE teseesssvansaaeses (Sheep Peltsk,2'00
@ 1 50
Plants thus protected have growh’ twigh as fast
al bills of minor importance were passed.
The «difficulties. The Duke of Argyle presided.
meal, and oil eake, good for fattening bullocks as those fully exposed. Another advantage of
Alaska appropriition bil was discussed but ng
and swine, and exceedingly profitable for sheep,
In the French Corps
Legislatif complaints
BRIGHTON Carve MARKET.
this mode is the protection it affords from night
action taken.
have been made of the expense.
gn acount of whether one is making mutton or wool, or raiss frosts, refidering it admirably adapted to plants
. July 1, 1868.
On Wednesday, in the Senate, a protest of the expeditionary corps in Italy:
ing lambs. We have found them valuable for which have been early removed from the hot

appropriation
bill was considered.. Inthe House
© a substitute was introduced for the bill to be re-

SRE

HE LODET

-

Canada... «+180

FLOU
Ex Stat¥bar .8 15 @ 9 9
State sup.....760 @ 7 8

are fastened

0 FARMERS AND PLANTERS.

8350
@ 900

giidest and
concern of th kind
States, bt
ExMess #bbl1y 00° @23 00 Marrow. ... «160 @-1 65
manufacture offer i
iii do..15 00 20 00
.
I Nors ¥ bbl..27 00 83735 ~| night
Cold 35 @ . 36 | Prime...:+.c 23 00°2350 ‘Brooklyn ‘and i, Jon v citie as also the
| nipaw wor,
0
ers.
est 0
sm
BEEF,

bent over the hill of young plants and the
ends thrust in the ground. : A newspaper is then
placed upon these curved sticks. covering the

edges

;

Dried TELE
li MARLESUGARIS
Groen Winer 2 8600
"NITTLOATS.
a

¥

and the

July 1, 1868,

(APLE SUGAR.

Two small twigs of osier, or other slender
aod, about'a foot and a half or two feet long,

whole,

Ouxfclimate is not quite so favorable

following

ih

Ngw York WatoLEsaLE PRICES.

For the week ending,

2 8 - 25 | Home* smekdioPOTATOES.
00 621 00
&ec. te Gordini
CHEESE,

Protecting Cucumbers,

mérket at home.
are sold..

A. few seaftering, large berries,

br themselves will bring the highest rive: — The

‘bushel, it will ordinarily pay betterito sell them
than to consume them upon the farm.
But if
prices are low, the farmer always. has a good

the:

the higfiest
into two or

in advancing the price; but if carefully packed

can be raised for

go up to 75 cents

and quality.
wrapped in
hran a few

apples or pears in a quart or bushel do not. assist

twenty-five cents a bushelyand the round turnips, as a stolen crop, for less than ten: cents,—
Farmers away from the large markets pay very
little attention to this crop. - It ought to have a
place upon every farm where hogs and cattle
are kept, without reference to city markets. Of

FOREIGN.

and his Abyssinian

\

to the demand.

week,and was welcomed with great enthusiasm;
both houses of Parliament passed votes of thanks

‘to him

“More Turnips Wanted.

tail), shows

the 26th, to throw
Co. ., Conn., a train
gold coin from New
Boston, but the vil-

Generil Robert Napier arrived in London

of pear is tappbyed in appearance
by keeping in close, dark drawers,
flannel or:soft paper, or ; packed in
days.
For profit, and in order to obtain
price, all fruit pays to be assorted

kets, the past spring (two dollars a bushel at re-

He
2

"An attempt w -asomade, on
from ‘the track in Hartford
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